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A PHYSICAL CLIMATOLOOY OF THE ANTAllCTIC PLATEAU 
CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
The Antarctic Plateau (Frontispiece) has the most severe polar 
climate in the world, a climate W1 ich is characterized by extremely low 
temperatures and high windchills. Its geographical position, centered 
on the South Pole, its high elevation, and areal extent have all combined 
to produce a polar continental climate which is unparalleled in the 
arctic. Antarctica, with 90 per cent of the world's snow and ice, is a 
-most unique continent with much of its subsurface, including the Geograph-
ical South Pole, below sea level. The continent was a prominent center 
of scientific interest during the International Geophysical Year (IGY). 
This interest has been continued since 1959, through the International 
Geophysical Cooperation (IGC). This dissertation will contain analyses 
of meteorological and micrometeorological observations taken on the 
Antarctic Plateau during the period 1956-1962, with the main emphasis 
being placed on the period of the IGY. 
Antarctica {Fig. 1) is a snow-covered continent of approximately 
13,375,000 square kilometers. It bas the highest average elevation of 
any continent; 55 per cent of the area is over 2000 meters (6562 feet), 
43 per cent is over 2500 meters ( 8202 feet), and 25 per cent is over 
3000 meters (9842 feet).1 These extensive areas of high elevation are 
more or less one continuous unit in the interior of the continent. 
1 Areal measurements ccmputed from the 1962 AGS Antarctic map, using a 
compensating polar planimeter. 
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For the purpose of this stud7 we are using the conventional, 
although criticized (1), terms of West Antarctica and East Antarctica 
to denote locations east or west of the 0 to 180 meridians. This 
division is topographically and geologicallY significant. It follows 
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a topographic low between the Ross and Weddell seas and, geologically, 
West Antarctica is younger and more recently deformed than East Ant-
arctica with its Paleozoic sediments overlying the Precambrian Shield (2). 
Exclusing all mountain peaks, the highest elevation in West Antarctica 
is 2253 meters (7392 feet); in East Antarctica it is 4270 meters (141 009 
feet). This is to be expected, as West Antarctica is basicall7 an arch-
ipelago of islands covered to considerable depth with ice and snow, 
whereas East Antarctica has a considerable amount of its bedrock well 
above sea level (3, 4). 
DEFINING AND DESCRIBING THE REGION 
Cross-sections of Antarctica show that it is basically a high 
elevation plateau, which is considerably higher in East Antarctica than 
in West Antarctica (Fig. 2). Nearl7 ever,ywbere the surface of Antarctica 
ascends steeply to a vast interior plateau possessing gentle slopes. The 
plateau-like area is a pQ7siograpbic unit which includes parts of the 
Rockefeller Plateau and all of the Rollick-Kenyon and South Polar 
Plateaus as well as the inlanc:l parts of Queen Maud Land and Wilkes Land 
(Fig. 3). In actuality, the plateaus more or less merge into one another 
and, because of this, are considered as a single plateau in this stud7. 
The Antarctic Plateau is delimited on the basis of elevation and 
slope. There were some difficulties in defining the lower limits of 
the Plateau as no individual criterion was satisfactoey for so large an 
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area. What was applicable to one region was not applicable to an 
adjacent region. Atter discussing the lower ~ts of the Plateau 
with several Antarctic scientists2 fro.a different bases, it was 
decided that two separate criterion were needed, one for East Ant-
arctica and one for West Antarctica. The criteria were based upon 
6 
elevation and slope, with 2000 meters and above with less than a 
one-degree slope being used for East Antarctica and 1500 meters and 
above with less than a one-degree slope being used for West Antarctica.3 
The higher elevations and greater coastal slope in East Antarctica 
necessitated raising the lower bounda17 in this region. The merging of 
the two different contours was easil.7 accomplished by {1) following the 
one-degree slope south of the mountainous areas in Queen Maud Land and 
(2) following the one-degree slope above the mountainous arc extending 
from the Hollick Mountains to Victoria Land. 
This pbTsiographic region is also a climatic region, as there is 
a distinctive polar-continental climate in interior Antarctica which 
changes on the coastal slopes to a polar-marine climate. The climate 
of the interior region is distinguished by uniforait7 of fair weather 
and that of the coastal region b7 abrupt changes associated with kataba-
tic winds and c7clonic storms. 
2tenton from Shackelton and Graham Land bases, Lister from Southice1 
and Cameron froa Wilkes. 
3A one-degree slope is approximatelT 17.5 meters per kilometer, which 
is frequent]Jr expressed as 0.0017 or as 2 x lo-3. 
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'!'he Antarctic Plateau is, for the aost part., a featureless eJq>&nse 
or anow. It is comparable in size to the United States, being 87 per 
cent or the total. area of tbe United States. There is relativel.T little 
local relief, cd this is u.de even less conspicuous by' the all-white 
surface and occald.an&l white-out CODditions. The sillil.arit7 or the 
Antarctic Plateau to a desert was brought out b,r the world-traveller 
and explorer George Lowe when he arrived at the South Pole as a aeaber 
or the Coaonwe&l. th Trans-Antarctic Expedition. When quntioned about 
the crossing from Soutbice, he said that the r•arkable thing to h1a 
was how llillUaze it was to the desert. In actualit7, the Antarctic 
Plateau is a desert, a cold desert; which 1.8 coaparable in size to the 
largest desert in the 1110rld, the Sargasso Sea, and larger than the 
great land desert;, the Sahara. Muimum t_,Eraturea are continuous}1' 
below freezing am the anmJal precipitation, as detendned b;y the net 
acclJJilUlation, is very low. These coDii tiona make it an extremel7 intel'-
esting desert for &udJ". 
The snow aurface has irregW.ar features, often sbarp-edged, vllich 
are the result of both deposition aDd erosion; these are called sas-
trugi or skavler. Although 8&8trugi are usual17 very low (maximum 
height measured at the South Pole in 1958 was .52 ca), Sir l!Hmund 
Hillary reported, on his arrival at the South Pole in Januar7 19.58, 
tba t he had aeen Rstrugi two •ters high. A. P. Crary said that he 
had seen saatrugl in the interior of Antarctica ttat approachecl 
Hillar"T' s eati•tion. Sastrugi are a prominent part or the snow sur-
face of the Antarctic Plateau, and particular}T so near the coastal 
elope where the winds are stronger. 
There ia a tr.endoua amount ot snow and ice on the Antarctic 
Plateau. No me ia abaolutel.7 certain how DUch ia on the contiDerlt., 
bu.t .aDT eatiDat.ea have been aade baaed upon ae18111ic reflection and 
seismic retraction shots. Robin (5) estimates that there is an 
average thickness between 2000 aJd 2500 meters tor the whole contin-
ent. Because or the exteosive area in Bast Antarctica which hae not 
been seiadcal.l7 sounded, this estiate ia subject to revision. How-
ever, it ia believed that. his depths, which are tor the 'Whole contin-
ent, Jill' be several huD:irecl aetera too low tor the Antarctic Plateau. 
Ma:dwum thieknesaes of snow and ice Maaurecl b7 seiAdc reflection 
in West am Bast Antarctica, re.,.ctively, are 4355 aeters (14,222 
teet) near B7rd1 and 3800 ut.ere (12,467 teet.) bet.wMn Pionerska,a 
and KOJUOmOllkqa. The absolute figures are interesting, but are 
not of great iaport.ance in detel'lld.Ding the pbJaical climatology ot 
tbe surface. The total volume of enow and ice in Antarctica is con-
siderable; Cr&r7 (6) eatiaates 29,000,000 mJ and Gow (7) estillatea 
30,000,000 aJ. If' we aaaue that the average depth on the Antarctic 
Plateau is 2500 Mters and that ita area is 81130,000 D.2, then 
2013251 000 a3 of snow and ice cover the Antarctic Plateau. This is 
ccaparable to the Laurentide Ice Sheet which covered a large part of 
North Allel"ica. It is i& ereeting to note that Antarctica has a,ron-
matel7 90 per cent ot the world.'• anov and ice, and it it were to 
aelt, the sea level around the wc:rld would rise 40 meters, inundating 
most of' the great cities or the world. 
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DBFDIJIG THE Pll>BLBII 
Thie pqeiographic am climatic region became the ceater of great 
scientific interest during the IGY and ie the laet large area of the 
world to be investigated acientif1e&1.17• Most of the pe:ru.nct baeee 
along the periphe1'7 ot the conti.Dct baft been aaintained since the 
IGY, but onl.7 three baeee (South Pole, BJrd, and Vostok) are currentl7 
(196.3) operative on the Antarctic Plateau. The intensive eftort.s ot 
the IGY are being carried on iD a eligbt.J.7 aocti.tied plan. SUDaer 
field programs are being inteuitied in .,st disciplines, and new 
station• and laboratories are being established in leaeer-Jmown areae. 
GeophT&iciste do not need a long period of record as much as thq do 
additional knowledge froa unexplored areaa. Conaequentl7, ae stations 
cloeed, cliutologiets tOW¥1 th .... lves limi,ted to abort recorda of 
several 7eare duration on the Antarctic Plateau. Additional time will 
not •ter1all7 aid the cliutologist, particul.ar}7 in the field of 
microaeteorolog and ldcrocllutology Wiere the ODl.7 prograa per ee 
was operative tor onl.7 coe 7fl&r, 1958. 
There has been no ph7ei cal cliutolog published in the United 
States on the interior of Antarctica, although numerous cliutological 
anal.7ses bave been ccapleted br tba Soviet Union. This is the expected, 
aa moat of the interior stations ill Antarctica are maintained by the 
U.s.s.R. They also have a auch larger DUIIber ot researcher• l«)rld.ng 
in the general field ot cliutolog on data traa their stations in 
Bast Antarctica. The dittia11lt7 of obtaining foreign data and differ-
ences ot language and aeaauring qsteas have aot encouraged cliaat-
ological research CD a continental baeie. Consequently, to date there 
has not been a cliaatolora published utilising data from all stations. 
'l'he probl• is to take this large hoaogeneous region, stud7 its 
regional aspects, and anal7Ze its pb1'sical cliaatology in order to 
better understand the pb7sical processes associated ld.. th the clia te 
of the Antarctic Plateau. 
'l'he probl• in this dissert.ation ia twofold: .firet 1 to pre1ent 
a regional type clia&tolora baaed on the at.andard aurtace qnoptic 
and upper air obsenations troa all st.ations on the Antarctic Plateau 
and secondly, and toreost, to preset a Ph7sical cli-.tolora of the 
Antarctic Plateau based upon llicraaeteorological obsert'ations at a 
site considered representative tor a large proportion o! the. Antarctic 
Plateau. These analy"ses will retult in the first climatology of the 
energy exchanges con<hcted ot the Antarctic Plateau. 
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There ant ll&ll7 advantages and disadvantages to doing mch a stud;p' 
on the Antarctic Plat•u. Among the advantages are the unifo:na surface 
of snow covering the whole region, relatively aall local relief, the 
division of the year into the equival.ct of a long day and a long night, 
and the uniformitY' or the weather, especial~ during the Antarctic 
"night." On a local basis, the South Pole has an unobstructed fetch 
in the direction of the prevailing wind or over 2200 kUometers. Bolle 
or the difficulties associated with analyses of cliaatic data ha'l'e been 
mentioned in the preceeding section. Additional disadvantages are the 
sparse network of stations, DOn-atandardi~ation of instrumentation 
and obsert'&tions, and fluctuating camp power. Because this represents 
the first etud1' of its kind on the interior or Antarctica, it is a 
prototJPe stu~. This is more a disadT&ntage than an advantage, aa 
other studies would have bllped t.o support. theories presented in 
this dissert.ation. However, this atud;r can aerYe as a base for 
future studies. 
DEFINIIG THE OBJFCriVES 
Physical cliaatolog attempts to explain the phTsical reasons 
for cl.iJiatic occurrences. !he Antarctic Plateau is basical.ly a 
storml.ess region with stable surface conditions prevaUing through-
out most of the 7ear. 'l'hia is particular}1' tr. of the interior 
part. of the Antarctic Plateau. 'fhe diurnal e1'1'ect is eliminated 
near the Geographical South Pole b.r a division of' the 7ear into a 
period with and a period without 8Wl. The station at the South Pe>J. 
is the moat representative of the Dine stations as to elevation, 
depth of' snow, aDi distance !'rca the sea. It also bas the longest 
period of record of aeteorol.ogical obsern.tions and had the onq 
micro..teorological temperature aad wind speed pmfile prograa in 
the iDtierior of the continent. Conaequentl71 this station was selected 
as the DKJther station in tm &Ia1.7ais. 
'!'his dissert.ation bas several specific objectives. One is to 
explain cl:iatic controls on tbe Antarctic weather, another is to dl.s-
cusa the distribution, frequenq, &Dd intenaiv of cliatic ele•nt• 
on an areal basia, another is to explain Mteorological phenolllCl& on 
a aicrocliatological baais, and the last is to determine the surface 
enaru exchanges on the Antarctic Plateau based on calculations of 
South Pole data. These objecti vee are •t b7 anal.JSing surface 
SJDoptic, llicroaeteorological, and. upper air obaervations. All data 
11 
are reduced to the •trie sJWt;-. There are bot. h areal and v .. tical 
distribJ.tiona, although the vert.ieal distribltions are lillited tD the 
surface inversion layer. '.ftle areal analyses are pr.l.uril7 restricted 
to COIIlp&risons, u there are limited data troa some or the stations 
for mae or the observations. The plv'sic&l cl.illatolog or the 
atmoejbere is closely related. to the snow, aDd vertical aeuur•ent• 
into snow and ice are presented.. 'lhe llicrometeorological dat.a were 
measured b;r the writer, aad eerve as tbe basis tor the deterai.nat.ion 
ot the energ:r excbanges between tbe snow surface and the atmosphere. 
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CHAPl'ER n. CLIMATIC PROORAMS AND DATA SOURCES 
ON THE ANTARCTIC PLATEAU 
Antarctica bad the highest scientific priority of any region 
on earth during the IGY, a pr.iority which wa.s exceeded only by ttat 
given to the satellite program. The IGY provided the owortunity 
for the establishment of an extensive network of nearly f'i.rty 
scientific stations in the Antarctic. At most of these stations, 
maintained by ten different countries, strang meteorological programs 
were emphasized, and special programs in glacial-meteorology were 
conducted at m&n1' of the stations. Surface and upper air conditions 
measured at these stations have resulted in detailed climatic inform-
ation for the continent. Prior to the IGY, interior Antarctica wa.s 
basically a virgin area, but mre is now known about the Antarctic 
Plateau than is known about most of the Greenland Ice C&p. 
LOCATION OF CLIMATIC STATIONS 
Nine scientific stations, incl. uding both penua.nent and semi-
permanent installations, were established on the Antarctic Plateau 
(Table 1). Semi-permanent stations are toose established in support 
of long traverses ani which have one complete "winter" record. Perman-
ent stations are those that were established as such and which have a 
record of twelve or more consecutive months. Although a large number 
of geophysical stations were "mad•" by traverses (both vehicular and 
airborne) across portions of the Plateau, the,y are not mapped because 
their data are basically not of a climatological nature. However, 
TABLI 1 
CIJMATIC STATIOJIS 
Station Nation Latitude Longitude Elevation Period ot Record 
PERMAHENT 
South Pole 
9o•oo•s (Amundsen-Scott) us 2800m. Jan 9, 1957 to date. 
Byrd us so•oo•s 12o•oo•w 15.30 Jan 9, 1957 to date. 
78.27'8 • Dec 16, 1957 - prier to 1962 winter. Vostok USSR 106 52'E .3420 
Pionerekap USSR 69·44.5'8 95 • .31 1E 2741 May 28, 1956 - Jan 15, 1959 
Charcot France 69.22 1S 1.39.0l'E 2401 Feb 1, 1957 - Dee .31, 1948 
Komsomolskaya USSR • 74 06.5'S • 97 28 1E .3497 Nov 6, 1957 - Jan 10, 1959 
• • Feb 16, 1958 - Jan .3, 1959 Sovietakaya USSR 78 24'S 87 .35'E .3570 
SEMI-PERMAtl1!llT 
81.56 18 • Southiee UK 29 .30'W 1500 Feb 4, 1957 - Jan 6, 1958 
Vostok I USSR 72.09'S 96 • .37'E .3252 Apr 12, 1957 - Nov .30, 1957 
Data presented in this table were taken from reports published by countries maintaining stations. 
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firn4 temperatures (taperature in tbe neve at a depth of awrox-
imately 10 aetere) •aeurecl on these traverses were uaed in the 
preparation of the map of tirn t.aperaturea (Fig. 4) 011 the 
Plateau. Contour lines on Figure 1, page 2 were detel'llinad tor the 
most part traa traverae data. 
The locatione of stations were chosen with great care b7 the 
participating countries. There are tour so-c&llad "poles" in the 
Antarctic, am attempts were -.de to have stations at or near all 
of th-. The South Pole at& ion, tol'll&l.ly called AlluDdsen-Scott, 
wae located within 500 met.era ot the Geographical South Pole; 
Vostok, CDe ot the Russian baaes, was located at the Geomagnetic 
South Pole; Charcot, a lrench base, was located 290 kUometers from 
the Magnetic Sol&h Pole, which is now located on the coast approx-
:imatelT 130 ld.loaeters traa the Frech coastal station ot Dumont. 
d 'Urville; and Sorlet.akaya, Ill other Ruaian statim, was 650 kUo-
m.etere troll the Pole of Maxi._ IDacceesibility. Logistical prob-
1-.s prevented the Russi. ana troll establishing a base at the Pole 
of Inacceseib1.lit7. The7 did visit the site on a sUIUler traverse, 
but r .. ined there for onl7 thirteen dqe. 
The United Stat;es established arr<~, tbl only permanent station 
in the interior ot West Antarctica. The Russians bad two peranst 
4n.rn is defined as anow which bas aurrlved an ablation aeason and 
has a deDsity between 0.5s am 0.82. Fim becomes glacier ice when 
its densit7 becomes approxillatel7 0.83. 
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stations on their route to the il&erior--Pionerakqa and KOIUo-
aolska;ya. The remaining two stations, Vostok I and Southice, 
were semi-permanent etations. Vostok I was established when 
"winter" set in on the Russians before they could reach their 
destination at t.he Magnetic Pole; Southice was established as 
an advance cap b,r the British to assist in the CoDIIIOIWe&lth 
Trans-Antarctic Expedition. 
Although the sites tor these stations were selected for 
their overall desirabilit7 tor the Yaricus geophTsical sciences, 
thq were pa.rticul.arlT well selected for •teorological. purposes. 
Three stations, Charcot, Pionerska;ya, and Sout.l:d.ce, were located 
in the sone ot strong winds aseociated. with katabatic tlow ott 
the Antarctic Plateau. Vostok I was located on the interior edge 
of the katabatic flow. KC1110110laka7&, Vostok, Sovietska7a, and 
South Pole were all located ao tbat thq provided data represent-
ative ot the cold interior. B,yrd, in central West Antarctica, 
was established in an area in West Antarctica subject to frequent 
C7cl.onic storms moving between the Ross and Weddell seas. The 
carefUl selection ot station sites has made possible a p~ical 
climatolo&T of the Antarctic Plateau. 
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B7rd and Sol.t. h Pole have rell&i. ned operative since their establish-
ment, and are the onl7 two stations on the Antarctic Plateau with con-
tinuous records. Vostok was reopened. in 196.3 and will raain ope~ 
ative through the International Quiet Sun Year (IQSY}, 1964-65. 
KOJUomolskqa is occasionally occupied during slJIIIIer months. camps 
on the Antarctic Plateau are most ditticult to Mintain as the 
weight and pressure ot snow above and around a camp soon destroy 
passageways ani temporary buUdl.ngs. The United Stat; es has 
alreacly converted Byrd to a subsurface camp and will construct a 
subsurface South Pole station in the rut.ure. 
OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAMS 
The observer is the 110st mport.ant eleent in obtaining good 
meteorological data. The .Antarctic program was most fortunate in 
this respect; all observers were "VOlunteers and such people are 
more properly motivated than drafted individuals. The added import-
ance given to the overall program by the IGY ancl the IGC, ani the 
association with other scientiats in other disciplines, created a 
stimulating atmosphere. Probably no other set. ot polar data have 
ever been taken with as mch care as wre those ot the IGI. 
Standard surface SJDOptic obserYatiODS were taken at all ef 
the stations on the Antarctic Plateau. Instrumentaticm vas not 
standardised5 as each nation -.de its om selection. This was no 
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great h&Ddicap to the surface QDOptic program as aost ot the instru-
mente were comparable. 
The greatest observation prcbl• in any polar region is the 
accurate measureaent of temperatures over a snowfield during the 
.5The late Sir Hubert Wilkins made a pla for standardisation of 
obserY&tiona at the conclusion of the Polar Year studies in 
19.32-.3.3. He reissued this plea at the Indoctrination Progr• 
for IGY scientists at Datisville, R.I., in October 19.56. 
periods with incoming ehorl-wave radiation. Aspirated shielded 
thermohma6 uaed b;y the United states were considered most adequate 
for standard t•perature observations. Wind speed measuremcts 
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are probabl.T the most accurate, as speeds on the Plateau were usuall7 
high eno~ to prevent the anemcaeters froa stalling and. not so high 
as to damage the memoaetC!II"s or the •sts. Relative hWiidit;y aeasure-
•nts are of little iaporlance as a Te1'7 small &DIOUDt of wter vapor 
in the atmosphere at low t.aperaturea renlts in a high relative 
hUIIidit7. Cloud observations are entirel;y dependent. upon the train-
ing and Jmtivation of the observers. However, even the best. observers 
have diffic\ll.t.ies each month during the 1100nl.eu per.l.ods of the sunlesa-
twilightleas months. Radiation aeaauremnts are pro babl.7 subject to 
the greatest variation betwen statiooa because ll&llY of the instru-
ments are still in the perfectioa stage. 
The aicromet.eorological program of temperature and wind profiles 
at the South Pole in 1958 wa.a ·the onl1' progr81l of its nature ever con-
ducted in the interior of Antarctica. 'lhis ws part of the glaciology 
progra for the United states lation&l Coad. ~ ee for the IGY (USNG-IGY) 
and waa CCll'lducted by the writer. The measurements were within eight; 
meters of the anow surface and coaatitute the basis fer the compu-
tations of the cerg;y axchaDgea between the snow and the atmoa}i1ere 
at the anow-'at~ interface. 
6 Trade name given sensor b;y the manufacturer, Leeds & Northrup. 
CLIMATIC DATA SOURCES 
Climatic data were obtained from tour primary sources: 
punch cards, microcards, lllicroti.lme, and obaerv;ation forma. 
secondaey sources included CUJY:r7 •saagea and professional 
journals. A oa\&logued listing ot tba punch cards, microcards, 
and. microtllu used in the atu:l7 are pr'esent ed. in Table 2. 
Cli:aatic data tar the United States stations were computed 
from punch cards tor the period Janu&r7 1957 through Novenber 
1961. Hourq observations were obtained tor the South Pole, 
January 1957-February 1961, and .3-hourlJ' obserYations tor the 
period March 1961-october 1961. Tbree-hour]Jr obserYations were 
obtained tor Byrd, Januar,r 1957-october 1961. Monthl7 CLIMATe 
were obtained tor both stations, December 1961-Dec•ber 1962. 
The punch cards and CUMAT data were used in 110nt.hly climatic sum-
maries, as well as in £requenc7 dietrib'&ions tor the two stations. 
Microcarda or 6-hourl7 surface qnoptic observations were 
complete for the period or tbe IGY (July 1957-Dec•ber 1958), and 
were used tor monthl7 cli.aatic tables and frequency distribl&iona 
tor the U.K., French, and U.s.s.R. stations. Surface s.ynoptic 
observation sheets tor Southice tor the period or record were made 
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avaUable b7 Sir Vivian Fuchs. These sheets were used in conjunction 
with the microcards tor cliatic tablea and frequency distributions. 
7 CLIMAT is a broadcast message ot JIIODthly mean values of meteoro-
logical elements tor m.eaber stations o£ the World Meteorological 
Organisation. 
Punch Cards 
QMREC Temperature Profiles (3-minute profiles) 
Q)IREC Temperature SUIIIIII&ry Cards (hourly) 
QMREC Temperature Mean Cards (hourly} 
QMREC Wind Profiles (hourly) 
TABLE 2 
DATA REFE:RENCES 
USWB Surface Synoptic Observations (hourly), Deck #144 
USWB Surface Synoptic Observations (3-hourly), Deck #144 
USWB Surface Synoptic Observations (3-hourly), Deck #144 
QMREC Daily Summaries of USWB Surface Synoptic Observations 
QMREC Daily Summaries of USWB Surface Synoptic Observations 
USWB Significant Level Cards, Deck #505 
USWB Significant Level Cards, Deck #505 
USWB Radiosonde Summary 
USWB Radiosonde Summary 
QMREC Radiosonde Observations (punched from mdcrocards) 
QMREC Radiosonde Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Radiosonde Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Radiosonde Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Radiosonde Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Radiosonde Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Surface Synoptic Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Surface Synoptic Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Surface Synoptic Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Surface Synoptic Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Surface Synoptic Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Surface Synoptic Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Surface Synoptic Observations (punched from microcards) 
QMREC Surface Synoptic Observations (punched from microcards) 
South Pole 
South Pole 
South Pole 
South Pole 
South Pole 
South Pole 
Byrd 
South Pole 
Byrd 
South Pole 
Byrd 
South Pole 
Byrd 
Vostok 
Sovietskaya 
Vostok I 
Komsomolskaya 
Pionerskaya 
Charcot 
South Pole 
Byrd 
Pionerskaya 
Charcot 
Komsomolskaya 
Vostok 
Sovietskaya 
Southice 
Feb 58-Nov 58 210,622 cards 
Feb 58-l'ov 58 131 200 cards 
Feb 58-Nov 58 131 200 cards 
Jan 58-Nov 58 11 416 cards 
Jan 57-Feb 61 351 500 cards 
Mar 61-0ct 61 21 100 cards 
Jan 57-0ct 61 14,850 cards 
Jan 57-0ct 61 31 225 cards 
Jan 57-0ct 61 31 225 cards 
lfov 57-0ct 6o 25,000 cards 
Jfov 57-0ct 59~ 
Jan 6o-Oct 6o 231 500 cards 
Mar 57-0ct 6o 11 550 cards 
Mar 57 -Oct 6o 11 250 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 11 090 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 300 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 185 cards 
Jul 57 -Dec 58 40 cards 
Jul 57 -Dec 58 130 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 9 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 21 375 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 21 375 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 21 250 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 21 250 cards 
Jul 57 -Dec 58 11 725 cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 1,6oo cards 
Jul 57-Dec 58 11 275 cards 1\) 
Jul 57 -Dec 58 675 cards 1-' 
364,917 cards 
Micro :films 
USWB Solar Radiation {Reel #117) 
TABLE 2 (Cont'd) 
DATA REFERENCES 
USWB Sur:face Synoptic and Radiosonde Observations {Reel #1, Box 10) 
USWB Wind Alo:ft Computations (Reel #9) 
WDC Radiosonde Data, 1960-61 
Microcards 
WDC Series #125, Sur:face Synoptic 
WDC Series #325, Radiosonde 
WDC Series #375, Radiosonde 
South Pole, Byrd 
South Pole 
South Pole 
Vostok 
QMREC - Quartermaster Research and Engineering Center, Natick, Massachusetts 
USWB - U.S. Weather Bureau, Polar Meteorology Research Project, Washington, D.C. 
WDC - IGY World Data Center A: Meteorology, Asheville, North Carolina 
1957-1958 
Dec 58-Jan 59 
Jan-Nov 58 
Jan 60-Dec 61 
Jul 57-Dec 58 
Jul 57-Dec 58 
Jul 57-Dec 58 
1\) 
1\) 
Another set of microcards conliained upper air observat. ions 
for the IGY, and these were used for surface inversion data for 
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the U.s.s.R. stations. A microfilm p-ovided upper air observations 
for Vostok tor 1960 and 1961. Significant level punch cards were 
obtained tor South Pole and Byrd, Jiovemer 19 57-0ctober 1960. These 
cards were prograaed throogh a computer for surface inversion data 
for the two stations. 
All South Pole radiation •as1reacts were obtained from a 
microfil.a loaned b7 the U.S. Weather Bureau (USWB). Additional 
microfilms l0&1J8d b7 the USWB contained surface S:JDOptic, radio-
sonde, and wind aloft computations. Much of the microfilm data 
used in the anal.7ses were taken frca the tUm aoi placed on punch 
cards. 
Temperature and wind poofile m•nre•nts were reduced to 
metric units, placed on punch cards, and hourq, dall7, and mnth17 
means coaput.ed for all levels. These profile meuureents were also 
used in the coaputat.ions ot the energ balance terms. 
There was a total of 364,917 punch cards used in this stw:v-. 
Most. of the hourl3", d&i.l7, and J110Dtbl7 computations, and all of the 
trequenc7 distributions, were done on an electronic computer. Salle 
of the ccaputatiou inYol'Ying profile data were done on a desk cal-
culator. Tables ot cl.iD&tic data aq not necessariJ.7 agree with 
published data because ot different ..thods used in the computations. 
These differences in meaD 'Y&lUU are of tenths aM 0Dl.7 refiect the 
number of observations uaecl in the comp~tation of the aeana. 
Greatest •phaais was placecl on data coaputatecl from ptnch 
cards and microcards, and the least emphasis on monthly aUBB&-
ries publishecl in periodicals. 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The presentaticn of oli•tic tables bas been an editorial 
problem. There are too •n7 t ablea to integrate into the text. 
and cert.ain tables have been placed. in Appendices; however, thq 
should be considered as important as those tables in the main 
part of the text. These tables are all referred to in the ten 
with a letter preeeecling the nwaber indicating their location in 
the Appendix. There are eight tables in Appendix A which present 
climatic data for the period of the IGY for all stations; there 
are eight tables in AppeDiix B which preseo.t cliatic dat;a tor 
South Pole and JVrd for their six J'e&n ot record; there are 16 
tables in Appenclix C which show frequenc7 distributions (eight ot 
temperatures and eight of wind direct.ion) for either 1957 or 1958 
for eight stations; there are three tables, in Appendix D which 
c011pare class interYals of climatic ela.nt.s (wind direction vs 
tCIIlparature, wind direction va wiDd speed, and tcperature vs lrlnd 
speed.) for three st.&ions cmring 1958. B7 placing these tables in 
the Appendices, it is possible to llake rapid comparison of data 
from one table to another. This alao makes for 81l0other reading 
ot the text. 
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REVI»> OF RESEARCH 
Unlike 110at climatological studies, this one involves 
rel.ativel.T "live" data, as no stations existed in the interior 
or Antarctica prior to 1956. Each nation has a central organ-
isation responsible tor the Antarctic scientific prcgrame and, 
consequentl7, it hae been rel. & i nl7 eaq to keep abreast or 
scientific achievements in the Antarctic. In the United States 
the National Science FoWlda.tion •intains an Antarctic Programs 
Office which is tul]J" respouible tor scientific research in the 
Antarctic. Near]J" all or the articles on Antarctic meteoroloQ' 
in the U.S. have been written b7 ._bera of the U.S. Weather 
Bureau, and part,icularll' b7 •IIbera ot the Polar Meteorolog 
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Research Project. Wexler, Rubin, and Hanson haye written extensivel7 
on the Antarctic, am their tiM ltOJk a will be cited repeatec:ll7 throu€11-
out the etud7. !he Institute of Polar studies at Ohio State Universit7 
has done ext.ensive anal7aes of glaciological data and the Geoph7sical 
and Polar Research Cent.ere at the University of Wisconsin bave done 
ext:.ensiYe malysea on geophysical stmies in the Antarctic. 
There are polar research centers in all or the countries which 
have conducted programs in the i.Dt:.erior or Antarctica. Without a 
doubt, the largest me is the Arctic and Antarctic Reseveh Institute 
in Leningrad, where probab]J" more scientists are working on the anal.y'-
see or cliatic data than in all or the other cent.ers canbined. The 
British tave maintained a Trans-Antarctic Expedition office in London 
which is closely allied with the .tamed Scott Polar Research 
I' 
Institute in cambridge. The French, through the Expeditions 
Pol&ires Fran9&ises, in Paris, have conducted .tine research 
programs in the polar regions for JII&IV ,..ars. 
There was excallent coverage .tor all U.s.s.R. stations in 
the Russian publications available at the IGY World Data Cel&er 
A: Glaciology at the ADler ican Geographical Soci et7 am the IGY 
World Data Center A: Coordin& ion Office at the National AcadeiiiT 
o.t Sciences. The U.s.s.R. has publilhed man7 volW118s o.t THE SOVIET 
ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION (8) and the following volUiles were used 
extensively: 2, 8, 9, 10, 1.3, 14, 16, and 2.3. In addition to 
these volumes, .tour ~hers were of great value .tor their cliJBtic 
data: A.V. Nudelman's &>VIEr ANTARCTIC EXPIDITION, 1955-59 (9), 
SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, 1958-1960 {10), SOVIET ANTARCTIC 
EXPEDITION, 1959-61 {11), and I.D. Kopanev's SNOW COVER OF THE 
ANTARCTIC (12). Paul Astapenko's ATMOSPH.miC PROCESSES (1.3) &lao 
had good climatic data. 
The USWB has written a aeries of climatological sUillllaries .tor 
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different Antarctic stations and meteorological programs which have 
been published in WEATHERWISE. MonthlT and annual means and extremes 
are presented .tor 1957 .tor South Pole (14) and for 1957-59 for 
Byrd (15). These data were used as a cross-reference .tor the punch 
card computations. Williaa WeT&Dt, Chief, USWB Polar Meteorolog 
Research Project, made available a six-year 8UIDlll&l7 of certain 
monthly means and extremes for both South Pole and Byrd. These 
were also used as supplemental data. 
A special publication on the French IGY Antarctic meteor-
ological program was published by the French National Center for 
Scientific Research (16). This publication baa JD&1V tables of 
monthlY' climatic data for Charcot. The units are an admixture of 
the metric and English qst•s. These data were ueed for the pre-
IGY period (pre-July 1957), but microcard data were used for the 
period of the IGY. 
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There are no publications from the U.K. on the meteorology 
program or climatic data from Southice. The CODIJlonwealth Trans-
Antarctic Expedition has suffered in not seeing JDall1' of its scientific 
results reach publication. The Expedition had excellent men, but 
pressures from their permanent positions and su.bsequent expeditions 
have kept lUl11' of the data from being completely analyzed. 
There is one treatise which merits special recognition, Gosta 
LUjequist's ENERGY EXCHANGE OF AN ANTARCTIC Slt>W-FIELD (17). This 
-volume is in four part;s: short-wave radiation, long-wav<J radiation, 
wind structure in the low la.Jer, and surface :inversions and turbulent 
heat transfer. Although this research was conducted off the Ant-
arctic Plateau at Maudheim (Figure 1, p. 2 ) in 1949-52, this st.udy 
has served aa a guideline for JdcrometeorologL cal research in both 
polar regions. Anot.he r excellent. study' from the same expedition is 
Valt er Schytt 's GLACIOLOGY (18). 
CHAPTER m. CHARACTERISTICS DETERMINING CLIMATIC RmiOIS 
OF THE ANTARCTIC PLATEAU 
The cliate of the Antarctic Plateau is controlled to a large 
degree by its geography. Its polar position, high elevation, con-
tinental size, and snow-covered surface all tend to fawr a true 
polar continental climate. The relative position of the eart.h 
in relation to the sun results in higher radiation values beiag 
received at the surface ot the Antarctic Plateau than are received 
at a:tsT noa-high mountainous sites. However 1 a delicate equillbriua 
has been established which has resulted in the cl.iate of Antarctica 
being relatively stable in the put tew centuries. 
P.ERIHELION DURING "SIMMER" 
The most illportant coatrol ot clim&te in the polar regions 
is the position of the earth in its elliptical orbit around the sun. 
The earth is nearest the sun during the period of the Antarctic sUIIIIler 1 
when it is approxiJu.telJ' three ad.llion miles closer than during the 
period ot the Antarctic winter. The year is not divided into two 
periods ot equal length because of the longer path that the earth 
takes to aphelion. Consequently 1 the Geographical South Pole bas 
a longer period without sun than with sun, the difference between 
the two periods being seven dqa and 20 hours. The closer position 
ot the earth to the sun during the Antarctic sUJIIIIer compensates tor 
the longer period without sun, as more aolar eaergy is received when 
the earth is at perihelion. Table 3 ehows the periods without sun 
for the stations included in this atu<V'. 
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TABLE 3 
SUNRISE - SUNSET TABLES* 
Station Latitude Sunset SUnrise 
South Pole 90• oo" 21 Mar 23 Sep 
South Ice 81° 58" 10 Apr 2 Sep 
Byrd Bft oo" 1.5 Apr 28 Aug 
Vostok 78. 27" 24 Apr 18 Aug 
Soviet8ka7& 78. 24" 2.5 Apr 19 Aug 
Komosomolakqa 74° 06" 7 May 4 Aug 
Vostok I 72. 09" 1.5 May 27 Jul. 
Pionerakaya 69° 44. 29 May 1.5 Jul. 
Charcot 69° 22" 23 Hay 20 Jul 
*Data for Russian stations from Budelaan (10) 
Data for Southi.ce, Byrd, and Charcot fraa Viets (19) 
DISTANCB FROM OOAST AND OPiN WATER 
The distance fl'OIIl the cout (Table 4A) is of great i.lapo~ance 
in deterld.ni.ng the cliaate of iDterior Antarctica, as most of the 
cyclones do not penetrate into the interior of the continent. They 
dissipate over the coastal zone &Dd result in much of interior 
Antarctica being a region relativelY free of cyclonic disturbances. 
This is particularly true ot tbl central int. erior where Komsoaolska;ya, 
Sovietakaya, South Pole, a.D:l Vollbok are over 800 air kilometers froa 
the nearest coast. Pionerekaya and Vostok are within 600 kUometers 
o£ the nearest coast, but these stations are in East Antarctica in 
an area 'Which is not m a major stora trade. Byrd station, 675 air 
kUcmeters from the coast, experiences the most storms as fronts 
pass from the Ross Sea to the Weddell Sea and from the Bellingshausen 
and Weddell seas to the Ross Sea. However, these storms lose some of 
TABLE 4 
DIVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA 
A. Distance tram Coast 
Maxi mum Distance 
Vostok 
Solt.b Pole 
Sovietskaya 
Koa80110lltkqa 
Byrd 
Vostok I 
Southice 
Pionerak&7& 
Charcot 
Mi.nilnml Distance 
B. El.entioa 
Maximum Meanred 
Soviet skaT& 
KOJUOIIOlak&J& 
Vostok 
Vosliok I 
South Pole 
Pionersk&7& 
Charcot 
1:\Yrd 
Southice 
Minimum Acceptable 
c. Depth ot SDov 
Maxi mnm Measured 
Voatok 
KOUOBIOlakq& 
Vostok I 
Charcot 
South Pole 
B.rrd 
Pionersk&J'& 
Sovietskaya 
Soutbice 
Minimum Measured 
1515 loa 
1265 
1235 
1050 
830 
675 
575 
450 
350 
295 
65 
4270. 
3570 
3497 
3420 
.3252 
2800 
2741 
2401 
15.30 
1500 
1500 
43.35 • 
.3700 
3.320 
2900 
2890 
2810 
2615 
2050 
18.30 
540 
320 
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their intensity by the time they reach Byrd. 
Another cliJJatic control is the distance of open water, a 
supplier of water vapor and. heat to the atll108phere, from the 
coast (Fig. 4, p.l6 ). There is still relativeJ¥ little intora-
ation on the position of the ice pack around Antarctica during 
the winter. The Russians have bem making periodic fli.ta for 
many winters froa Mirll1' over the adjacent waters, aD::l the United 
states, through the National Science Foundation, recently placed 
a research vessel, the ELTAMIN, in Antarct.ic waters to conduct 
geoptJTsical observations throughout the year. Its maiden Ant-
arctic cruise began July 7, 1962. Open waters surround most of 
Antarctica during the mid-suaer, with the exception of certain 
areas in the Weddell, Bellingshauac, and Amundsen seas mich may 
remain ice-bound throughout the .waaer. However, during late 
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wint. er, Antarctica can be considered to extend fl'Cllll several hundred 
to over two thousand kilometers oft-shore, depending upon location. 
The ice-pack may be solid for hundreds or kilometers, although it is 
not unusual to find open leads and water close to the continent. 
The Antarctic ata>sphere is not capable of holding much water vapor 
because of the low air temperatures; consequently the effect of the 
sea as a supplier of moisture is lillited. 
ELEVATION AND SLOPE 
station elevations {Table 4B) account in large part for the 
degree of coldness in the interior of Antarctica. By definition 
established for this stuqy, all stations in West Antarctica must 
be of 1500 meters elevation and those in East Antarctica of 2000 
meters. Southice and Byrd are near the lower limit, being 1500 
and 1530 meters, respectively. Charcot, Pionerskaya, and South 
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Pole at 2401., 2741, and 2800 meters, respectively, are at relatively 
high elevations, and Vostok I, Komsomolskaya, Vostok, and Soviet-
skaya are all high elevation polar stations, being 3252, 3420, 3497, 
and 3570 meters above sea level, respectively. Only the relative 
closeness of Vostok I to the coast prevented this station from 
having a much colder climate. 
The difference in the mean annual temperature between the South 
Pole and Vostok for their two years of comparable data, 1958 and 
1959, was 6.6C•. A lapse rate between the two stations of 1 c• for 
100 meters would acoount for the temperature di.f'ference. This 
lapse rate is close to others determined in East Antarctica. Ccmeron 
(20) showed a 0.9C• lapse rate for each 100 meters on the coastal 
slopes near Wilkes. Mellor (21) plotted firn temperatures at 15 
meters vs. station height and also vs. distance from the coast. He 
found a. lapse rate of approximately' 1.27C• per 100 meters at stations 
between 2000 and 3300 meters; above 3300 meters the lapse rate in-
creased coosiderably. It is quite evident that there is a definite 
relationship between the mean amual. temperature and/or fim temp-
erature at 10 or more meters, elevation and distance from coast. 
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Slope is both a local and regional clillla.tic control, as winds are 
related to the direction and degree of slope of the snow surface. Three 
stations, Southice, Pionerskaya, and Charcot, have strong katabatic flow 
as they lie near the edge of the Antarctic Plateau. Although Komsomol-
skaya, Sovietskaya, South Pole, and Vostok are interior stations, their 
prevailing wind is still a gradient flow downslope. It should be re-
membered throughout this study that station elevations are precisel7 
determined, as are site elevations on traverses, but that much of 
East Antarctica is virgin snow which has not been covered by traverses. 
However, enough is known of the general nature of the elevation in 
East Antarctica to assure us that the surface wind flow is downslope 
at all stations. Recent analyses b7 Lettau (22) have shown that the 
winds at the South Pole are of a thermal. nature. 
SNOW SURF ACE 
The entire surface of the Antarctic Plateau has a near unifor.m 
snow surface which acts as an insulator over the subsurface and as a 
thermostatic control over above-surface temperatures. Its high re-
necti vity returns over 90 per cent of the incoming short-wave radi-
ation during the Antarctic summer. 
The difference in the depth of snow, which in this section in-
cludes snow (densit7 S 0.55 gja&3), fim (densit7 between 0.55 and 0.83 
gfca3), and glacier ice (densit7 ~ 0.83 g/cm3) is not a significant 
climatic control because the minimum snow depths are still appreciable 
(Table 4C). The minimum measured snow depth is 320 meters 1 although 
there are no doubt sites with less snow. The greatest depth of snow 
ever measured is on the Antarctic Plateau in West Antarctica, where 
a depth of 433.5i JHters (14,217 feet) was revealed near Byrd. 'lhe 
most extensive area of deep enow lies in the central interior core 
of East Antarctica. Vostok I, Vostok, KOIUOIIOlakqa, and Soviet-
skaya were located on 2900, 3700, 3320, and 1830 meters of snow, 
respectively. 
CLIMATIC R!niONS: CRITERIA AND AREAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
There ie no know clia&tic classification which can be ag>lied 
to the Antarctic Plateau aDd result in aeaningful regions. Most 
classifications are based on temperature and precipitation, and 
precipitatien data for the Antarctic Plateau are of l.illited value 
because of difficulties in determining whether it is fallen or wind 
blown. The •st. iaportant el•ents tor distinguishing cl.iaatic 
region• in the Antarctic are taperature, wind speed, and solar 
radiation. These three beCOM llllited in the measurement of cool-
ing power or, in the more popular tel"!linolog, windchill. 
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A cliatic claesitication haa been derived which is based on 
degrees of severity. This classification praauaas that (1) sub-
freezing t-.peraturas occur throughout the ;rear, (2) the mean annual 
t•perature is below -11.s•c (o.o•r), (3) the net accunl.atioa f:roa 
all source• is less than 45 ca of water, and (4) the mean annual 
windchill is higher than 1600 kg. cal/a2/hr. 'lhe bounda.t7 of the 
Antarctic Plateau circwucribas the cora area aeating these criteria. 
The four basic criteria 111&7 not hold true around the periph817 of 
the Plateau, but the7 are valid tor all of the stations within the 
region. 
The criteria for the breakdown into climatic regions are 
extensive, and should be weighted with the greatest •phasis 
on the mean armua.l temperature, ma.x'liWI and. lliniraull temperatures, 
and mean &DDU&l. wind speed. The annual net accumulation as 
deteminecl by' snow stakes and stratigraphy studies is a good 
guide for precipitation estiBates. It is rather reassuring, 
after using several el•ents to delimit cl.illa.tic regions, to 
have one eleaent unite the area into a whole. This is done b7 
windchill where higher winds nearer the peripheey compensate for 
the higher temperature and result in windchill values which are 
c011parable to those obtained in the interior. Table 5 presents 
the classification of climatic regions, showing the breakdown on 
criteria used in delimiting each region. 
Four climatic regions have been established for the Antarctic 
Plateau: Cold Central Core, Cold Interior, Cold Katabatic, and 
West Antarctic. These regions are shown in Figure 4, p. 16, but 
no solid lines are shown between sones because of uncertainties 
regarding the s pecitic locations or the zones. These regions have 
been established as a framework for presenting cliutic data in this 
stucJT, and are a distinct aid. However, it should be borne in mind 
that this is not a regional climatology, that the regional break-
down is only tentative, and. that its sole purpose in this disser-
tation is to allow a more meaningful manner for the presentation 
of the climatic data. 
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TABLE 5 
CLIMATIC R!GIONS 
Basic requirements tor all climates on the Antarctic Plateau: 
• a. M&x:iMQII temperature below o.o C 
b. Mean annual temperature below -17.s•c (o.o•F) 
c. Net accumulation less thaa 45 em ot water 
d. Mean annual windchill over 1600 kg. ca1/a2/hr 
Cold Central Core Climate (Vostok, Sovietskaya, and Komsomolskaya) 
a. Mean annual temperature below -so•c (-59.F), with mean 
monthly temperature colder than mean annual temperature 
tor at least seven months 
b. Mini.Jma temperature, 5 or more months1 below -7o•c (-94.F) c. Maxi.lna temperature below -20•c (-4.0 F) 
d. Mean annual wind speed less than 6 m/s (11. 7 kta, 13.4 mph) 
e. Mean annual slq' cover less than 5 .o 
t. Mean annual windchill greater than 2000 kg. cal/a2/hr with 
montbl.T aean maximum. greater than 3000 kg. ca1/m2/hr 
g. Het annual accwaul.ation ot precipitation, less than 20 em 
ot water 
Cold Interior (So\Zh Pole) 
a. Mean annual temperature between -4o•c (or •F) am -;o•c 
{ -58.F), with mean montbl.T temperature colder than mean 
&Dml&l temperature tor eight months aouth or 85. s, and 
for seven months north ot s5•s 
b. Minimum temperature, 3 or more months, below -7o•c (-58°F) 
c. K&xiJilum temperature below - 14.o•c ('-6.8.F) 
d. Mean annual wind speed less than 7.5 m/s (14.6 kts, 
16.8 mph) 
•· Mean annual sk;y cover less than 5.0 
t. Mean annual windchill greater tlan 2000 kg. ca1/a2/hr 
with monthly' mean •ximum greater than 2750 kg. cal/m2/hr 
g. Net annual accumulation or precipitation, less than 20 ca 
or water 
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 
CLIMATIC BEGIONS 
Cold Katabatic (Southice, Pionerllkqa, and Charcot} 
a. Mean annual t~erature between -3o•c (-22•F) and 
-40•c (or -4o.F) 
b. Minimum temperatw-., 4 months or more, below -so•c 
(-58.F}, with 1 month or more below -5s•c (-67.F) 
c. Maximum temperature below -7•c (+19.4.F) 
d. Mean amualwiDd speed greater than 9.0 m/s, with 
85 per celt. of the winds within 45 degrees of pre-
vailing wind direction 
e. Insufficient data to determine sky COV"er criteria 
f. Mean annual windchill greater than 2000 kg. cal/a2/hr,. 
with monthl7 mean MXiwua greater than 2500 kg. cal/a'/hr 
g. Net anaual acCUBNl.ation of precipitation, leas than 45 era 
of water 
West Antarctic (B,yrd.) 
a. Mean annual temperature between -20•c (-4•F) and 
-30·c (-22-F) 
b. M:inimuiR temperature, 4 mnt.ha or more, below -5o•c 
(-58.F) • 
c. M&xiaulll temp .. ature below o.o C (.t32.0.F) 
d. Mean annual wind speed greater than 7.5 m/a (14.6 kta, 
16.8 apb) 
e. Mean mnual sk7 COV"er more than 5.0 but less than 7 .o 
f. Maximulll annual windchill less than 2000 kg. cal./a2/hr, 
with monthly mean uxiJUJil less than 2500 kg. cal/a'J./hr 
g. Net &mlual accwnulation of }recipitation, less than 35 em 
of water 
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CHAPTER IV. CUMA'l'OGRAPHY OF THE ANTARCTIC PLATEAUS 
The Antarctic Plateau las a cli•t• ld.th very amall intra-
seasonal chaDges whicll is ch&ract .. ised b7 consiet4mtl7 tair 
weather. 1'be circulation pattem baa tour ain teaturee-two 
areas ot higher presaves (central East Antarctica and eastern 
Marie B7rcl LaD:l) and two ar ... ot lowr pressures (Rou and 
Weddell seas). The moat pl'CIIIIiDent ot the tour is the anticyclone 
over Eaat Antarctica. 1'be be& guide to the existence and intensity 
ot this a.ntic,rclone is its pres•ce on the 500 ab up, a a moat ot 
Eaat Antarctica is above the 700 liD level. There are two JR&in circu-
lation tracks at the aurtace, one troa Queen Maud Lam to Victoria 
Laa:l to the Arltarct.ic Peninsul&, and the other troa Marie B7rd LaDd 
to Wilkes Land. 
Frcot&l p&aAges in the iDterior ot Antarctica are otten ditti-
cul. t to recognise and are often detectable cm)T CD upper air cbart.s. 
Weaker tronts are not able to destro7 the ..U-pe:rmanent 8Urtace 
inversion tba t exiata on the Antarctic Plateau during the winter. 
There are 110re stor. in West Antarctica than t be re are in Ia& 
Antarctica, 1Cl. th the Jl&in tracks being between the two depressiou 
in the Rosa and Weddell seas. Multiple c,rclonic depreeaions are 
• Cl.illatograPJl' ia detined bT the Gl.oasa.r;y ot Meteoral.c;w;y as a 
thorough description ot cl.i-.te, particularq with reterence 
to the tables &Dd charta which abow the characteristic w.luea 
ot cliaatic el•ents at a station or ewer an area. The tera 
otten baa a ccaparative geographic cozmotation. 
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often found on the surface map around tbe peri}ilery of the continent, 
but moat of these storms do aot penetrate deeply into interior 
Antarctica. Monthly maps ehowiDg storm tracks have been prepared by 
meteorologists, both u.s. and foreign, wm have been aSBigned to 
the Antarctic Weather Cediral. 
Astapenko, one of the scientists asai.gned to Weather Cediral, 
noted that 41. fronts were observed at the South Pole during four 
months in 1958, with ll each in Jul7, October, and December, and 
8 in September (13). Thirt7-four of these fronts were observed at 
the 400mb level; six o:r the seven fronts observed below 400mb 
occurred in the months of October and December. The average temp-
erature differential in the atmos}ileric frcnts for tbe four months 
is shown in Table 6. Temperature differentials across fronts are 
generally greater in winter than ia s~r. 
TABLE 6 
FIDNTAL TEMPERATURE DIFFERI!NTIAL ( c•) 
SOUTH FOLE - 1958 
300 Jllb 
400mb 
500mb 
600mb 
~ 
2.3 
2.2 
2.7 
SEP-QCT 
3.0 
2.7 
3.1 
~ 
2.7 
4.2 
4.5 
2.6 
MICOOCLIMATOIDGICAL ANALYSIS OF Tl!MPmATURE AND WIND SPEED POOFILES 
This section will be primarilT the climatograpby of meteero-
logical elements measured at staticllls on the Antarctic Plateau. 
The elements are preseit.ed in the folle\ld.ng order: barometric 
pressure, temperature, wind, precipitat.ion1 sk;r cover, radiation, 
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and rel~ive humidity. Temperature ani wind observations are 
discussed in the greatest detail as thay are the two JIIOst important 
standard meteorological observations in the polar regions. Radiation 
measurements are equally' as important as taperature a.n::i wind, but 
they are not a stan:iard 811lOptic observation and, coneequct]Jr, data 
are not always available. The elements discussed in tb is chapter 
are shown in Table 7, and are presented in order of sequence for all 
stations on the Antarctic Plateau. 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 
Monthly mean station pressures for So\Zh Pole and B,yrd stations 
a.re shown in Table B-1. There are relativeJ.;y small monthl;r differ-
ences, pvticula.rly far the Sout.h Pole station. Both sta.ticns had 
high monthly mean pressures during the warm December of 1957 and 
low monthly' mean pressures during the cold August of 1958. Bugaev 
(2.3) pointed out that there is a general correlation of lower 
pressures with colder tanperatures at the Soviet Union's stations 
when he was discussing low te~~.peratures at the Soviet Union's 
stations. The high pressures in East Antarctica. are occasionally 
replaced b;y a cold cloudless cyclone which extends to the strato-
sphere. There was a low pressure cell over East Antarctica from 
August 21 to 25, 1958, and at this time temperatures dropped at 
Sovietska;ra to -78•c, at Vostok to -so•c, a.nd at K011eomolskqa te 
'!'ABLE 7 
CLIMATIC DATA PRESENTED FOR IGY 
ell 
& ~ a:l ..!.4 4) ~ !1.1 ,.., 
..!.4 ,.., H 0 4) ..!.4 
!1.1 ~ P-t c:J !1.1 ~ ..!.4 ~ ..!.4 ...... 1-4 0 
0 4) 0 0 ..d ..d 4) c:J 
~ ...... ~ ~ ~ ~ tl 1-4 'E !1.1 > !1.1 :::s :::s 0 a:l 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...... ..d ~ > tQ ~ > tQ tQ P-t t.> 
Mean Station Pressure X X 
Mean Temperature X X X X X X X X X 
Maximum Temperatures X X X X X X X X X 
Minimum Temperatures X X X X X X X X X 
Temperature Range X X X X X X X X X 
Prevailing Wind Direction X X X X X X X X X 
Mean Wind Speed X X X X X X X X X 
Maximum Wind Speed X X X X X X X X 
Sky Cover X X X X X X X X 
Solar Radiation X X X X X 
Albedo X X X X X 
Radiation Balance X X X X X 
Relative Humidity X X X X X X X X 
-oo•c. A. caret\ll check or the llicrocard data raUed to reveal 
&rJ1' other periods with extreme cold temperatures occulTing with 
low pressures. Montbl7 llli.nill& t.;>er&tlres were all •asured 
when an anticJClone predcainated over East Antarctica. 
A8 one would expect, the bighellt 111CDthl7 mean pressures at 
the South Pole and B7rd occurred during the sw.er months of 
Deceber and Janu.t17. The lowest 110nth17 preuurea are atter 
the aolatice, and Jul7 through October all have low pressures. 
The esploaiYe stratospheric waraing, cm.racterietic or the polar 
regiona, occurs during the last halt or October and roughly co-
incides with the end or "winter" (24). 
Tl!J(PERATURE 
Temperature, the 110et Ulportant standard meteorological 
element on the Antarctic Plat•u, is one or the determi.D&nta or 
windchill, surface inversions, and katabatic winds. It is an 
element which one is conatantl.T aware of in &n7 polar enviroaent 
aad ie also an el .. nt which 1a verr hard to •aau.re over snow 
with ao;r precision during the su.ert.iM. Absolute temperature 
measurements in the polar regions in llid-8\DIIler require both 
shielding am aspiration, or the u• of a sensor which CCIIIlpeneatee 
for radiation errore (25). Radiation errore can be ae mch ae 
several centigrade degrees cloM to the snow surrace dUI"ing mid-
sUJIIIIler (26). A. technical paper on radiation errore on the :rmo-
couple •aauremente will be published b7 the Quart.el'IIUter Reaearch 
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and Engimering Center in 1963. Among the min .findings are that 
errors in temperature readings increase as one approaches tm 
surface, as wind speeds decrease, as the wind direction becanes 
parallel to the sensor, and as the solar intensity increases. 
Temperature trequenci. es were prepared for each month for 
1958 for Vostok, Sovietakaya, Komsomolskaya, South Pole, Pionere-
kaya, Charcot, and Byrd, and for Southice for 19'1'/. These frequen-
cies are shown ill Figure 5, an:l are presented in tabular form in 
Tables c-1 tlrc:Q~ c-8. • Thq were prepared for evflry 50 interval 
fr011 -4o•c eo that the class intervals are in whole degrees in either 
centigrade or Fahrenheit. Temperature is a far more important 
element in the Cold Cent. raJ. Core and Cold Interior than iD the Cold 
Katabatic and West Antarctic. For the period March through October, 
88 per cent or the observations were below -55°0 (-67.F) at Vostek 
and 85 per cam of the ebserYatiDu were below -55° C at Soviet.-
skqa. For the same period, Kouo110lskaya and the Sout.h Pole were 
below -so•c (-58°F) 98 per cent ao:l 83 per cent of the time, re-
speetivel7. These cold temperatures are the backbone of the climate 
of the Antarctic Plateau. 
Mont.hly me an and annual JUan t•peratures for all stations are 
shown for the years 1957 and 1958 in Table A-1. At most stations, 
both years showed colder months att.er the solstice. The South Pole 
temperature regiae appears to be independent of the Soviet block of 
statione in East Antarctica. In each year, when the South Pole was 
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experiencing ita coldest a:>nth (Se:Jt,ember in 1957 and Apr.il 
in 1958}, the ot.her stations were haYing near "norml" temp-
eratures. It appears that deviations faa the mean annual 
temperatures will be quite s•ll. In 1958 and 1959 a differ-
ence of only' 0.2c• existed in tbB annual JIIIUD tanperature at 
tbe South Pole, &lid Vostok had the same amual. aean teuperature 
(-55.4°0). 
The "kernl•se" or coraless wi.rt.er (27) with tanperature 
reversals is found at South Pole, Vostok I, Pioneraka:ra, Sout.h-
ice, and Byrd in 1957 and at Vostok, Komsomelskaya, Sout. h Pole, 
Charcot, Pionerakqa, and Byrd in 1958. Figure 6 shows a plet 
of sOile of the average monthl7 tanperaturea for B.Trd, Charcot, 
Pionerekaya, Sout.h Pole, am Vostok for 1958. The kernlose 
winter is parlicularly' noticeable at the two interior statiou, 
Vostok and the South Pole. Each station exptriEilced tliiO temper-
ature reversals dur.ing the year. Over a period or :rears, the 
temperature reversals occur in different months aad tend to cancel 
one another, resulting in a broad U-shapd temperature curve with 
a wintertime minimua occurring in July and August. This is evident 
from Table B-2 which presents the monthly mean tanperatures for 
South Pole and Byrd, 1956-62. The annual llle8l1 temperature is 
generally warmer than tbe man monthly temperature for seven or 
eight months because o! the kernlese effect. At the Sout.h Pole, 
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the monthly mean tenperature during five or the first six years of 
record was below the annual mean tanperature for the eight-month 
period between March and Sept.ember. Vostok also bad eight months 
colder than its anaual temperature in tlC> of its three years or 
record. The much longer winter is definitely confined to the 
Cold Interior and the Cold Central Core, ani is a function o.f 
temperature rather than latitude. Byrd, at so•s, has had 5, 6, 
and 7 months colder than the mean annual temperatures. 
The coldest month frequently occurs during or following the 
month when the eun returns above the horizon. The sun is so low 
in the sky and above the horizon for so short a period each day 
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that it has little opportunity to destroy the stable concti. tiona 'which 
were established during the long period without sun. There is a 
temperature singularity in that one o.f the season 1 s ext.rEID.e cold 
periods precesds the return of the sun and helps to account for 
the late winter minimum of mean amual temperature. This was the 
case durmg the first three yea.rs at the South Pole when the temper-
ature was below -71/C during tbt week preceeding the return of the 
sun above the horizon. The absolute minimum for the So\t.h Pole 
also occurred during this priod. Twelve consecutive days were 
below -75°C (-103°F) at Vostok in 1958 prior to the date when 
the sun returned above the horizon. The armual minimum at Vostok 
during the three years of record occurred shortly after the sun 
returned. 
There are no climatic seasons on tbe Antarctic Plateau such 
as are experienced in the mid-latitudes. Basically there is a 
period with sun, a period without sun, and, except for the South 
Pole, periods with both. However, COill!IOll usage has assigned the 
period with sun as sUJDIIl8r and the period without sun as winter. 9 
The use of "8UIIIIler" and 11winter" are relative to the mnths of 
the year and not to the cli•t, as one of the delineating factors 
for defining the region was ttat sub-freezing tamperat"Ures occ"\rred 
throughout the year. The stations in the Cold Cmral Core and 
Cold Interior (Vostok, Sov.ietakaya, Komsoaolskaya, and South Pole) 
have an abbreviated two-month "IIUII'JII.er" in December and Januaey, 
transitional climates in Februar.y and November, and an eigl't-month 
winter period extending from March through October. The Cold 
Katabatic and West Antarctic stations (Southice, Pionerskaya, 
Charcot, and Byrd) have a four-month SUIIIIIer (November-February) 1 
a transitional JDOnth in March, and a seTen-month winter from April 
through .OCtober. Although it is difficult to imagine a "sUJDIIer" 
month with a monthly mean temperature of -.36.2• C, such as was the 
case at Vostok in Januazoy 19 59, cme must realize the low wind, lw 
amount of sky' cover 1 and high solar radiation occur.i.ng during this 
period create a higher sensible temperature. 
9Psychologicall.y, sUIDiler retums with the first flight and winter 
begins with the departure of the last. flight. These air flights 
are separated by a period of approximately nine months. 
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Mean annual temperatures, annual accumulations, seaeonal 
accumulations, water equivalent Talnes, and phJ'sical. character-
istics ef the precipitation can be obtained from pit and core 
studies by glaciologists. Fim temperature measurements in 
the snow and ice at approxillate~ the lQ-•ter depth have little 
or no amplitude and are a close appraxi.JIIation to the mean amual 
temperature for that site. A hole is cered to a depth of 10 
meters or more aD:l a t-.perature sensor lowered into the hole. 
When its temperature has stabilized, readings are taken on a 
Wheatstone bridge or potenti•eter. Colin Bull, Institute of 
Polar studies, Ohio State University, uade available over 200 
fim measurements taken in Antarctica (28). The greatest coverage, 
by far, is in West Antarctica. These have been plotted on a map 
(Fig. 4, p.l6 ) , and isothel'lls drawn for the Antarctic Plateau. 
As one would expect, there is a strong correl.atioD between the 
isothenu and contour lines. Additional maps of the mean annual 
t-.peratures for Antarctica have beeD drawn b7 Goldthwait and 
Cameron (29), am b7 Rubin (.30). Comparison of firn temperature 
measureaents with mean annual teaperatures at selected stations 
are presented in Table 8. Some of the differences between the tim 
taaperatures ud the aean amual air temperatures mq be due to the 
short period of recerd ef the statioas. There would be a better 
correlation of fim and snow surface temperatures if the latter 
could be accurate~ measured during the per:htds w.i.th mn. It is 
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also posai.ble that the climate of Antarctica may be experiencing 
a warm period. It is known that the climate near the Bay of 
Whales is warmer today than it was earlier in the celt.U'1'7 (31).10 
TABLE 8 
COMPARISON OF F.rRN TEMPERATURES AND MEAN ANNUAL TFlfi'ERATURES 
Firn Air Period 
station Tsffcature T!!!(erature of Record 
•c) •c) {yrs) 
Vostok 57.3 56.4 3 
Komaomoleka;ra 53.9 52.5 2 
South Pole 50.9 49.2 6 
Pionerskqa 39.4 38.0 2 
Byrd 28.3 28.4 6 
Tl!MPPRATURE EXTREMES 
Temperature extremes, particularly' minimum temperatures, on 
the Antarctic Plateau have resulted in the area being a biogeo-
graphical desert. One of the delimiting criteria for the region 
was that maximum tSD.peratures wwld be below o.o•c. Naturally, 
there is no lower limit to the minimum temperature, altlx>ugh it 
is suspected by the writer that the absolute minima which could be 
experienced on the Antarctic Plateau 111Duld be about -95•C. Con-
sequent]Jr 1 there is an absolute range for the whole region of 
awroximately' 95C• (171F•). 'l'he large annual temperature ranges 
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on the Antarctic Plateau are ccaparable to those experienced in mid.-
latitude deserts. 
10nr. Hurd c. Willett, in a letter (32) dated Januaey 15, 1963, 
wrote, "In spite of Wexler's article, with lihich I am quite 
familiar, I do not believe that there is al\Y appreciable warm-
ing trend taking place in the Antarctic." 
Maximum temperaturea on the Antarctic Plateau, Table A-2, 
are usual.l7 associated with frontal passages. Although most. of 
the fronts are only detectable on upper air charts, the more 
intense e11es are observed on the surface. Frontal passages 
occasional.l7 break through a strong anticyclonic circulation 
and interrupt a cold spell. This happened at all of the Russian 
stations in the Cold Central Core in late Auguat 1958. The mst. 
pronounced effect was at SovietKqa where the teuperature rose 
31C• (55.8F-) in a six-hour period. The temperature was -85•c 
(-12l•F) prior to the frontal passage, so the subsequent wazoming 
(-37•C /J6.6•iJ) in 30 hours onl7 resulted in a less cold tanpe:r-
ature. Dur.Lng the same month, Vostok had a maximum temperablre of 
-5s•c (-67.0•F). This is the coldest monthl7 VJdmun temperature 
measured on the Antarctic Plateau. However, even this cold tspe:r-
ature was rel.at ivel.7 warm, and followed a frCiltal passage. Twent7-
four hours preceeding this monthlJ" Dl&ld.mum, the temperature was 
17C• colder (-72•c ~97.6•!7). 
Although the South Pole is 1235 kUometers from the nearest 
coast, advection of warm air associated w.ith a micl-sUDIIIl8r blizzard 
in Janu&r7 1958 raised the temperature to -14.7•c (.f.5.5•F). This 
is the oDl.y time in the station record when the maxim.um temperature 
has gone over O•F, as the seuonal Mximum is usuall7 several 
degrees ·colder (Table B-3). 
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Ma:x:imum temperatures at the stations closest to the coast 
(Charcot - 295 kilometers, Pionersk&l& - 350 kilometers, and 
Southice - 450 kilometers) are relatively low considering their 
geographical location. These stations are all in the Cold 
Katabatic zone and turbulence associated with the katabatic now 
brings colder air from the interior of' the continent to the sur-
face at these stations, thus preventing warm maximum temperatures 
from occurring. Th.-e is a tendenq for the katabatic wind f'low 
to become weaker or non-exiatent during the awmner, and during 
periods with no katabatic now the t•peratures may warm to 
around -1o•c (Southice -8.2•c, Charcot -9.8•c, and Pionerskaya 
-13•C). 
The station with the highest Mximum teq> .. atures on the Ant-
arctic Plateau is Byrd (Table B-3). This station is at the lower 
limit of elevation (1500 meters) and the highest l.illit or temper-
ature (O•C). On January 30, 1961, Byrd experienced a temperature 
of -0. 8• C, which was 1. 9C• waraer ttan the previous stat ion max-
imum recorded in 1958. During a May blizzard in 1957 (33), the 
temperature rose to -6.9•C at Byrd, showing the advection of 
relatively' warm air from over the Ross Sea to Byrd. No other 
station has recorded a temperature within sc• or o•c. 
MinimUil ttmperatures (Table A-3) are not associated with 
frontal passages but are the result of a prolonged period with-
out interchange of air masses, strong outgoing radiation, little 
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or no sky c 0'1 er 1 ani light winds. Although Bugaev ( 2.3) has 
pointed out that extreme oold conditions can exist with a cold 
cyclonic circulation, nearly all of the monthly minimum temper-
atures in winter were recorded during periods daaina.ted by sur-
face anti-cyclonic circulation. 
Mini.DlUBl temperatures observed in Antarctica have been fat' 
lower than a.n:r minimums experienced in the Northern Hemia}ilere, 
where the lowest measured is -67.7•C (-89.9•F) at Oimyakon, 
U.S.S.R. All of the Cold Central Core and Cold Interior stations 
experienced temperatures below -7.3.4•C (-lOO•F), and Vostok I had 
a minimum temperature of -7.3.2•C (-99.8•F). Extrane minimum temp-
eratures were recorded at Vostok and Sovietakaya and, to a lesser 
degree, at Komaomolskaya. All three of tmse stations in the Cold 
Central Core exprlenced temperatures below -SO•c (-ll2•F). The 
absolute minimum temperature measured (through 1962) wa.s -88 • .3•C 
(-126.9•F) and occurred at Vostok on August 24, 1960. During 
August 1958, the absolute JD.ini.muu recorded at Sovietskaya was 
-86.s•c {-124.l•F), and at Kouomolakaya, -80.7•c (-ll.3.3•F). 
The absolute miniDlum teuperature for the Soliih Pole is -78.9•C 
(-uo.o•F), which occurred on September 7, 1959 (Table B-4). 
MinipnJm tenperatves for Vostok for 1958 were obtained from 
microcards and are mown for 1958 in Table 9. Sixteen days bad 
minimlDil teuperatures below -so.o•c (-112.0•F) and 62 days during 
the year had temperatures below -7.3.4•C (-lOO.O•F). Fifty-three 
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TABLE 9 
VOS'l'OK - 1958 
MINIMUM TEMPERATURES* 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
1 38.6 39.6 59·7 61.8 76.6 74.6 71.6 74.6 72.6 66.6 57-6 41.6 
2 37.6 42.7 6o.7 64.7 78-9 74.7 71.7 77.8 74.9 68.6 59.6 40.6 
3 37.6 43.6 6o.7 62.8 72-7 71.7 66.9 64.6 72-7 66.8 50.7 42.6 
4 39.6 47.6 59·7 66.7 71.6 63.6 63.6 67.6 66.6 70.6. 43.7 44.6 
5 36.7 49.6 57-9 67.7 71.7 67.9 67.9 68.6 70-9 73.6 54.9 43.6 
6 34.6 50.6 59.6 69.6 71.6 66.6 67.9 77-6 70.6 71.9 51.6 41.6 
7 31.9 50.6 59·7 68.6 71.7 68.6 65.7 84.6 67.6 71.6 51.6 42.6 
8 37.6 51.6 56.7 68.8 67.9 73·9 56.6 84.7 69.8 62.6 52.6 39·9 
9 38.6 49.6 59·7 62.7 65.8 72-7 58.8 79-9 66.6 67.6 54.6 39.6 
10 36.6 51.6 62.7 64.7 68.6 70.7 71.6 78.7 73·9 68.6 54.6 37·9 
11 36-7 52.6 62.6 66.7 68.7 69.6 70-7 75.6 70.6 70.6 53.6 36.9 
12 27-9 53.6 62.7 67.8 65.7 72.6 66.6 75.8 68.9 69.6 52.6 35.6 
13 33.6 54.6 62.7 59·7 64.6 79.8 67.7 75.6 81.6 68.6 53.6 38.6 
14 35.6 56.6 67.7 62.6 70.6 78.6 72.9 76.8 82.6 69.6 53.6 40.6 
15 36.6 55.6 66.7 68.7 71.7 81.9 72.7 78.6 82.7 64.7 51.6 39.6 
16 35.6 54.6 61.8 70.6 62.7 79·9 66.6 82.9 81.7 68.6 51.7 36.9 
17 37.6 54.7 6o.7 71.7 61.6 79.6 71.8 81.8 78.6 69.9 50.6 34.6 
18 40.6 53·7 58.6 70-7 62.7 &:l.7 72.6 72.7 78.6 63.7 45-7 37.6 
19 40.7 44.6 66.7 71.7 61.6 74-7 74.9 71.9 78.6 63.9 43.6 38.6 
20 37·9 45.6 67.7 72.8 63.7 6o.7 70.7 75·9 72.6 65.6 44.9 37.6 
21 37·7 52.7 66.8 68.7 58.7 65.6 72.6 73·7 78.6 65.7 44.9 40.6 
22 40.6 51.6 64.7 71.6 52.9 68.6 77.6 74.6 78.6 64.6 50.9 38.6 
23 40.6 55.6 63.8 73.6 6o.6 72.6 83.9 81.9 71.7 66.6 45.6 38.6 
24 38.7 55.6 61.7 71.8 64.6 74.6 77·9 83-9 61.7 67.6 46.6 38.6 
25 36.6 54.7 61.8 71.9 68.8 75·9 76.9 87.8 58.9 63.9 46.6 36.6 
26 34.6 54.6 58.7 57·7 66.6 73-7 73-7 82.7 53.6 61.6 4;.6 35.6 
27 35.6 59.6 65.7 64.7 69.9 68.7 73·7 78.9 59.6 55-7 44.6 36.6 
28 37.6 60.6 67.7 71.7 70.6 73.6 73-7 &:).6 64.9 52-9 44.6 38.6 
29 39.6 66.8 73.6 72.8 75.8 68.6 79.7 67.6 54.7 46.6 35.6 
30 40.6 6o.7 73.6 69.7 68.7 68.7 66.7 67.7 54.6 44.9 37·9 
31 40.7 66.7 67.7 70.9 54.9 38.9 
Mean 37.3 51.7 62.4 68.0 67.5 72.7 70.1 77-0 71.5 65.4 49.8 38.9 
ii(Al1 Temperatures -°C) 
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per cent of the days between 1.3 June and 22 Se}t. ember had t4111pe:r-
atures below -7.3.4•C (-lOO.O•F). In August, minimum temperatures 
were below -7.3.4•C on 24 da7s. For Vostok's three years of record, 
1958-1960, August 1958 was the coldest month; the monthly D8an min-
imum was -77.o•c (-l06.6•F) and the monthly mean temperature was 
-71.8•c (-97.2•F). The mean wind speed for this month was 4.7 meters 
per second and the average sky cover was 2.8; neither of these means 
was abnorm.al. MiniJaua temperatures in the Cold Katabatic zone were 
mUder than in the interior because of the turbulence associated with 
the katabatic wind flow which prevented extreme temperatures from 
forming. Bu.gaev (2.3) refers to the katabatic zone as "the climatic 
zone of cont.i. nual snowstol"'U." Clouds of blowing snow 1 50 to 100 
meters thick, were observed 25-29 days during each winter month and 
15-20 d&TS chring each stlllller month at Pionerskaya. The absoltt.e 
minimum for the three stations in the Cold Katabatic zane was -6.3•C 
( -81.4•F) 1 which is the same as the absolute minimum far Byrd, 
-6.3.2•c {Table B-4). 
The annual rmge or temperature was larger at the interior 
stations than it was at the stations in the zone of katabatic wind 
flow, (Table A-4). This is to be expected as the consistently higher 
winds of the Cold Katabatic zone keep the temperatures from reaching 
extreaes. a,rd station has the largest tanperature ranges because 
or the frequent frontal passages. The smallest monthly- range for 
any station during "winter" was 18C• far Pi.cneraka,.a (June 1958); 
the largest monthly range fer an;r month was 52. 9C• for Byrd 
{July 1958). South Pole had the s:allest range (10.8C•) for 
a mid-SUJDIII8r month (December 1957). 
WINDS 
Wind is the seccnd JllOst i.Dport.ant climatic element on the 
Antarctic Plateau ani there are times, particularl7 in the Cold 
Katabatic zone, when it is the most important. The cooling pwer 
of low temperatures is not severe unless wind speeds are moderate 
or high in force. High winds not only- result in colder sensible 
temperatures, but thq also cause snow to drift and blow. One 
of the most surprising features discovered during the IGI about 
the climate of interior Antarct;ica was the fact that winds are 
more or less continuouslY' blowing during the "winter" at a higher 
speed tl'Bn anticipated. Prior to the IGY it was the feeling that 
the interior of the continent experienced very light. winds with 
Dl8l'ly caliiB. 
Wind directiions on the Plateau are related to the slope of 
the snow surface. The slope on the Antarctic Plateau is very 
small and, by' definition established for this study, excludes all 
areas having more than a one-degree slope. Although much of the 
interior of East Antarctica has never been surveyed, it is believed 
that the average slope is less than one degree. Dolgushin (34) 
-3 
estimates the slope to be 10 (0.001), which is less than a slope 
of one degree (0.0017). Because of the gentle slope of the high 
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interior of East Antarctica, winds behave as in a fluid now. 
Dominant wind direction is downslope, ani the Cor.i.olis force 
tends to move the winds to the lett. Wind speeds increase as 
the winds approach the slope of the Antarctic Plateau and be-
come consistent.ly" Dl)re from the same direction. There is a 
tendency tor the katabatic w::l.nds to be more pronounced during 
the sunless period than during lli.d-8WIIIler. 
The preY&iling wind direction tor staticns on the Antarctic 
Plateau are shown in Figure 7. These wind roses were determined 
from the sum of the monthly wind direction frequmci.es prepared 
tor each station, (Tables c-9, c-16). These show moat vividly the 
characteristics or the katabatic winds at Soutbice, Pionerskaya, 
and Charcot. The most unusual distribution is for Southice, which 
shows two predominating wind directions 40° apart. Both or these 
directions are from the high interior or East Antarctica. 
Percentages or winds from predominating directions are shown 
for 1958 in Table 10. The Dl)st noticeable feature is that at all 
stations the large percentage of winds are from a rel.ative]Jr small 
sector; this is especially true for stations in the Cold Katabatic 
zone. . The fact that the prevailing winds are domslope at all 
stations is verified by' checking the direction va contours on 
Figure 1, p. 2 .. 
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.. 
... 
SOVIETSKAY A - 1958 
ANNUAL WIND DIRECTION 
FREOUENCIES 
110° 
SOUTH POLE - 1958 
ANT ARCTIC PLATEAU ST A liONS 
o• CHARCOT - 1958 
.. 
SOUTHICE - 1957 
SCALE 
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Figure 7 
TABLE 10 
PERCENTAGES OF PREVAILING WINDS 
Station Wind Direction Percenty;e 
Central Cold Core 
Sovietakaya (1958) 015 to 135 76.1 
Vostok (1958) 190 to 300 88.7 
210 to 280 62.3 
Komaomolskaya 100 to 190 75.7 
130 to 190 64.8 
Cold Inter.l. or 
South Pole (1958) 350 to 100 86.1 
Cold Katabatic 
Pionersk~a (1958) OSO to 170 95.4 
and 100 to 170 85.1 
Charcot (1958) 125 to 205 86.8 
Southice (1957) 065 to 125 89.1 
West Antarctica 
Byrd (1958) 355 to 045 75.1 
The prevailing wind directions (in degrees) for all sta tiona 
on the Antarctic Plateau for 1957-58 are presented in Table A-5. 
Those for the South Pole and Byrd for 1957 through 1962 are shom 
in Table &-5. All directions at the South Pole are north, so 
directions are presented in compass directions with Greenwich con-
sidered as being at 360•. One ot the most unusual cases was at 
Sovietskaya in April 1957 when tmre were more calms than winds 
blowing from &l\1' one direction. One continuous week ot near calm 
conditions existed in mid-Apr.ll. 
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Although the prevailing wind directions are all dOW'nslope1 
the general feeling that all winds are the result of gravity 
flow ma.y be only partly correct. Lettau (22) has established 
the fact that the wind direction at the South Pole is due 
primarily to thermal conditions. Fu.rt.her analyses may show 
that this is also the case at stations in the Cold Central Core. 
Wind epeed.e on the Antarctic Plateau are related to distance 
from the coaetal slope and/ or neamess to cyclonic tracks. The 
Cold Central Core is near n«i. ther1 and has the lowest wind speeds. 
The average wind epeed for the Cold Central Core is on the order 
of 4 m/e, with Vostok being 5.1 m/s, Sovietskaya 3.5 m/a, and 
Komsomolskaya. 3.8 m/s (Table A-6). The maximum wind speed measured 
at Sovietska.ya was 12 m/s, at Vostok 25 m/s1 and at Komsomolskaya 
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17 m/s {Table A-7). Although the Jll&ldm:um wind speed at Vostok looks 
excessively high, it was confirmed on the microcards and is discussed 
in detail en page 63. 
Wind speeds at the South Pole in the Cold Interior are eome-
wha.t higher than those in the Cold Central Core, averaging 6.4 m/s 
Table B-6). June 1962 was the windiest month dur.i.ng the first six 
years of record and had a mean wind speed of 9.4 m/s. The mean 
monthly wind speed increases with each lJI)nth from December through 
July and then drops off as the winter passes into summer, The max-
imum wind speed on record at the South Pole occurred in May 1957 
and was 24.2 m/s (47 knots) (Table B-7). The most "famous" wind 
was the blizzard of January 1958 when the tanperature went above 
-17.8•c (O•F) for the only time in station history. Winds peaked 
to 21.6 m/s (42 knots) in this storm. 
Both mean and maximum wind speeds in the Cold Katabatic zone 
are approxinately twice those in either the Cold Cert.ral. Core or 
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the Cold Interior. The mean amual wind speed :in the Cold Kata-
batic zone is close to 10 m/s. Sout.hice was the windiest of the 
three stations, ani it is unfort.unate that there is only an 11-month 
period of record, February- December 1957. Southice 1 s average wind 
speed for the six winter months from April through September was 
13.4 m/s. This is higher than CCIIlp&rable winter periods from the 
other two katabatic stations, Pionerska.ya and Charcot. Pionerskaya 
had a mean annual wind speed of 10.7 m/ s and Charcot 1 s mean wind 
speed for 1958 was 9.2 m/e. Maximum wind speeds are not available 
for Southice. Pionerska.ya 1 s maximum speed was 32 m/s in February 
1958; Charcot 1 s maximum w:ind speed was also 32 m/s, and this 
occurred in April 1957. One does not acquire an appreciation for 
the winds in the Katabatic zone until he has lived over ariJ./ or 
under snow. Blowing snow becomes an occupational hazard at wind 
!lpeed• greater than 10 m/s because of reduced visibility created by 
blowing snow. 
Byrd station in West Antarctica had wind speeds that were 
higher than those at the South Pole but lo""'er than those in the 
Katabatic zone, averaging 8. 2 m/ s (Table B-6). Maximum wind speed 
each year at Byrd is about 28 m/s, and the absoltiie maximum wind 
speed of 35.0 m/s {68 knots) was in Aul§lst 1961 (Table B-7). High 
wind speeds at Byrd are usually associated with cyclonic m01 ement. 
One of the most pronounced characteristics of the climate on 
the Antarctic Plateau is the uniformity of weather, with little 
or no diurnal or weekly change. This is particularly true of wind 
speed, which is relat. ively moderate and consistent on the Plateau. 
There are very few calms and veey few wmds over 20 m/s, with a 
great concentration a.roum the mcde (Table 11). The higher wind 
speeds at the stations in the Cold Katabatic zone are in great con-
trast to ths low winds of the Cold Central Core. One of the inter-
esting sidelights of the month or April 1958 was the large number or 
calms at Sovietskaya, 4l {8.6%)., which exceeded the highest frequency 
for an.y wind speed for the m:mth (highest, 23 hours, 4 m/ s) •11 
Drifting snow begins at about 7 m/s and blowing snow at about 
9 m/s, depending upon available sources of loose, fine-grained snow. 
In the Cold Katabatic zone, the following percentages of high winds 
occurred (Table 12). Southice and Pionersk&ya. have the misfortune 
of having considerable drifting (approximately 80 per cent or the 
time) and blowing snow (approximately 60 per cent or the time). 
11ca.1m data can sometimes be misleading as large three-cup 
anemometers often remain iDmobile at speeds up to 1.5 m/s. 
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TABLE 11 
PERCENTAGES OF PREOOMINANT WIND SPEEDS 
station Wind Speed Interval 
mt• 
Cold Cedi ral Core 
Sovietek&J& (1958) 
Vostok (1958) 
Kom.somolekaya ( 19 58) 
Cold Interior 
Sout.h Pole {1958) 
Cold Katabatic 
Charcot (1958) 
Pionerskaya (1958) 
Southice (1957) 
Weet Antarctica. 
Byrd (1958) 
3-5 
2-5 
2-6 
2-7 
1-6 
3-9 
8-12 
7-12 
6-12 
7-1.3 
7-1.3 
7-14 
4-10 
TABLE 12 
PERCENTAGES OF HIGH WINDS 
station 8 m/• or more 
Southice (1957) 78.7 
Pionerska.;ra (1958) 80.3 
Charcot (1958) 71.4 
Percentage 
67.2 
75.5 
83.9 
91.8 
86.8 
56.9 
65.5 
72.9 
74.4 
54.6 
60.9 
10 m/s or more 
61.8 
57.9 
45.3 
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Although stations in the Cold Katabatic zone had the high-
est mean wind speed, the maximum wind speed for any station in 
East Antarctica occurred in the Cold Central Core at Vostok 
on June 20, 1958, when the wind speed reached 25 m/s from the 
prevailing wind direction of 250 degrees (Table 13). Like most 
monthly maximum wind speeds, thie was associated with a frontal 
passage. The pressure and the temperature started to fall on the 
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eighteenth and the wind started to increase slowly on the nineteenth. 
TABLE 13 
SYNOPl'IC CONDITIONS, 20-21 JUNE 1958, VOSTOK 
WIND WIND 
~ HOUR DIR. SPEED TEMP. SKY COVER TO) ii1/s {•c) 
June 20 00 250 7 60 Cloudless 
06 250 24 51 Sky obscured 
12 250 25 48 Sky obscured 
18 250 18 47 Sky obscured 
June 21 00 220 20 48 Sky obscured 
06 220 ll 55 Cloudless 
12 220 12 59 Cloudless 
The effects of this stonn were also experi(l'lced at the other 
Russian stations on the Antarctic Plateau. It was a most interesting 
storm in several respects. First of all, it occurred during the 
winter solstice. The coldest temperatures ever recorded had been 
observed during the preceeding week. The effects of the storm 
were more severe at Vostok because of' the great increase in wind 
speed, but were also noted at other stations (Table 14). 
TABLE 14 
FmNTAL TEMPERATtliES, 18-21 JUNE 1958 
station ~ !12!!!: T!JII), Temp. Difference 
Vostok 18 00 -79•C (-ll0.2•F) 
20 18 -47•C ( -52.6•F) +32C• (57.6F•) warming 
Sovietskaya 19 00 -8l•C (-ll3.8•F) 
20 06 -49•C ( -56.2•F) •32C• (57 .6F-) wa:rming 
Koaaomo1sk&y"a 19 06 -73•C ( -99.4•F) 
21 12 -46•C ( -50.8•F) +27C• (48.6F•) warming 
Pionerekaya 19 12 -54•C ( -65.2•F) 
21 06 -4l•C ( -41.8•F) +l3C• (23.4F•) warming 
This atom. came fran a westerly direction north of the South Pole. 
Although Vostok was the onl7 station to have abnormal.l7 high winds 
(as the prevailing winds were reinforced by the cyclonic winds), 
Sovietsk:aya, wbJse prevailing wind direction is from 110•, had 
sharp changes in tta wind direction, from oso• to 310• to 140•' 
Kom.somollk&J'& bad a wind directi<lll shift from 140• to 2;o• to 
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140•. The degree of warming at Vostok am Sovietsk:qa was identical, 
32C•. Both of these stations are at awro.x:iDBtely the same latitude. 
The storm passed from the interior toward tbe coast, and the degree 
of warming downslope was of less magnitude because of the warmer sur-
race temperatures at the lower el8V'&tions. However, all stations 
warmed to the -40's. 
Wind speeds on the Antarctic Plateau may seem light in couparison 
to the high speeds (>50 m/s) measured at coastal staticns in East 
Antarctica, although mean wind speeds at all stations are comparable. 
The South Pole has a higher mean wind speed than mmy or the 
coastal stations. Winds will be discussed in greater detail 
later in this st\Kly when the :interactions or climatic elements 
are discussed later in this chapter. 
PRECIPITATION 
Accurate mea.suranent of Jl'eCipitation in polar regions is 
the plague of observers. The most successful method o! measuring 
frozen forms of precipitation ia by a network of accumulation 
stakes. Periodic measurements can be made on a weekly or monthly 
basis by measuring the total accumulation or erosion, which will 
result in a relatively good estimate of the net. accumulation. This 
all presumes that tha site is carefully chosen, that there is a 
good network of stakes surveyed into place, that the site is free 
of human and animal traffic, am that the measurements are care-
fully taken. 
Most precipitation measurements on the Antarctic Plateau are 
the result or geop~sical traverses. A wall-trained glaciologist 
can easily locate seasonal am. annual accumulation layers in the 
vertical walls of a stratigraplJT pit. It beoomes increa.smgly 
difficult with depth to distinguish between layers, as snow changes 
to firn and firn changes to glacier ice. Snow densities are deter-
mined through the use of densitT t~ea (35). 
The average net accumulat; ion for Antarctica has been estimated 
by Rubin (30) to be 14.5 em of water. This estimate is based on 
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aDOlf stake ._8Ul"81111Dt8 and doea DOt iDcJ.ude 8ZJ.7 l08M8 frc. 
drifting, Ml.t.ing, or evaporatiOD. These c01l<i amount to an 
additional. tive cert.illletera. Another metho<i of eatillating 
precipitation takea into account all the snow and ice that 
leaves the conti.Dert., whether it be trom maltillg, evaporation, 
calving, or blowing anow. The total figure obtainecl b7 Rubin 
tor this eati•te was 10.8 to 16.6 ca ot water. Rubin am 
Giorlnetto (36) did a atudl' 011 snow accumulation iD We at Ant-
arctica, aDd their general coucluaiona were that the annual 
acCWIIUlation illcreaaea trca nat to east and from south to 
nort,h. The distribution w.a uplained by the illt.eract.ion ot 
CJOlonic qat- with topographic teaturea. 
1M net accumulation •P ia troa Rubin (30) and ia baaed 
on snow stake aeaaurementa anc1 atratigrapbJ' studies (Fig. 8). 
This ll&p does not take into account loaaea due to snow drifting 
ott the oont.i.nent or evaporation. These loaaea might increase 
the total annual precipitatiOD b7 a third. Moat of the Cold 
Central Core li.ea within the S aa of water iaobydropleth, with 
the Sovietaka7a area having arouad 3 ca of water. The Cold In-
terior averages around 10 em of water, with t be South Pole ba viDg 
arOUDd 7 em of water. The 6old Katabatic s011e baa ttrca leas tban S 
to over 40 em ot waterJ &Di Weat Antarctica haa from S to 35 ca 
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ot water, with B;rrd h• ing azoound 18 a ot water •12 
A deep core of lll'lOW•!irn-glacier ice was obtained tmm 
the Antarctic Plateau at B,yrd where the u.s. A.rJq Cold Regions 
Research and BngL.neering Laborato17 bored 309 m into the anow 
(37 1 38). Below 60 meters, tbe tellperature appears to haTe 
stabilised at about -28.3•C ( -18. 9•F) 1 which is uaetl7 the 
aame as the aelll annual temperature tor B,yrd. The tranaition 
.from tirn to ice occurs at a clepth of about 65 meters where 
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the densit7 is about 0.83 grau/ra3. Below 120 met.ers the taap-
erature decreases l::f' leas than O.Olc- per 30 meters. A detailed 
studT ot the atratigrapbT was made or the first 19 matera which date 
back to 1893. The aTerage rate ot accumulation at Byrd since this 
date is equivalent to 14.4 em or •ter per year. The greatest annual 
acewaulatioD was 24.4 gras/aa2 in 1896 (40 centimeters annual 1&7er) 
and the smllest annual acC\II.ulati.oD was 8.6 grau/aa2 in 1942 (18 
em annual la7er). 
There are plans tor deeper coring in Antarctica, and it ia 
quite likely tm t 1t will take place at B7rd statim in Tiew ot 
the great dtpth ot snow and ice (2645 aetera), ani the wc:rk alread7 
done at this station. These corea and thsi. r holes will result in 
12eamaron and Goldthwait (32) p.lbliahecl an eazolier map on net 
acc\UilUlatiCD which was prescted at the 1960 IUGG Helsinki meet-
ings at tbt ea. time that the Ru•ians caM tc:rth wi. t.h their 
high coastal meaauremcts. 
more detailed int'ormaticn Cl1 cliatic changes in Antarctica. 
Wexler wrote 011 the growth and tbnma.l structure of the deep 
ice near Byrd and estimatecl that the climate in Byrd, baaed 
on annual accumulations of 10 or 20 centimeters of ice, baa 
warmed 1.528C•, or 1.556C• per 11000 :years (39). 
SKY OOVER 
Accurate cloud obserYat. ions are •ong the hardest observa-
tiona to make, partieularlJ' ill the higher latitwlea ot the polar 
regions where prolmged periods without ann add to the diffi-
culties. Cloud observations are depmdent upon peracna.l judgment, 
and trained cloud observers frequentl7 diaagree on the type, height, 
percentage opaque, &D1 total fl'cr cover. In addition to the problem 
of coding clOllia during clarJmeaa, there is also the problem of 
obscuration from blowing snow. 
The interior of Antarctica i8 a fai~weather region and is 
leas cloudJ' than coastal areaa.13 The Cold Ceit.ral Core has tm 
smallest a10unt of clou:iineee ae detemined b:y obaerYationa in 
tenths of eJq ccw er: Sorletek&J& about 2. 5, Koucmolaka:ya about 
4.0, and Vostok about 4.2 (Table Ar-8). IOIUOJIIOleka;ra had an 
average a)q' ccwer in June 1958 of leu than one tenth. The first 
thirteen da;ye or tbe 110nth were completel7 clollileas, and represent. 
l3Data in this paragraph are preeent.ed ae approximations, as 
original coded data on llicrocarda cannot be canerted to 
absolute values. 
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the longest cloudless period on the Antarctic Plat.eau during 
the IGY. Soviet skaya had a •an cloudiness of about 1. 5 for the 
six-month period, MaT-october 1958. 
The South Pole, in the Cold Interior, has an average slq' 
cover of 4.2 (Table B-8). There vas lees cloudiness during the 
period without an, ,3.2 for the 11011tha AprU through August. The 
months with the tughlst &lll)unt of cloudiness wre the tw trans-
itional 110nthe or loveber and Februar,r. The average number of 
clear dqa in Ma7 (1957-62) is 20, with 8 partl7 clou<V and .3 
cloudl' da7•· In contrast, for the same six-Tear period, Februa.17 
averages 9 clear, 9 part.J.T clouq, am 10 cloud7 dqa. 
There are DO cloud data for Southice or Charcot, which leaves 
Pionerskqa as the onl7 Cold Katabatic station with cloud measure-
menta. Pionerskqa had a higher amount of cloudiness, awroxi.matel.T 
5 • .3 sq coftr, ttan the oth _. stations in East; Antarctica on the 
Plateau. 
B.rrd t.d the largest amowat of cloudiness, averaging approxi-
matel7 6.0 sk7 cover (Table B-8). This is to be expected as the 
station is between four large seas (Boss, Amwldeen, Bellinghausen, 
and Weddell). There is the ea. general pattern, with a miniDrum 
of cloudiness during the period without 8Wl md a maxilllum chlrl.ng 
the transitional periods betweD 11.-r" and "winter." 
Cloud tJ'pes on the Antarctic are contined prl.maril7 to high 
and middle clouds. The Ru•ians tabulated frequencies of cloud 
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observations tor several or their etat.iona (Table 15). 
TABLE 15 
FR!QUENCY OF CI.OOD TlPES 
Middle Cloud• Low Cloud• High Cloud• 
¥! ~ Q!. Ac As 
- -
Frcu 
-
Koasomoleka7& 
(1958) 432 7 302 37 37 1 25 4 1 
Voetok I {1957) 283 27 195 67 129 
Pionerask:a;ra 112 17 322 41 253 13 {1957) 
No data have been reduced for ot.ber stations. These data are 
probabl7 representative or cloud conditions over most or the 
Antarctic Plateau. The pred.Oidnating clouds are high clouds 
(cirrus and cirrostratus), with eome lliddle clouds, particularl.T 
altostratus. The cirrus-type clouds are usuall.y' thin and onl7 
a small portion or the sk7 mq be opaque. 
Stratocumulus clouds are the llOst important cloud type since 
whiteout conditions can occur with an overcast or stratocumulus. 
However, the presence ot a atratocumulua overcast does not alW&Ts 
presage a whiteout. The reflection between the base or the clouds 
and the anow surface can be so intense as to wash out the horison. 
Cold temperatures have becaae part or man's working environment 
1 
on the Antarctic Plateau, but whiteout conditions can bring man's 
activities, particularlJ' the airborne phases, to a cao.plete halt. 
Means or puncturing the whiteouts b7 seeding the clouds with silver 
iodide smoke have been ver,r euccessfUl in the arctic, although no 
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attempts have been made to do this in the Antarctic. 
RADIATIOII 
Radiation measurements are not comparable in all respects 
because of different progr&IIIS and. instl'Wil8Dtation. Of all the 
stations, the South Pole had the most cc:aprehensive coverage of 
radiation measurements (40). 
The Russians measured solar radiation at their stations, and 
have published a booklet on Antarctic meteorology which c ontaina 
a chapter on their radiation measurements. Table 16 presents the 
ile&n heurl7 total radiation (sun plus llk;r) for stations with con-
tinuous m.easurements, and a breakdown of these data into direct 
and diffuse radiation tor the Russian stations. Radiation values 
are high, because of the position of the earth in relation to the 
sun during the Antarctic IJUI!aer and the high elevation or the 
Antarctic Plateau. Rubin (.30) states that about 7 per cent mre 
solar energ;r reaches the top of the Antarctic atmosphere in llid-
aUIIIIler because of the earth being closer to the sun at perihelion 
and the sun 1 a ra;ra having .30 per cent leas air mass to tra. verse 
than at the North Pole because of the high elevations. 
The daU;r tot.al radiation of sun and sq on a horizontal sur-
face tor the South Pole ia ahown in Table 17. These values are 
particularl.7 high tor the 110nth ot December 1957, averaging 917 
calories per square centimeter. Th1a was probably a near 11no:naal" 
December, with a mean sky cover of 4.4, w:ith 14 clear, 10 part.l.7 
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TABLE 16 
MONTHLY MEAN HOURLY RADIATION DATA- 19581-
(cal/ Cll ,2 /hr ·1) 
Total Radiation 
iM! ~ ~ APR !!!! !llii ~ QQI ~ ~ 
-
Vostok 27.2 18.5 5.3 0.4 6.4 10.3 22.4 31.1 
Sovietakqa 4.7 0.4 2.9 12.2 23.7 32.8 
Koaaomolakaya 31.2 17.1 9.2 1.6 0.3 o.6 4.7 14.4 24.8 29.5 
South Pole 32.1 19.8 4.5 0.4 11.3 29.0 38.2 
Pionerakqa 26.6 18.2 0.9 3.8 10.8 19.8 25.4 
Diffuse Radiation 
Vostok 6.0 2.6 2.0 0.2 1.1 3.5 4.0 6.7 
Sovietska;ya 1.8 0.2 1.2 3.0 4.4 7.1 
Komaoa>lskaya 8.8 4.2 3.2 0.7 0.5 2.7 5.0 7.0 7.3 
Pionerskaya 11.2 7.2 5.0 l.J 0.8 2.5 6.8 9.4 11.7 
Direct Radiation 
Vostok 21.2 15.9 3 • .3 0.2 5.3 6.8 18.4 24.4 
SoTietakqa 2.9 0.2 1.7 9.2 19.2 25.7 
Kouomolakqa 22.4 12.9 6.0 0.9 0.1 2.0 9.4 17.8 22.3 
Pionerakaya 15.4 ll.O 0.1 1.3 4.0 10.4 13.7 
*Data shown orU.;y for aonths with observations 
cloud7, aDi 7 cloudy days. During the aonth of Dec•ber 1957, a 
total of 28,427 calories per square centimeter were received at 
the South Pole. 'lhis amounts to approxilllatel.T 79 per cent of the 
radiation reaching the top of the atmosphere. About 76 per cent 
of the radiation received at the surface in mid-sUJDJaer is immedi-
atel.T reflected into spt.ce. Jfaxii!UJil nar-.1. incidence radiation 
values are avaUable from Kopanu (12) for tbe Russian stations 
on a aonthl;y basis (Table 18). 
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TABLE 17 
SOUTH POLK 
DAILY TOTAL RADIATIOI (SUI It SKI) - 1958 
(cal/ca 2jdq ·1) 
ill! JANUARY FEBRUARY MARa! SEP'l'BMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER Dli:DmER 
1 925 446 249 59 526 940 
2 896 701 294 71 426 950 
3 886 485 276 129 456 912 
4 M M 247 171 454 920 
5 875 578 226 89 599 938 
6 910 522 252 167 639 952 
7 956 594 130 226 M 954 
8 938 632 1A7 234 642 969 
9 874 588 126 209 698 982 
10 685 564 135 133 668 984 
11 810 605 87 M 683 993 
12 662 597 92 M 725 963 
l3 766 579 109 222 M 895 
lA 686 576 M 267 735 857 
15 645 559 H 321 757 755 
16 625 536 80 353 773 832 
17 782 273 66 245 780 737 
18 797 267 41 333 664 801 
19 808 301 30 384 633 914 
20 857 283 23 357 M 951 
21 860 401 17 6 270 M 980 
22 853 314 15 5 349 646 882 
23 752 311 13 8 375 764 M 
24 692 355 12 12 372 768 M 
25 683 225 7 14 326 792 919 
26 587 226 4 20 288 866 910 
27 752 227 2 35 364 828 919 
28 650 240 46 320 819 954 
29 596 54 337 870 968 
30 729 59 375 908 936 
31 575 ~27 ~2:Z 
Swu 23,870 13,320 3,317 259 8,401 20,910 28,427 
Means 770 444 107 9 271 697 917 
M • Missiag Data 
Means computed f'rom sum ot obserY&tiou divided by number of days 
with observatioaa. 
Swu computed fran means times DUilber of da7e in 110nth (except Sept-
ember where sum is total ot monthl7 Taluee). 
TABLE 18 
MAXIMlJM NORMAL INCIDENCE MEASUREMENTS, 1958 
(cal./ca 2fllin~l) 
Vostok 
Sorletekqa 
(OIUOIIOlskqa 
Pionersk&Ja 
JAN FEB MAR APR AUG SEP OCT NOV D~ 
-------.-..._,_-~-
1.39 1.26 1.30 1.27 1.48 1.50 1.50 
1.60 1.08 0.44 1.44 1.72 1.83 1.82 
1.82 1.59 1.48 1.32 0.96 1.46 1.72 1.60 1.77 
1.70 1.27 0.97 0.45 1.49 1.53 1.66 1.70 
Normal incidence aeasur•ents were taken at the South Pole tor 
selected periods. Readings tor 1957-58 were 1.53 to 1.56 for 
December 25-29; 1.51 to 1.47 tor JUN&r7 2-27; 1.47 to 1.31 tor 
Februar;y 2-21; 1.13 to 0.50 for March 2-14; 1.21 for October 19; 
and 1.45 to 1.47 for November 6-17. These values are comparable 
to those obtained by HoiDkes (41) in the European Alps at 3000 
meters in December. 
Albedo measuremsots were taken at moat of the stations, 
and the Russians have cc:aputecl mean aonth17 albedo (Table 19). 
Highest values are obtained in earl7 SUJJaer, which is most inte~ 
eating. It would seem to indicate a aooth surface following 
winter. This would be quite possible in view of the light winds. 
TABLE 19 
K>NTHLY MEAN ALBEDO, 1958 (%) 
JAN m ~ APR MAY JUN JUL AUG §!E OCT NOV ~ 
----- --Vostok 75 79 75 90 90 82 84 
Sorletskqa 87 82 so 77 
lOIUOIIIOl-
8ka7& 78 83 75 74 89 85 so 81 82 
Pionerek&J"& 86 90 81 82 
75 
Hanson (40) calculated the albedo at the South Pole on a 
seasonal-sky cover basis (Table 20). 
TABLE 20 
BDK>NTHLI ALBFDO, S>UTH POLE, 1957-58 (%) 
Oct - Nov 
Dec-Jan 
Feb - Mar 
Cloudless 
77 
74 - 8.3 
87 
Overcast 
84 
80- 88 
9.3 
Albedo at the South Pole increases during the period with sun. 
This is due in part to the sDIOOthing or the sculptured winter sur-
race and, in February and March, to the higher readings that are 
obtained with the sun at lower solar angles and thus at a lower 
angle ot incidence. Hoinkes (41) took a series ot 100 albedo 
Masurements within one kilODleter or the South Pole between 
Decellber 5, 1957, and January 4, 1958. These mid-sUDDer observa-
tiona were under cloudless ekies .tor 7.3 series and overcast skies 
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tor 27 series. Hoinkes albedo values at the South Pole are presented 
in Table 21. 
TABLE 21 
MID-SJMMER ALBEOO, SOUTH POLE, 1957-58 (%) 
Overcast 
Clo\1dless 
!!!!! !!!! !!!! 
88 
89 
91 
9.3 
84 
84 
These readings are considerably higher than those obtained by 
the Weather Bureau at the South Pole. This is probabl7 due to 
the fact that Hoinkes had portable equipnent, aDd could walk 
away rroa camp and be selectiYe in his sites. The Weather Bureau 
instrwaentation bad to be installed on a permanent mount in a 
meteorological reserYe which was subject to personnel traffic 
maintaining equipment, as well aa the frolics of two dogs. 
Monthl7 mean radiation balances are shown !rom Kopanev (12) 
and from USWB data .ade available by the Polar Meteorology Research 
Project (Table 22). 
TABLE 22 
MONTHLY MEAN RADIATION BALANCES 
OF SHORT-WAVE AJID LONG-WAVE RADIATION, 1958 
(cal./ca2/hr) 
~ FEB MAR Am KAY JUN JUL AUG ~ Qg! .!2! 
- - - - - - -
Vostok 0 • .3 -0.6 -o.6 -1 • .3 -0.9 -1 • .3 -0.9 -0.7 -0.6 o.6 
Sovietska7& 1.0 o.s 0.9 l.l 0.9 1 • .3 1.1 0.8 0.7 
IoDlSOIROlskap 0.4 0.8 -O.J -1.2 -2.4 -.3.0 -2.8 -2.2 -2.4 o.8 o.8 
Pionerskaya 2.0 1.1 -0.4 -1.1 -1.6 -1.7 -1.4 -1.6 -1.6 -1.2 
South Pole -1.5 -1 • .3 -2.6 -2.2 -2 • .3 -2 • .3 -2.4 -2.9 -1.2 -1.2 o.6 
All stations show a net loss frca March through September and a net. 
gain in mid-8UDIII8r. There ia a longer period with a positive radi-
77 
.Ql& 
1.6 
1.8 
1.7 
1.5 
ation balance preceeding the s~r soletice than there is following it. 
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RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
The relative humidi t7 va.l.ues are ot little consequence because 
ot the •all amount of 110is\ure llhieh the atmosphere can hold at 
the cold temperatures experienced in the Antarctic. There is little 
deviation in uan monthl.7 values, aDd the7 are ca1sistentl7 high 
(Table 23). 
TABLE 23 
K>N'l'HLI D\1 RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%) 
i l I ! I i i ! .§ Q !! 12 Aml'l 
Vostok (1958) 78 74 73 73 74 73 73 71 72 73 75 76 74 
Sovietaka,a ('58) 56 56 55 54 54 53 55 55 56 58 
Komsomel-
ska;ya (1958) 67 64 63 64 73 77 77 76 so 62 69 72 73 
Vostok I (1957) 13 74 13 71 73 74 74 76 
Charcot (1958) 75 64 73 75 75 73 76 76 72 71 66 58 71 
Pionerskaya ('57) 81 76 70 78 79 81 79 so 83 so 77 79 79 
Southice (1957) 80 so 81 84 85 74 74 78 71 72 
Byrd (1957-59) 67 70 66 66 65 57 62 61 62 61 62 69 64 
One ot the major proble118 in t.ald.ag polar meteorological observations 
is inatruDaltation, and huaidit7 aeasur:-ell8nts sutter from lack ot 
adequate sensors. The short path intrared by'groaeter is being used 
in both polar regioDS in 1963, and this instruaent ru:r eventu&ll7 be 
the answer for measuring hUJIIi.dit7 in polar regions (42). 
This section on climatic el•mts bas suaarised the more 
i.aportant standard obsanatiODa tor the Antarctic Plateau. One 
must constant]T bear in mind that the cl.iatic record is relativel7 
short, as the twe stations with the longest period of record, South 
Pole and Byrd, have been operational. for onl.T six 7ears. Although 
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the period of record is short, the qualit7 of data is considered good 
to excellent. The continentalit7 of the climate or the Antarctic 
Plate&u results in large areas being homogeneous. Because or this, 
it was possible to preset a regional breakdownct four climatic 
sones bases on climatic obsen&t.iou. Although this stuctr is not 
intended as a regional cl.im&tolog, the information and data presented 
in this section will help to provide tor a better UDd.erstaniing of 
the phTsical cl.ill&tolog of the Antarctic Plateau. 
IN'l'ERRlLATIONSHIPS OF CLIMATIC ELDO'Bl'S 
The Antarctic Plateau could be described as an area of high 
windchills, large surface inversions, and moderate katabatic wind 
now near ita periphe17. 'lbese three cliatic factors are the 
result of the interaction of two or JBDre meteorological eleaents 
in the planeta:ey bOUDda:ey la7er. Two of these factors, surface 
inversions and katabatic winds, are related to one another and will 
be presented first in this eecpion. Windchill, or cooling power, 
is something which every JD&n experiences to a degree whenever he enters 
an enviromunt lllhich is colder than his natural habitat. Windchill is 
the most important climatic factor over the entire Antarctic Plateau, 
and a discussion or it is included in this chapter. 
SURFACE INVERSIONS 
One of the moat interesting pheooaeaa in the cliatology of the 
Antarctic Plateau is the surface inversion, a pexmanent feature of 
"winter" over aost of the Ant.arctic Plateau. An anal7sia was made 
of all upper air soundings at Vostok for the years 1960 and 1961. 
A permanent surface inversion existed on all soundings froa Feb-
ruar,y through November, and a s.-1-pel'll&llent inversion existed 
for a six-week period in Dec•ber and Januar.r. 
Surface inversiona in the polar regions have been known and 
understood for a lODg time. They are fomed by both long-wave and 
short-wave radiation of energ away fr<D the aurtaee. Cloudless 
or partly cloucly skies and low winds ccmbine to make condi tiona 
favorable tor the tonaat.ion and continuation of surface inYeraions. 
Turbulence created by strong winds can deatro7 inversions in a 
rel.atiftly short ti:ae (Fig. 9A.). However, the;y refora quickly as 
soon as winds decrease below 10 a/• and skies beccme partly cloudy 
to cleudless. The one el-.nt which appears to be the controlling 
factor in determining the height &Dd intenait;y or the inversion is 
wind apeecl. stat ions with lew w1ad speeds have larger and deeper 
surface iDYersions. 
All of the data tor South Pole and B7rd were obta.i.Bed from 
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sets of significant level cards while data from the Russian stat ions 
were obtained fl'OII llicrocarda aDd mcrofil.as. The top or the in-
version in the toraer cases was deterllined b;y the teaperature grad-
ient, in the latter cases by m&xi•um temperature. Consequentl;y, the 
inversion data are not alwa7s c•patible. The depth of the inversion 
la;rer, (snow surface to top of the inrersion), should actuall;r be 
sligbtl;y greater for Ruaaian stations to be caaparable to the u.s. 
SURFACE INVERSION STUDIES - 1958 
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data. There bas been no att.apt to analyze any upper air inversions, 
as b&eicallT this study' is one ot aurtace conditions. All of the 
inversions studied were those which existed at the surface. The 
entire surface inversion laTer is studied and, later in the text, 
the lewer eight meters of the iDYeraiDa wUl be anal.7sed in the 
microcl.imatological studiu. 
Upper air observations were aoal7sed tor surface inversion 
data tor the IGY (July 1957 .. December 1958), for Voswk, 196o-61, 
and tor Sout.h Pole and Byrd, 1959-61.14 The ain pwpose was to 
determine the depth and tbe intenait7 (taaperature difference) ot 
the surface inversion. Data on the depth ot the inversion are 
presented in Table 24. These data show that (1) the depth of the 
inversion is greater in East Antarctica than it is in We~ Antarctica, 
(2) the depth of the inversioa is greatest in the Cold Central Core 
where stations are at higher elevations, ancl (3) the inversions are 
much deeper in "mid-winter" than thq are in "mid-sunaer." 
The intensity of these surface inversions, in tenths ot degrees 
centigrade, are shown in Table 25. The inversion intensit7 seems to 
follow the S&lle general pattem as the inversion depth: (1) the in-
tensities are greater in last Antarctica than in West Antarctica, 
(2) the intensities are greatest in the Cold Central Core where 
stations are at higher elevations, and (3) the inversions are JRUch 
14rGY data trom microcards; Vostu data (196o-61) from microfilm; 
Sout.h Pole data (1959-61) from significant level cards. 
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TABLE 24 
MONTHLY MEAN DEPI'H OF SURFACE INVERSION (m)* 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP QQ! !iQY DEC 
-------------
-
ill! 
Vostok I 810 686 778 816 883 
~ 
Vostok 680 920 890 660 840 920 720 980 840 840 760 510 
Sovietskaya 883 840 962 9.3.3 999 851 908 1018 697 494 
South Pole .376 605 707 686 62.3 650 665 648 617 588 604 3.30 
Pionerska7a 1012 857 950 800 620 
Byrd 347 .398 437 545 510 698 570 719 697 494 427 179 
!ill 
South Pole 414 529 697 624 719 620 584 578 602 556 
B7rd 317 274 496 .351 685 667 5.37 621 564 895 
1960 
Vostek 582 909 854 910 981 1058 9.31 918 10.30 844 7.39 4.32 
South Pole 342 643 619 798 654 702 629 696 717 67.3 412 .3.31 
B7rd 4.3.3 472 520 424 561 556 678 656 550 506 452 258 
1961 
Vostok 6.38 860 916 1081 1122 10.31 90.3 lll8 88.3 886 867 467 
South Pole 294 659 718 714 630 602 687 629 7.39 568 
BTrd 290 382 429 426 621 485 589 599 566 54.3 
*Data presented as available 
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TABLE 25 
JI>NTHLY MEAN INTmiSITIES OF SURFACE INVERSIONS, (c•)* 
JAN ~ !!!~! APR ~ :ill! JUi. ~ .§§f Qg !iQ.Y 12!Q 
Vost4Nc I 19.8 16.0 11.7 8.0 5.3 
!2a 
Vostok 3.2 10.3 18.8 20.5 22.2 22.9 22.3 24.5 20.0 18.4 6.2 2.1 
Sovietaka,a 14.3 19.7 25.6 22.4 25.0 22.9 23.5 20.6 7.2 2.7 
South Pole 3.2 9.0 19.9 25.8 19.2 23.2 16.6 22.7 18.1 15.1 7.9 3.1 
Pionerakaya 11.6 11.0 8.7 4.4 2.4 
~ 3.8 5.9 8.7 11.4 8.3 14.2 13.0 15.3 13.5 7.3 5.4 2.7 
!W. 
South Pole 3.5 9.7 20.7 21.1 20.8 23.6 22.1 20.8 22.5 15.7 
~ 4.6 5.1 6.2 6.6 12.1 11.8 11.2 12.1 10.4 10.6 
1960 
Vostok 3.7 12.3 19.4 24.6 23.6 24.6 22.8 26.7 22.6 15.0 7.9 3.0 
South Pole 3.0 12.2 21.4 21.1 20.4 21.7 20.2 23.6 19.1 16.6 6.8 2.2 
~ 5.7 6.6 8.7 12.4 11.3 8.7 9.3 13.6 11.4 7.9 4.3 4.1 
1961 
Vostok 3.3 10.8 19.6 25.0 24.6 22.0 23.3 24.6 24.8 17.5 8.7 2.4 
South Pole 4.1 11.4 22.0 25.8 23.8 18.7 20.9 20.9 22.1 14.7 
~ 3.2 7.6 7.9 9.3 13.7 11.3 5.9 11.3 11.5 11.5 
*Data presented as available 
greater in "mid-winter" than tm;r are in "mid- 8WIIIaer." 
Mean aonthl;r surface iaversion data were computed for Vostok 
for 1958,&Dd 1960-61 and for So\Sh Pole and Byrd stations for 
November 1958-0ctober 1961 (Table 26). These data, averaged for 
three-;rear periods, show ure vividl;r the difference between a 
high elevation station in East Antarctica and a lew elevation 
station in West Antarctica. The aean annual surface inve~sion 
depth for Vostok (848 meters) is 1.7 times that for B;rrd (498 
meters), and the mean annual surface inversion iDtensit;r for Vostok 
(17.0C•) is nearl;r twice that tor s,rd (S.6c•). 
TABLE 26 
MEAN MONTHLY SURFACB DIVERSION DATA 
(a) Dept;h (a) 
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i!!1 Feb !!!!: ·Apr !Y: :!!!!!. ~ !'!& Sep Oct Nov Dec 
- ---
Vostok 633 896 887 884 98l 1003 851 1005 918 857 789 470 
South Pole 357 609 685 706 657 644 641 638 669 596 546 319 
B7rd 347 382 470 437 594 602 594 649 594 610 441 259 
(b) Intenait;r { c•) 
Vostok 3.4 11.1 19.3 23.3 23.5 23.2 22.8 25.3 22.5 17.0 7.6 2.5 
South Pole 3.4 10.6 20.0 23.5 21.1 21.8 20.0 22.0 20.5 15.5 7.7 2.3 
B,yrd 4.3 6.3 7.9 9.9 11.4 11.5 9.9 13.1 11.7 9.3 4.8 3.3 
Some ot the more idoense iarersions have occurred during the 
cold months or at the end of a cold peried. April was the co1deet 
llOnth of 1958 at the South Pole, and the largest surface inversion 
of the ;rear, 33.40• {Fig. 9C), occurred on 21· April. One of the 
steepest inversions close to the ~rface at thl South Pole 
occurred on April 2, 1958, when a t•perature differential or 
25. 7C• occurred in the 11rst 140 meters off the surface. The 
largest inversion at Vostok during 1960-61 was one or 34.6C• 
(62.3F•) on August 24, 1961. This inversion (Fig. 9D) was 
spread out over 1150 meters, al tb ou.gb most or the inversion 
(33.7C•) was in the lowest 580 .ters. 
Based upon limited data, there have bean some erroneous 
stateaeots •de regarding Antarctic surface inversions. Tauber's 
(43) statement that the vertical extent reaches 200 to 500 meters 
appears to be too low for the Antarctic Plateau b7 a factor of 
approximatel7 two. He also had a wind speed aini.DlUIIl at the top 
or the inveraion. Wind speeds were averaged fer the surface and 
the top of the inversion for South Pole for 1958 and for Vostok 
for 1960 (Table 27). These data, based on dail7 soundings, show 
that the wind speed at the top of the inversion is actuall.7 con-
siderabl.7 higher than that observed at the surface. It is un-
fortunate that Pionerskqa did not have a ccntinuous upper air 
program, as their data would have been most interesting. Periodic 
soundings were taken at Pionersk&J'& during a:>nths with incoming 
short-wave radiation, but none were taken during months without 
sun. SoUndings taken at Pionersk&Ta during the u 8U111118r" months 
showed that the wind speeds alott do not decrease within 3000 
meters of the surface, which is w1l above the top or the inversion. 
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TABLE 27 
K>:NTHLY MEAl INVERSIOII WDID SPr&DS (m/s) 
JAN FEB MAR AFR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
__ _._ ________ _ 
South Pole - 1958 
Base ot Inversion 
Top ot Inversion 
Vostok - 1960 
Base ot Inversion 
Top of Inversion 
4.9 4.5 6.0 5.8 8.4 6.8 8.4 6.5 6.4 7.0 4.3 3.9 
8.5 7.2 7.8 6.910.9 9.111.9 9.lll.6 9.0 7 .o 4.3 
4.8 6.0 6.3 5.1 4.5 5.1 4.6 4.8 5.3 5.8 4.4 5.3 
8.2 6.0 8.4 6. 7 8.2 9.110.2 9.1 8.1 9.0 4.9 7.5 
The surface inversion is a semi-pernanent character! stic ot 
conditions in the planeta17 bol1Dd&r,r lqer of the Antarctic Plateau. 
An anaqsis ot the 1960-61 Vostok data revealed that the surface in-
version was pe1'1181lent tor teo 110Dths {Febru.&17 through November), 
and an araqsis ot the 1958 South Pole data showed that the inversion 
was destroJed only once between Januaey 26 and October 30. Figure 9A 
presents a sequence ot tour upper air South Pole soundings (surface 
to 400 Jib level) showing the destruction and reformation ot the sur-
tace inversion in late Jul.7 1958. There was a 200• aurf'a.ce inversion on 
Jul.7 25 at 2300 hours when the wind speeds started to pick up at the 
surface. The inversion had been destro7ed by 0300 hours on July 28 
as surface wind speeds peaked to 19 a/ s. The cold troot passed the 
station on Jul;r 29 and the inversiCIIl quickJ.7 reformed. 
This storm also passed over the four Russian stations on the 
Plateau. The temperature contrasts with the frontal passage were 
strong at the Russian stations as wll as at the South Pole. There 
was a 24C• warming at the South Pole, 27C• warming at Sovietaka;ya, 
12c• warming at Vostok, 17C• warming at Komsomolskaya, and 20C• 
warming at Pionerskaya. With the passing or the cold front, the 
surface temperatures cooled 1.3C• at the South Pole. 
KATABATIC WINDS 
Surface invereions are intimat~ related to significant 
characteristics or katabatic winds. The vertical thickness of 
katabatic winds extends to the top of the inversiDn. Ball's (44) 
nomogram for determining the katabatic force in terms of inversion 
strength &l1d surface slope shove that katabatic forces exceed 
pressure gradient forces when the slope exceeds 2 x lo-.3 (0.002). 
This is actually steeper than the maximum slope delimiting the 
Antarctic Plateau. However, there is DO quest;ion that Southice, 
Pionerskqa, and Charcot. all have katabatic w:ind flow lltlich would 
seem to indicate that Ball's criteria may be somewhat too high. All 
stations are relatively close (within 200 kUo.ters) to the coastal 
slope or the continent, and the winds increase in speed as they-
approach the slope. Tauber (4.3) believes katabatic wind speeds are 
two to two and one-half tiaes the pressure gradient wind. These 
figures awear to be or the proper magnitude when one compares mean 
wind speeds for the Cold Katabatic stations with those from the Cold 
Central Core (Table A-6). 
'nlere are several distinctive featUE"es about katabatic winds. 
The wind direction backs as one goes aloft into the inversion and at 
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the top ot the inversion, ~ich is also the top of the katabatic 
wind flow, winds are approxillately 45 degrees from the Sl.lrface 
wind direction. Katabatic winds J1J1q exhibit a great deal of 
gustiness. Thq also show a diumal. am seasonal effect, being 
much stronger and 110re frequent. during the l!idnter" tl'an in "sWIDler" 
and at Digbt than in da-y during the periods when the ~Rtn sets daily. 
Although cyclones do not often move onto the Antarctic Plateau, their 
passage along the coast can influence winds over the continent. Kata-
batic wind :tlow increases a:tter cyclones have advanced along the coast. 
There is a detinite foehn effect associated with the downslope 
movement of katabatic winds since they- warm according to the dr;y adi-
abatic lapse rate. East Antarctica is probably one o:t the best, and 
definitely' the largest, areas in the world in which to study kata-
batic winds. Dllring the IGY, there waa a line or stationa (South 
Pole, Sovietskay-a, Vostok, ICOilsomolska7a, Vostok I, Pionerskaya, &D:i 
Mil"nT) ext.ending from the Geogralilical South Pole to the coast. There 
is an elevation di rference or 3570 meters from Soviet. •ka7& to the 
coast, a distance or 1050 kiloaeters. Liabt downslope winds exist 
throughout the 78&r at the three statims in the Cold Central Core. 
However, at Komaomolskaya, there is a slight katabatic wind lbicb 
becOllles more pronounced bT the tiae it reaches Pionerskaya. 
WIHDCHILL 
Windchill is presented in this section on the interrelations 
or cli.Jatic el•ents, even though it is a single element as measured 
b7 the Davos Frigorimeter. There were no !rigorimeters in the 
Antarctic, and windchills had to be comput.ed fro• simultaneous 
wind and temperature observations. The limitation of this mean 
is read.il7 acknowledged ae it. fails to conaider radi.atian in &IJ7 
form. However, it is ad.~uate for our purposes in present.ing an 
index of the eeverity- of the Antarot.ic clill&te during mid-winter 
when the SUD is below the horison and, consequently, there is no 
incoming abort-wave radiation. 
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The term "windchill" has DDt been accepted universally, nor has 
the met. bod of computation. For this stud;r 1 the Siple-Passel formula, 
as described by- Westbrook (45), was used far the CCIIlpllt&tion of the 
windchill. This fol'lllula 
K0 • (V v x 100 -.., 10.45 - v) (3.3 - 'l'A) 
measures the cooling pCifer of the atmosphere in kilogram calories 
per square meter per hour. 'l'he wind speed, v, is expressed in meters 
per second and 'l'A is the abient temperature of the air in degrees 
centigrade. Some of the cases used and the re aul ting windchills are 
shom in Table 28. These windcbilla are IIDlch larger than any- computed 
for any- sites in the :Northern Hemisphere where the ma.ximum computed 
win:lchill is 21 650 (48). 'l'hq were compated after ex&Dd.ning one and 
one-half winters' raw data. In all probabilit;y higher windchills 
would have resulted if a longer period of record had been available. 
It is conceivable that a windchUl of 31 500 could have been attained. 
There is actuall7 verr little difference in the max:imum values colll-
puted for six of the eight stations. The two low elevation stations 
(Southice at 1500 meters and B,yrd at 1530 meters) have relatively' 
low maxima, but the rest of the atatione have J!Ul.Xju. between 3200 
and 3400. Although Sou etakaya is 755 kilometers further into 
the interior and 1170 meters higher than Charcot, a higher wind-
chill was computed for Charcot.. This shows that the wind is 
equall;r as important as temperature in determining low windchill 
values. The small variance in windchill ma'ld ma for stations on the 
Antarctic Plateau helps to substantiate the homogeneity of the area 
as a climatic region. 
TABLE 28 
MAXIMUM WINDCHILLS 
station Hourlz: Hourl.z Hour1z 
Taa:eerature Wind ~ed Windchill (•c) em~& (Kg cals/m2Jhr) 
Vostok 
-64 13 3250 
-74 7 3200 
-$7 4 3174 
Sovietskqa 
-69 8 3l34 
-77 6 3183 
-83 5 3226 
Komsomolakaya 
-74 7 3200 
South Pole 
-71 9.8 3323 
-71 10.3 3353 
Southice 
-53 20.6 3031 
Pionerakaya -62 14 3218 
Charcot -60 18 3254 
Byrd 
-55 10.3 2837 
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Windchill cannot be overemphasised when considering man's 
welfare when exposed to the enviromaent. It is the polar equiY-
alent of the "discaafort index" or the tropical am sub-tropical 
regions. It is of greater iaport;ance because the cooling power 
of the atmosphere can be injurious and even fatal to those who 
do not take the necesaar7 precautions. This elaaent has to be 
respected, as it puts definite limitations on man's activities 
and the pertomance of his vehiclea. However, man has learned 
through experience how to survive umer the most extreme con-
ditions aad cold injuries are relatively unknown among men with 
Antarctic experience. 
The aonthl7 mean windchill ot .3004 (Table 29) for Vostok 
for Septabar 1959 is a.n extreme value which mq remain a cllma.tic 
"record" for mmy years. Conditions tor this windchill (-68.4•C 
and 6. 7 m/s) become more unpleasant men thq are experienced at 
a.n elevation of .3420 meters (11,220 teet) where breathing is 
somewhat ot an effort llhen exercising in polar clothing. 
Annual windchill (Table .30) was computed for selected atationa 
tor the year with the highest wind speed and lowest temperature. 
These windchill values are lillited in that thq do not take into 
acca~nt the stirong radiation during the period with sun which would 
tend to lower the true mean amual windchill. 
Although it has been stressed that there are definite limit-
ations to using windchill computations that totally disregard radi-
ation, it was poasi ble to detemine the degree of severity among the 
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TABLE 29 
MONTHLY MEAN WINDCHILLS 
Station Monthlz Mean Monthlz Mean MonthlY Mean 
T•J!S'&ure Wi.rd !7eed Windchill {•c) { a) (Kg cals/m2) 
Vostok 
{Sep 1959) -68.4 (-9l.l•F) 6.7 3004 
(Aug 1958) -71.8 4.7 2875 
South Pole 
(Jul 1958) -55.1 8.8 2753 
(Jul 1961) -60.5 8.3 2895 
Komaomolakqa 
(Jun 1958) -64.7 4.3 2627 
Pi.onerak&J'& 
(Aug 1957) -44.4 13.5 2607 
Byrd 
(Jun 1962) -40.3 10.9 2388 
TABLE lO 
ANNUAL MEAN WDJDCHILL 
Station !!!!: Annual Mean Annual Mean Armual Mean 
r-;erature 
•c) Wird~d <m~• 
Windchill 
(Kg cals/m2) 
Vostok 1959 -55.4 5.6 2520 
Komao110laka7& 1958 -52.5 3.8 22.35 
South Pole 1961 -49.2 6.9 2451 
Pi.onerekaya 1958 -39.1 10.2 2321 
Charcot 1958 -37.3 9.2 2220 
Byrd 1962 -30.0 9.3 1994 
Antarctic stations in mid-winter when none were receiving ~ short-
wave radiation (while the sun is below the horizon). It is unfortu-
nate that the frigorimeter has not been used. in the Antarctic to 
measure cooling power, aa it is the most important climatic element 
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to humans in polar regions. Cold temperatures with low winds can 
actually be pleasant to the accliJD&tized; warm temperatures and high 
winds are disagreeable to eYer.YODe because of the blo'Wi.ng and drift-
ing snow, but. a combination of cold temperatures and high winds creates 
an environment llbich demands that man take the maximum preventive 
measures to avoid beccaing a casualty. 
FREQUENCY DIS'l'RIBU'l'IONS 
Frequency distributions were made of class intervals of wind 
direction va wind speed, t•perature va wind speed, and wind direction 
~s temperature for the eigbt.een 110nths of the IGY for Vostok, Soviet-
&kqa, Komaomolaka;va, South ~le, Southice, Pionerskaya, Charcot, and 
Byrd. These frequency distributions total .360 in number, llbich is 
far too many to present in a pqsical climatological stuey-. However, 
the moat illustrative frequency distributions are shown in Appendix D, 
and are dis cussed in the following three paragraphs. 
Frequency distributions of wind direction vs wind speed clearly 
show the downslope nature of the winds. Of all the stations, the 
data for Pionerskaya are the 1110st impressive and are present.ed in 
Table D-1. Pionerskaya had strong katabatic winds throughout the 
year. Fort.y-eight per cent of the winds were from 140• and the 
mean amual wind speed was around 10.7 m/s. Sol&hice also had strong 
katabatic winds .from January through October, but they decreased 
in speed a.m .frequency during the mid-8WilDI8r months o.f November 
through January. Charcot had a much greater spread of wind 
directions, aoi katabatic conditione brake down periodical~ 
throughout the year. This was particularly tn1e o.f July 1958 
when winds were recorded fraa 0.30 to 320•. This is no doubt due 
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to the closeness of Charcot to the coast (295 kilometers) and its 
position near one or the storm tracks into the interior of the 
continent. ICouomolaka:ya is in the Cold Central Core, but it also 
has strong katabatic teo:lencies. Winds are relativel;r strong and 
have a high percentage .from the aame quadrant. Vostok, Soviet-
skqa, and Sodih Pole all have downslope winds, although thq are 
coosiderably weaker in strength than the katabatic winds of Southice, 
Pionerskaya, and Charcot. B7rd bas a wide distribution of wind di-
rections and wind speeds, cbi.racteriatic o.f conditions in West Ant-
arctica. 
Wind direction VB temperature freq~nc:y distrihltions show the 
association of colder tcperatures with winds from the higher 
elevations. This was nolo iced during tbt Jaar at the South Pole 
(Table 31), and proved to be tru.e at the other stations. South 
Pole temperatures during the sunless per.lod were lOC• to 15c• 
colder with winds blold.ng from the higher elevations in East Ant-
arctica than lilen they were blowing .from lower elevations in West 
Antarctica. Charcot, in the Cold Katabatic Zone, had one of the 
better correlations .for lG..nd directions and temperatures, and 
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TABLE .31 
MEAN TEMPERATURES FOR WIND DIRE<:l'IONS 
(SUNLESS PERIOD - SOUTH POLE, 1958)* 
~ 
Wind Direction Freguencz TemJ:!erature• (•Long) (I) {•c) 
67 w 0.1 -45.2 
45 w 0.4 -46 • .3 
22W 1.1 -45.8 
0 10.9 -52.2 
22 E .32.5 -55.1 
45 E 17.9 -58.1 
67 E 14.1 -61.4 
90 E 14.2 -62.4 
ll2E 7.0 -64.8 
1.35 E 1.1 -64 • .3 
157 E 0.1 -61.1 
180 E 0.1 
-54.9 
1.35 w 0.1 
-5.3.5 
Cal.m 0.5 -57.2 
*Sunset, 21 March; Sunrise, 24 SeJ*,enber 
monthly' f'requaney dietributi.ons are shown f'or this station f'cr the 
year 1958 (Table D-2). Warmer temperatures were observed with 
northerly' winds and colder temperatures with aoutherl;r winds; a 
direct relation to marine and continental conditions, respectivelJ'. 
Temperature vs wind speed f'requeney distributions are probablJ' 
the most significant as thtlr are indirectly a measurement of' the 
severity of' the climate on man, and IIODtbly f'requenc:r distributions 
are shown f'or the station with the 11108t seYere condi. tiona, Vostok, 
in Table D-3. The highlights f'rom these tables have already been 
presented in this aubsection on windchill. But if' there is one 
f'requenc;r which ia impreeeive, it is the "3" cases in August of' 
wind apeeds of' 4 m/• (7.8 kts) with temperat\ll"es in the 85•c to 
89•c (-12l•F to -128.2•F) range. 
An att•pt h&a beea made in this chapter to present am to 
an&1.7Ze climatological tables of' the more illporlant cliutologic&l 
element• measured on the Alltarctic Plateau. The latter part of' 
the chapter bas int.errelated 80Dl8 of' the more important elements 
and discussed them &a cli.ll&tic !actors. Cli.Datological tablea 
of' means often mask the real severity of' the climate, and con-
sequentq, much emphasis has been placed on extreme conditions. 
Also, individual cli:aatic extremes are not a.lla;rs meaningf'ul. aa 
it is the combination of' elements that is mst important pbTsio-
logicallT. Man himself' is the best meteorological instl'Wilent 
f'or measuring a:n,r climate, and the f'act that over 500 men have 
\ 
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"wintered over" on the Antarctic Plateau without a. fatality is an 
indicator that man has been able to adapt successfully to the most 
extreme cold climate in the world. This has been the result of 
adequate to good clothing plus indoctrination of personnel on cold-
weather survival and their following accepted safety precautionar,y 
measures. A further factor which prevents cold injuries is the tact 
that in this moder,n day era most elements are measured by remote 
control in the warm. confines ot a. comfort.able building. The writer 
knows ot instances where certain individuals spent the entire winter 
within the tunnel systems of a station. Consequently, the adaptation 
to the cold applies only to the relatively few whose work demands that 
they go into the field on a daily basis. 
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CHAPTER V. MICROCUMA'l'Ol.OO-Y OF THE SOUTH POLE: 
A REPRESENTATIVE ANTARCTIC PLATEAU STATION 
Temperature and wind prof'lle measurements were taken b;r the 
writer in tb:t Antarctic at Little America V in 1957 ani at the 
South Pole in 1958 as part of' the USNc-IGY gl.aciolog;r program 
(46). These programs were the onl.;r micrometeorological. programs 
conducted by tbt United States in tbe Antarctic, aoi the South 
Pole stud;r represents the only such prcgram ever cc:ndu.cted in the 
interior of' the continent. The data obtained from the SoU'. h Pole 
program are used as the basis f'or computation of' both the micro-
climatological and micrometeorological anal.;rees in this study. 
Wind speeds were measured by lightweight. plastic three-cup anemo-
meters at six heights (25, 50, 100, 200, 400, and 800 cme) and 
temperatures were measured by thermocouples at nine heigbte (3, 
6, 12, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, and 800 cme), eurf'ace, and seven 
depthe (-2, -5, -10, -25, -50, -250, and -800 cme). Heights were 
selected on a geometric progression, and included the standard 
observation height of two meters. The top six heights were instru-
mented with both tanperature and wind sensors so that micrometeoro-
logical profile anal.TSes could be made on the characteristics of 
the prot:lles. Subeurf'ace depthe were selected so as to provide 
the necessary data f'or the comp~~tation of' the beat nux in the 
snow. 
The lowest dept,h (-800 em) was chosen because snow temper-
ature at this depth is a close approximation to the mean annual 
temperature. SUbsurface thermocouples were #3Q-puge copper con-
stantan protected probes. 'l'hese were also used above surface 
during the period with no incoming abort-wave radiation. Dur.i.ng 
the period with incoming abort-wan radiation, shielded #4C)..gauge 
copper ccmatantan thermocouples were used above 6 centimeters and 
unshielded exposed-loop /140-gauge thermocouples were used on the 
surface and at 3 and 6 centimeters. The recorder ha.d 20 points, 
17 of l!Cich were utilized for temperature measurements and 3 of 
which were connected to heat flow transducers in the snow. The 
print speed was 9.6 seconds; consequently, it took 3.2 minutes 
to run through a complete cycle of temperatures. 
ANALYSIS OF TEMPERATURE AND WIND :FEED PROFILES 
WIND SPEED PROFILES 
The wind speed pro tile program vas ver.y successful. The 
beat instrunentation ever used in the polar regions was obtained 
for measuring wind profiles. Cups were changed daily', ani no 
profiles were run with al\Y' snow or deposits on the cups. Heights 
of the top fi Te cups were regulated, as weather permitted, so that 
they would be close to their set heights of 800, 400, 200, 100, and 
50 centimeters. No attempt was a de to maintain the height of the 
lowest cups {set at 25 ems) as these cups were used on an experi-
mental basis and their speeds do not enter into the profile 
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computations. The cups had such low starting and stalling speeds 
(around 0.2 m/a) that they could measure very light winds accurately. 
Furthennore, the cups could withstand winds up to 30 m/s. The range 
of wind speeds at the Sout.h Pole, calm to 25 m/s, was ideal for 
these cups. It was possible with this type of equipment, therefore, 
to work with hourly data. 
A total of 1409 wind profiles, mostly of a one-hour duration, 
were measured at the South Pole in 1958. These were broken dCifn 
into 5 meters per secon:l classes as follows: o-5 m/s, l5 317 protUes; 
5-10 m/s, 919 profiles; lQ-15 m/s, 166 proflles; and 1.5-20 m/a, 7 
profiles. The distribu.tion of profiles is representative of the Cold 
Interior but is not representative of the Cold Central Core (lower 
winds) or the Cold Katabatic or West Antarctic (both having higher 
winds). The number of profiles M&sured was govemed b7 wind speed 
16 
and beha'Yior, shape of the prot11es, aDd revo1utioDS of the counters. 
There was good cli.Datological coverage; profiles were measured on 303 
of the 326 d&TS between Januar;y 1 and November 28, 1958. Dail)" observa-
tiona were measured on 201 con~ec.&tive d&)"S between May 5 am Nov-
ember 22. Wind speeds for all heights haTe been computed in em/sec 
and each profile baa been plett.ed Cll'l semi-log paper. The mass of 
paper does not warrant prese~mg all these data, but 1163 of these 
hourly wind profiles were published by the writer in a Quartermaster 
15Aa deterained at 8 meter height. 
16The wind counter s)"stc utilising Socleco counters was the first 
one engineered b7 Ronald Ives of Beclaua and WhitleY", and there 
were some doubts as to the life expectano7 of the court.ers. Con-
sequentlY", the COlnt.ers were run judiciously during periods of 
high winds. 
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Research and EDgineering Center technical report (47). Altogether 
there were 1214 hours of siaultaneoua wind and temperature protiles, 
and 670 of these were selected for micrometeorological analyses • 
It is known that wind close to the surface during neutral (isotheraal) 
conditions behaves according to a logarithmic law. Mid-summer pro-
files were logarithmic from the lowest level to the top. Logarithmic 
profiles were obtained during mid-winter when the lowest set of cups 
was as low as 4 centimeters (Fig. 10). The logarithmic nature of 
the profile decreased as stability increased with "winter," and 
profiles were 011J.7 logarithmic to about two meters. Individual 
plots illustrating this are shown iD. Fi~re 10. The curvature ot 
the profile plot above 2 meters indicates the existence of a strong 
surface inversion. Profiles under lapse conditions in winter tend 
to retum to a logaritllrdc relationship. 
Monthl7 aean wind speed profiles were computed for all l'Wls ot 
one hour or more when all wind channels were tUnctioning properly. 
These data are shown in Table .32. Monthly mean wind profiles were 
plotted on semi-log paper for tour of these months (January, Feb-
ruary, April, and July) in 19.58 (Fig. 11). January is an example ot 
a "mid-sUDitler" month with logarithmic conditions to 8 meters; Feb-
ruary is an e.xauple of a transition month with logarithmic conditions 
extending only to four meters; April ia an example of strong stab-
ility and shows the profile curvature at around two meters; July' 
is an example of a windjJ' month when the stable conditions were not 
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so pronounced. Mean height and speeds are presented far all months 
so that one can plot additional profiles. Individual hour]Jr pro-
rUes with light winds may .fin:l the maxilllUJII wind speeds ((4 -Is at 
8-meter height) at 4 meters or eTen at 2 meters. However, monthly 
mean profiles show a qst-.atic increase in wind speeds at all 
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heights during each month. One can est:iaate with a fair degree ot 
accuracy which months are the coldest ani the warmest in winter trom 
the mean wind speed. During 19581 April had a month]Jr mean temp-
erature ot -62.1•c, M~ of -56.9•c, June of -61.1•c, July ot -55.l•c, 
and August ot -61.7•c. In all these months., there is a definite 
relationship or wind speeds and tcperatures, with tbs coldest temp-
eratures being associated with the lightest wind speeds and the less 
cold temperatures wi.th the highest wiDd speeds. 
No. or 
TABLE )2 
MJNTHLY MEAN WIND SPEED PROFILES 
(Height, aa - speed, em/sec) 
ProrUes H&b Speed H&ta. Sp!!d J!&b Speed J!&b §Reed ~Speed 
JAN 67 49.1 529.0 99.1 577.1 199.1 619.6 399.1 666.1 799.1 712.8 
FIB 83 44.0 296.8 94.0 328.0 194.0 359.7 394.0 398.8 794.0 458.0 
MAR 83 43.3 344.2 93.3 3S2.7 193.4 422.3 394.1 483.8 797.3 569.9 
APR 83 53.8 340.6 103.8 373.1 203.8 412.8 404.8 479.0 804.0 573.6 
MAY 70 56.0 553.0 106.0 600.1 206.0 651.8 406.0 719.0 806.0 797.2 
JUN 96 49.0 470.9 99.0 519.9 199.0 575.4 399.0 636.2 ?99.0 728.7 
JUL 106 49.2 589.5 98.7 649.7 198.7 705.5 390.1 774.3 790.1 858.5 
AUG 129 47.9 417.3 99.2 464.7 194.4 515.3 385.1 573.6 785.6 663.0 
SEP 137 44.7 530.& 96.5 554.8 189.5 660.5 381.1 694.8 781.4 779.4 
OCT 133 42.6 517.8 92.6 559.8 185.6 605.9 382.6 670.9 776.6 755.0 
NOV 86 47.4 369.4 97.4 398.8 194.7 431.5 393.5 469.1 791.2 514.8 
The appraximate rou~ness length or the snow surta.ce is given 
by the height or the intersection or the wind profile plot with the 
ordinate. Roughness lengths are know to vary from approximately 
0.001 em for very smooth surfaces such as ice and mud flats to as 
much as 9 centiaeters for thick grass 50 centimeters high. Lil-
jequist' s average value for Maudheill tor 195Q-51 was 0.012 em. A 
mean roughness length or the same magnitude as Maudheim' s has been 
computed mathematically for the South Pole and will be presented 
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later in the text.. It is sutticict here to oote where the extensions 
of the plotted wind profiles cross the ordinate, between 0.02 and 0.08 
centimeters. At these heights, the wind should theoretical17 be zero. 
Consequentl;r, it logarithmic ccndit.ions exiet and one knows the 
roughness length or the surface and the wind speed at two or more 
heights, he can obtain very close wind speed ag>roximations for other 
heights. 
The results from the wind speed profile program have been most 
gratify.ing, and have incited a large amount of interest among micro-
meteorologiets. There was one additional wind speed profile program 
on the Antarctic Plateau. 
Lister (48) had a portable wind profile ayatem using totalizing 
type metal cups which he used at Southice in 1957, and on the Coomon-
wealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition, 1957-58. The results trom his 
micrometeorological program have not been published, and no wind 
speed profile data have been released. The Russians he.d. the large 
metal cups for their wind profile equip~~ent at Mirny, but none were 
installed at &n7 of their bases in the interior. Neither the U.K. 
nor the U.S.S.R. anemmeters possessed tbe low starting and 
stalling speed of the lightweight. plaati c cups. 
TEMPERATURE PROFILES 
Absolute temperature measurements in the polar regions m 
sUDIIler owr a snowfield amount to a pure Jqth because of the ditti-
culties of eliminating all radiational affects. Temperature profile 
measurements are primaril7 ce11cerned with relative temperatures 
between levels as micrcmeteorological analyses are baaed upon tsp-
erature differences between levels. 
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There were •DT extemal problema which mtl.uenced the recorder: 
e.g., no true electronic ground, no constant canp power, no constant 
line voltage, am no shielding trom the nearby ionosphere apparatua 
(which transmitted at least eight times an hour). High winds ~2m/a) 
whipped the lead wires <Xl the mast and resulted in a false emf being 
induced into the line which caueed. scattering. There was no built-in 
teperature reference in the recorder, making it neceseary to use an 
ice bath subject to temperature variat.ions. These problems were made 
more acute b7 the high senaiti'Yit7 of the recorder on the narrow 
range. And lastl.7, th_.e was onl7 one person to maintain a continu-
ous program. This is not an att-.pt to apologize tor an7 or the 
t•perature data; it is a forthright appraisal of conditions as 
the7 sometiimes are at such a remote installation as the South Pole. 
However, all doubtful data, no matter what the cause, have been 
eliminated from the anaJ..;yses through a series or screenings. 
All other problema became insignificant; wt.n the sun appeared 
above the her izon. The return or the sun sounds as a herald for 
additional caq, duties associated with the annual resuppl;y or caap 
and the in!l.ux of relief personnel and tourists. During a time 
when ma.ximua attention should be devoted to the program, minimum 
time is actuall;y available. It was impossible to keep the three 
exposed-loep thermoc011ples in the shade, ani it was not possible 
to shield these thermocouples without disturbing their environment. 
Consequentl;y, one has to be sli§ltl;y understanding when evaluating 
temperature data close to the surface during the period with sun. 
Temperature profiles were recorded on a "continuous basis," 
which means that the recorder was operating as much as possible. 
A certain amount of time was lost when thermocouples had to be 
reset in the snow, when arms had to be raised on the mast, when 
charts were changed, when the range aDd zero or the recorder were 
being sat, when the ice bath was being refreshed, ani during elec-
tronic maintenance. From the time when the recorder was o.fficiall;y 
put into operation (1900 hours, Februar7 3, 1958) until it was 
secured (2336 hours, November 22, 1958}, it was operative 83.5 
per cent of the time. The data collected have all been recluced and 
mean hourl;y ancl mean dail;y temperatures for all depths am .for all 
heights have been computed and published (48). These data were 
screened carefull;y ancl all questionable data were rejected. The 
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wind and temperature prof'Uee represent the only set. of' such data 
ever obtained in the interior of' Antarctica and tha:r are the onl;r 
set of' profile data ever obtained 1n the Antarctic by the u.s. 
One should stress the degree of precision for which one strives 
in measurements of' this type. The temperature recorder had an 
adjustable range am zero so that the range could be regulated as 
the air temperature changed. The central 8-l/16 inches of' the chart 
was divided into 90 subdivisions and was used to record a range of 
approximately 30.6 C degrees. Coneequentl;r, one could read temper-
atures to a tenth of a centigrade degree, or even to a tenth of' a. 
Fahrenheit degree, with no trouble whatsoever. Data reduction pre-
sented a tremendous problan as there was no equipment available for 
reducing such a mass of data (over 3 llillion temperatures~. The writer 
established the specification and Messrs. James Dillon and John Arb-
archuk, of the Quartermaster Research & Engineering Comnmd, Natick, 
Massachusetts, worked on the design and development of' the data 
reduction s;rstem (Fig. 12). This equipment was capable of main-
taining the inherent accuracy of the observations an:i was also 
relativel:r eas:r and fast to operate (49). Consequentl;r, these data 
were reduced from scale readings to degrees centigr&d.e (in tenths) 
with no loss of' accuracy. 
Monthly mean temperature profiles (Table 33) were canputed for 
all depths, surface, and n:ine height.s, Februar:r (3-28) through Nov-
ember (l-22). Over l, 790,000 temperattres were recorded during the 
;rear. Proba.bl;r no monthl:r temperature profiles have ever been 
Figure 12 
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computed from eo marv observations. The minimum number of observ-
ations used for a~ monthly mean was 5464 observations (.3 centi-
meters in September). The month of March had 12,599 or more 
observations for all depths or levels. There ware usually less 
observations for the surface, three and six centimeters, as the sa 
ware the levels most frequently overrun by sastrugi and drifting 
snow, and such cases have been thrown out as missing data. Approxi-
mately 27 per cent of the Sllrf'ace and three-centimeter observations 
in September were rejected for· this reason. The profiles for the 
sunless period are ccnsidered good to excellent; those for the period 
with sun, particularly Novanber and February, readily show the 
influence of solar radiation below 25 centimeters. The surface temp-
erature in November is approx:i.mately 1.6co too warm. Mea.sl.D:"ing 
accurate te:a;>er&ture at or near the surface with incoming short-wave 
radiation is the plague of polar micrometaorologists. The radiation 
error seemed to be confined to surface, .3, 6 (all unshielded), and 
12 (shielded) centimeters, although one must remember tlw.t there 
were no "mid-SUDIIIler" observations in December and January. 
The subsurface mean temperatures appear to be quite good 
thrwghout the 10 months of' record. Extemal infiuences seem to 
have cancelled one another and the aans are as they should be. The 
t'WO deep thermocouples ( -250 and -800 Cll) were left in place through-
out the year and the deptha of the other thermocouples were regulated 
to maintain their original established depths. This was made possible 
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TABLE 33 
MONTHLY MEAN T!MPERA~ (-•C) 
(SOUTH POLE, 1958) 
A. Surface and Above 
Surface 3c:m ~ ~ 25CDl 50 em 100c:m 200cm 400cm 8000Jil 
Feb 36.20 36.03 36.18 36.37 36.47 36.45 36.40 36.38 36.23 35.95 
Mar 56.05 55.70 55.68 55.63 55.59 55.56 55.39 55.25 54.92 54.29 
Apr 64.11 63.66 63.57 63.50 63.44 63.36 63.23 63.09 62.80 62.00 
M&7 59.78 59.03 58.6o 58.40 58.34 58.18 58.02 57.88 57.61 57.03 
Jun 63.29 63.10 62.16 61.80 61.68 61.58 61.42 61.30 61.03 60.53 
Jul 59.43 58.95 58.82 58.66 58.57 58.45 58.32 58.19 57.99 57.53 
Aug 63.95 63.33 63.12 62.92 62.81 62.71 62.58 62.42 62.18 61.43 
Sep 60.72 60.18 59.21 58.72 58.52 58.39 58.27 58.08 57.75 56.99 
Oct 49.97 49.34 49.56 50.06 50.01 49.96 49.91 49.77 49.61 49.23 
Nov 37.71 38.64 38.99 39.17 39.20 39.18 39.11 39.10 39.03 38.95 
B. Subaurface 
-800cm -250cm -50cm -25cm -10cm -Scm ~ 
Feb 51.79 43.56 35.90 35.89 36.16 36.58 36.75 
Mar 51.41 44.16 48.38 49.59 52.64 54.80 56.16 
Apr 50.69 47.03 57.40 58.61 61.20 62.93 63.88 
Ma;y 50.28 50.23 ;6.95 57.88 58.69 59.10 59.31 
Jun 50.16 51.52 59.03 61.11 62.03 62.56 62.87 
Jul 50.25 52.75 56.89 57.31 57.58 57.86 58.05 
Aug 50.37 53.28 59.30 62.00 63.01 63.34 63.87 
Sep 50.56 53.94 57.63 58.33 58.85 59.44 59.72 
Oct 50.56 53.71 53.44 51.75 51.28 50.94 50.83 
Nov 50.98 52.98 46.13 42.14 40.69 39.77 39.22 
b7 the use of long-st8llllllld pretected rod probes which could be 
easily set at the correct depths while still maintaining close 
contact with the snow. 
The taaperature profiles for the seven months that have no 
sun or only' a ehort period of sun (March through September) are 
all colder at the surface and ahow a gradual warming with heigli. • 
September 1 the second coldest month, shows the largest temperature 
differential between the sut"face and 800 em, 3. 73C•. As one would 
upect, Jul7 1 the windiest month in 1958, had the smallest temp-
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erature increment, 1. 90C•. The greatest tallperature differences were 
(1) between the surface and 3 em, where the surface temperature read-
ing tended to ren ect that of the snow and the 3 an reading that of 
the air lqer illlmediatelT above the snow, and (2) between 400 and 
800 em where the main part of the inversion appearsd to be concentrated. 
Temperatures to a depth of -50 centimeters refiected conditions at the 
surface. The deeper thermocouples reading experienced a pronounced 
temperature lag with the coldest temperature at -250 em occurring in 
Septanber ao:i at -800 em during mid-sWillller. 
Surface inversions, as determined b7 upper air aoundings, have 
been discussed earlier in the text. A detailed study of tempErature 
in the environmental17 layer of the atmospbe re allows a cles er in-
spection of the inversion where the rate of warming is at its II&Xi.mum. 
17 Environmental lqer is defined by the writer as tha.t part of the 
atmosphere next to the snow surface in which man and his vehicles 
must operate. 
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Relatively' steep surface inversions occurred within eight meters of 
the surface from Februazoy through October. The largest monthly in-
versions are shown in Table 34. There were three inversions greater 
than 11 centigrade degrees in the first eight. met.ers: 14. 7•C (26.5•F) 
in April, 14.1•c (25.4•F) in Septenber, and 13.o•c (23.4•F) in Aug-
ust. Temperature changes in the first meter generally were small, 
being less than one centigrade degree most of the year. However, 
there were noticeable exceptions, e.g., in an early May inversion, 
there waa a 4.2c• warming from 25 to 50 centimeters m::l, three 
minutes later, a 10.3c• warming fr<D 50 to 100 centimeters. Occasion-
ally, veey steep gradients existed close to the snow surface. In 
June, during a period with eight meters per seoond of wind at two 
meters, a 2.6c• difference (wal'llling) occurred between the surface 
and three centimeters. 
TABLE 34 
MAXIMUM MONTHLY DMRSIONS, 1958 
Januaz-y 
Febru&r7 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
AuE§lst 
September 
October 
November 
Ei~t Meters 
c•) 
* 8.1 
9.4 
14.7 
10.2 
10.8 
11.0 
13.0 
14.1 
8.9 
8.9 
*Mi. ssing data 
Total Inversion (c•) 
11.3 
16.9 
30.0 
33.4 
28.8 
28.9 
27.8 
30.1 
30.2 
24.6 
14.7 
Inversions within the lowest eight meters are most interesting, 
and the steepest inversions often occur during cold periods when 
there are rapid temperature changes at all heights in the environ-
mental layer. There appears to be no set criteria for the form-
ation or destruction of inversions. Inversions usually form slowly 
over a period of hours or even days, but can be destroyed in a 
matter of minutes by high winds or in a few hours by the advance-
ll5 
ment of an overcast. The only total destruct ion of the surface 
inversion at the South Pole during the "winter" 1958 occurred during 
the strongest !rental passage of the winter and is shown in Figure 9A, 
p. 81). There was a 20C0 inversion on July 25 at 2300 hours when the 
wind speeds started to pick up at the surface. The inversion had 
been destroyed by 0300 hours on July 28 as winds peaked to 19 m/s. 
The cold front went through on July 29 and the inversion quickly re-
for.med. A surface inversion was partially destroyed when a cloudless 
sky became overcast in a half day, Figure 9B, p. 81). An inversion 
to eight meters of 9.4C0 was reduced to an inversion of 1.1c• in an 
hour in early March when a cloud cover moved over the station. An 
eight-meter inversion of 3 cent.igrade degrees existed for several 
days in May when winds were as high as 11 and 12 meters per seccnd. 
The first indication of the formation of an inversion is 
generallY noticed by a warming at eight meters. Subsequent w~g 
occurs at lower levels as the inversion strengthens. There are few 
cases where temperature differences greater than 5C0 existed between 
levels below 50 centimeters. Howver, there were many inversions 
which strengthened in the lwer levels ani then progressed upward 
to eight meters. One such instance was on May 7 (Table 35). The 
total inversion at 2355 hours was 10.2 centigrade degrees. There 
are relatively !fJIII instances or large temperature differential at 
eight or four meters descending toward the surface. This would 
seem to indicate that the movement; or large temperature differ-
entials dur:ing inversion conditions at the South Pole were not 
associated with a wave movement. 
TABLE 35 
UPWARD MOVEMENT 0 F LARGE Tmfi>ERATURE DIFFERmTIALS 
Hours 
2251 
2254 
2313 
2340 
2355 
25 - '50 
50- 100 
100- 200 
200 - 400 
400- 800 
The South Pole experiences infrequent day-to-da)r changes in 
the weather, but occasionally something unusual happens which merits 
special attention. The most. unusual pbmomena or 1958 was the rapid 
temperature changes experienced in early May during inversion con-
ditilons (Figure 13). The square root or the height of the thermo-
couples is used for the vert.ical scale am the horizontal scale is 
a linear time scale. Sixtieen COI'JIPlete profiles are shown of &bOTe-
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surface temperature readings covering a fort7-1ix minute period. The 
abrupt temperature change was eJCperienced at all levels on the 
-~ 
u 
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micrometeorologic&l mast. A five centigrade degree warming occurred 
from 3 em to 200 em in approximately 3 minutes. The rapidity with 
which this happened made it all the Jll)re interesting. The rapid 
response of thermocouples, plus a multi-point recorder, resulted 
in obtaining an excellent record of this rapid temperature change. 
There were no. changes in sky' condition, wind direction or speed, 
or barometric pressure. This was caused by (l) subsidence \lb ich 
occurred at the station, or (2) near the station and then passed 
the station much as a •urtace front. 
The interrelation of t•perature and winds were presented in 
the last chapter when surface inversions, katabatic winds 1 and 
windchills were discussed. This section has reemphasized the 
~rtance ot temperature and wind speeds through microclimatologi-
cal studies or profile data or each eleant. The tollowmg section 
will combine the two elemert.s in micrometeorological. analyses which 
will result in the determination or the stability or the air layer 
near the snow surface. 
ENERGY EXCHUIJES AT SNOW-AIR INTF2FACE 
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This section presents some ot the more important conclusions 
resulting trom the writer's micrometeorological program at the South 
Pole in 1958. The an&l11Jea were made pas si. ble through two substantial 
National Science Foundation grants covering three years. The fore-
most authority in rdcrometeo10logy in the United States, if not in 
the entire world, Dr. Heinz H. Lettau of the University ot Wisconsin, 
served as coDaultant and later as ~xpert. to the project and 
directed the nature of the research. 
Fred A. Brooks (50) said tlat temperature or wind profiles 
alone were sterile and that they had to be analy-zed together to 
be of arq value. This section does this by uniting the South Pole 
wind and temperature profiles in the computations of' the Ric:ilard-
son numbers. There aze small dally, weekly, and monthly variations 
in conditions on the Antarctic Plateau during "winter" (March - Oct-
ober or April - September, depending upon latitude). However, it 
was found that meteorological changes were closely connected with 
stability. Thus it was more meaningf'ul in some cases to present 
data according to stability than according to monthly averages. 
However, whenever possible, data are presented by both stability and 
by monthly classes of Richardson numbers. 
RICHARDOON NUMBERS 
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The analysis is introduced b.r the comp1tation of Richardson 
numbers, which is a measurement of the stability of the air. Richard-
son numbers (51) were comp1ted for 1050 Sout.h Pole hourly profiles; 
665 of' these were used in the stl¥17. A sample computation sheet is 
shown in the upper half of Figure 14. Local Richardson numbers were 
computed for 4, 2, and 1 meters using the temperature and wind speed 
differences from bordering heights, 8 and 2, 4 and 1, and 2 and 0.5 
meters, respectivaly. Bulk Richardson numbers, Ri', were then 
computed for each hourly profile by dividing the sum of the local 
Richardson numbers by the sum of the three heights. The individual 
# 289 195~ 
Richardson Number 
r b.l gb.l g b.l 
em em Tm 
8o4 
404 600 '>89. ~8 2.7'>8 
204 <00 2Q4.6o 1. {7Q 
104 1'>0 147. ~4 689 
'54 
Deacon Numbers 
r 
em 
v flV 
101 
lh7 
66 
117 
'i1 
9'> 
L.L. 
FIJURE 14. SAMPLE COMPUTATION SHEET - RICHARDSON AND DEACON NUMBERS 
March 31 1100 to 1200 GMT Cord Nos. to 
0 0 0 0 
Ri = g-b.r 68 g = 982.3 em Tm = 273.13+ a = 273.13-59.41 = 213.1 K 
. {b.V)t sec2 Tm 
2 T a+ T 68 v b.V (b.V) oc a 68 (b. V)t Ri =8 
797 '>8.8'> 0.08 '>8.77 
696 167 27 .8~ '59 27 0.04 'i9.?"~ .I':R rv:>lo n?.?. 
6<.0 117 n.6Q ')Q.47 0.02 'iQ L.<; L.l n<n nL.1 
'>79 Q<; Q_f\? '>9.6'> 0.01 '>9.1':L. _.,7 nlL1 _n?R 
.,,., 
'59.82 0.00 '59.82 11 ' - .001 Q{\ 
Pv = 1-3.32 fl log flV ,&~ ; 3. 32 (. 3010 - 6.1og .6.6) 
log flV fllogflV 3.32 Pv ® t:,El logfl8 fllogflEl .3010 - $a fllogflV lllogflEl 
?.OOOL. L.?. hh?P. 
?_???7 _]Rf\Q .hell _{QQ .68 .8<2'> .<204 -.0194 -.064 
1.81Q'i .1'>4'> .'>1< L.R7 .?? -,},ry}, - ':>107 nA,., ':>7{\ 
?.01':8? . 111 q .<72 h?P. .41 .hl?8 - .ni':P.o _:>:nn 77lo 
1. 707h .O<lO'i . <01 .6qq ,10 274L. __ nL.L.I': _?<;?.L. - P,<;? 
1.9777 .0641 .21< .7P>7 ")7 ,'1682 .0191 .2819 .Q<7 
1.6415 1R ?<;C:"l ..... 1\) 
0 
runs were then placed in groups of 30 or 10 according to bulk 
Richardson numbers, and mst of the data are then presmted 
according to the convective stability group. The groupings ranged 
from no to -24 (lo-3), with the higher numbers indicating extreme 
stability. 
Convective stability classes below -15 are considered extreme 
lapse, from -15 to -10 as moderate lapse, t'rom -9 to -5 as weak 
lapse, -4 to +4 as neutral, 5 and 6 as weak inversion, 7 to 9 as 
moderate in"Version, 10 to 19 as stroag inversion and larger than 14 
as extreme inversion. The South Pole data used in the analysi. s 
included the following cases: 50 lapse, 30 neutral, 60 weak in-
versions, 60 mderate inversions, 180 strong inversions, and 340 
extreme inversions. Never before bad so many hours of profiles 
been measured under such extreme stable conditions. 
Mean local Richardson numbers plotted at 4, 21 and 1 meters 
for the l:W.k Richardson groupings are shown in Figure 15. It can 
be assumed for all groups that Ri is equal to zero at the surface. 
There is a s;yatematic cl'ange of Ri with height in tm lowest 4 
meters, and a slight curvature seems to exist for extreme cases 
at the hig,.er levels. There are relatively few lapse conditions 
at the South Pole, as moderate to extreme inversion conditions 
prevail thrwgh mst of the year. 
Average monthl.Jr Ri' 1 using the 665 hours of test data (Feb-
ruary - November), were co:mp1ted for the 10-month period of recerd 
in 1958, ani are presert.ed in Table 36 with the monthly mean 
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TABLE 36 
MONTHLY MEANS WITHIN PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER 
Ri' n z2.5 
Dec 1957 25.1 
Jan 1958 25.0 
Feb 13.4 36 35.3 
Mar 30.6 83 54.0 
Apr 30.4 100 62.1 
May 17.5 55 56.9 
Jun 23.8 85 61.1 
Jul 23.3 42 55.1 
Aug 31.0 51 61.7 
Sep 25.0 44 56.2 
Oct 22.5 104 49.2 
No'Y 12.3 70 38.5 
R1 1 • Bulk Ri.chardaon number 
n. • Number 
T2.5 • Temp ~meters (oc) 
U10 • Wind Speed 10 meters 
s.c. • Sk7 Cover 
AT • Inversion Temp differ.nce 
u1o S.C. 
3.7 4.4 
5. 7 5.5 
4.3 6.2 
5.8 4.9 
5.7 1.5 
8.1 2.7 
7.2 2.4 
8.8 4.7 
6.3 3.6 
6.6 5.7 
7.1 6.5 
3.9 6.3 
H • Heigl'L of Inversion above surface 
AT/H • Lapae Rate (•c/lOOm) 
AT 
1.6 
3.2 
9.0 
19.9 
25.8 
19.2 
23.2 
16.6 
22.7 
18.1 
15.1 
7.9 
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H AT/H 
377 0.42 
376 0.85 
605 1.49 
707 2.81 
686 3.76 
623 3.08 
650 3.57 
665 2.50 
648 3.50 
617 2.93 
588 2.57 
604 1.31 
temperature, wind speed, sky' cover 1 tanperature difference and 
depth of the surface inversion, and the average gradient within 
the planet:.ar.r boundary layer. Greater stability is shown for 
the sunless period (March - SeP:,ember) 1 although one "mid-winter" 
month, May, had relatinl7 low stability for an Antarctic winter 
month. It is difficult to explain the low bulk stability for May 
on the basis of the other parameters within the planetar,y boundar,y 
layer. It is believed that the selective process whereby profiles 
were picked !or the analYsis could have resulted in a bias selection 
for the month. 
There is no doubt that much lower Ri' wtUld have resulted if 
there had been data available for the "mid-SUJIIIRer" months. This 
was not possible; the microaet.eorological program l&s conducted 
for only' one year and moat of the first SWDIIler was spent setting 
up the instruaeuta and calibrating the sensors. 
Table 37 presents data shold.Dg the variation of inversion para-
meters with Ri'. Colder temperatures, less cloudiness, lewer winds, 
thicker inversions, larger temperature inversions, and steeper lapse 
rate characterize the groups with higher Ri' • 
DEACON NUMBERS 
Deacon numbers, B, and B8 , we~e ccmputed .f'or all groupings of 
Ri 1 (52). A sample computation sheet is shown in the lower half 
of Figure 14. The variations o! By, the aeasuremmt of the wind 
profile curvature, with bulk stability values are shown in 
124 
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TABLE 37 
VARIATION OF EXTERNAL PARAMETERS WITH STABILITY 
Hgt. of Wind Sky 
Ri' Temp {C•) Inversion Temp Diff Lapse Rate Speed Cover 
2m {m) (c•) c•L100. ;LOJn .. (!Lsl 
-17.6 -43.1 714 14.7 2.06 4.8 9.6 
1.4 -44.0 396 11.9 3.01 7.0 7.4 
4.1 -46.4 530 13.5 2.55 7.0 6.6 
6.0 -50.7 467 15.6 4.33 7.7 4.4 
8.8 -52.4 541 16.8 3.11 7.5 4.2 
9.7 -49.7 500 13.8 2.76 7.9 4.1 
10.9 -51.7 554 16.3 2.16 7.7 2.5 
12.6 -55.7 432 18.0 4.18 7.7 2.0 
14.1 -55.1 608 17.9 2.94 7.3 2.5 
15.7 -55.3 573 18.6 3.25 6.9 1.9 
17.3 -51.6 632 15.6 2.46 6.4 2.7 
19.2 -51.2 584 16.6 2.85 5.6 3.3 
21.1 -57.8 604 20.1 3.33 5.8 1.4 
24.0 -58.1 598 22.1 3.69 6.1 1.2 
26.3 -57.9 583 21.4 3.68 5.7 0.7 
28.3 -58.0 653 22.4 3.43 5.8 1.0 
31.1 -57.2 601 21.4 1.57 5.6 1.5 
34.1 -57.2 644 20.9 3.24 5.4 1.6 
36.6 -60.3 643 26.7 4.15 5.3 1.5 
40.5 -60.0 605 23.3 2.60 5.2 1.2 
50.1 -60.8 668 23.2 2.88 5.0 2~0 
56.2 -61.1 689 24.0 3.48 4.0 1.4 
68.2 -57.1 627 20.7 3.30 4.1 1.6 
72.3 -60.0 750 24.5 3.27 4.0 1.5 
88.8 
-64.3 636 27.4 4.31 4.0 1.4 
109.9 -59.1 618 23.9 3.83 4.3 1.4 
18 . Figure 16 (57). By J.s greater than unit1 and increases with 
surface heating, and is smaller than unit1 and decreases with 
height with surface cooling. By profiles begin to show a mini-
mwn level for extreme stabilit1 which seems to subside graduall1 
to about 1.5 meters. Above this mini:awm, By increases rapidlf 
with height and JD&1 exceed the surface value or unitf. The most 
interesting and significant relation is that Bv does not becane 
zero even in great stabilit1, but goes only to approximatel1 0.25 
and then recurves. This recurvature is most likely due to the 
vertical gradient of shearing stress. The thickness or the surface 
layer decreases with increasing stabilit1 so that it becomes less 
than 2 meters for Ri' greater than 50. 
a., the temperature profile curvature, was also computed for 
all groupings of Ri' from mean vertical potential temperature 
differences. (Fig. 17). Be profiles with strong stabilit1 go be-
fond zero, becoming negative, above one meter. This suggests that 
the surface la1er of the temp .. ature field mar be significantly 
thicker than the surface lqer of the wind field. The relative 
momentum-flux divergence is greater than the relative heat-flux 
divergence. 
The wmd profile curvature, 13v, and the potential temperature 
profile curvature, Be1 versus Ri, are shown in Figures 18 and 19. 
The wind profile definitely recurves at awroximately Ri • 0.15. 
18 
Much of the analysis of wind profiles presented in this section 
was presented bf the writer at the American Meteorological 
Societ1's lkow ll.evel. Wind Cmference in El Paso, Texas on 8 Aug-
ust 1962. The manuscript was not published. 
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WIND PROFILE CURVATURE , f3v, 
VERSUS RICHARDSON NUMBER, Ri - SOUTH POLE 
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POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE CURVATURE, {38 , 
VERSUS RICHARDSON NUMBER, Ri- SOUTH POLE 
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This is evidently the effect of divergence of momentum flux. 
There are more cases of Ri greater tba.n 0.1 than have been 
detenni.ned from an-r other field program. These have proven t:ta t 
the wind proti.le definitely recurves at awrox!..atel.y Ri • 0.15. 
Deacon (52) states that the cCXlCentration of' dots on unity as the 
surface is approached means that the effects of' stratification 
become smaller relative to those of' wind shear at lower heights. 
In contrast to the wind profile curvature, the potential temper-
ature curvature does not recurve with large bulk stability. 
ROUGHNESS LENGTH 
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The roughness length, z01 llilich bas been J:resented as a measure-
ment of' the roughness of' a aurface, was canputed for all convective 
stability groups by' using proflle data from all levels, or, in the 
more stable cases, from the four or three lowest levels (Table 38). 
It was nearly constant at 0.014 em for moderate stability. The 
roughness length appears to be constant in spite of considerable 
variation of Bv with height. For Ri' between 1.4 and 12.6, the 
mean wind speed was 657.4 am/ sec and the roughness length was 
.0103; for Ri' between 50.1 and 109.01 the mean wind speed was 
289.8 em/sec and the roughness lcgth was .0227. These rouglmess 
lengths (.0103 and .0227) are remarkably close together, and probably 
indicate t:tat there are little changes with light wind speads. 
TABLE 38 
VARIATION OF IDUGHNESS Ll!NGTH AND WIND SPEED 
WITH STABll.ITY, OOU'lH POLE, 1958 
Ri' 
-23.9 
-17.6 
- 5.6 
1.4 
4.1 
6.0 
8.8 
9.7 
10.9 
12.6 
14.1 
15.7 
17.3 
19.2 
21.1 
24.0 
26.3 
28.3 
31.1 
34.1 
36.6 
40.5 
50.1 
56.2 
68.2 
72.3 
88.8 
109.9 
Rot8hn888 
Length, Z (em) 
0 
.0347 
.0242 
.0070 
.0082 
.0085 
.0091 
.0085 
.0098 
.0154 
.0129 
.0080 
.0166 
.0073 
.0187 
.0077 
.0086 
.0196 
.0085 
.0071 
.0156 
.0178 
.0148 
.0252 
.0255 
.0228 
.0251 
.0126 
.0252 
Wind Speed 
2M(cm/s) 
492.9 
469.7 
456.6 
658.1 
651.9 
690.2 
652.0 
696.7 
617.4 
635.8 
598.8 
571.6 
557.0 
482.4 
477.2 
441.2 
434.9 
441.4 
413.6 
381.6 
375.1 
350.6 
310.1 
311.1 
314.3 
268.4 
260.1 
275.0 
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The roughness length was co:q:~uted for several days in May 
with wind speeds between 4.8 and 9.2 m/s at 4 meters (Table 39). 
Large displacement values indicating an uneven snow surface 
were necessary to obtain good fits of the wind profile curvature. 
Roughness lengths decreased with increasing wind speeds. However, 
with stable cond:i tions and wind speeds at eight meters of about 
13 m/s, z0 does increase. Liljequist (17) considers the increase 
in z
0 
with increase in wind speed, at high wmd speeds, due 
prim.aril.T to surface friction from drif'tmg smw. This mAy well 
be the case at the South Pole. 
4 Meter 
Wind Speed (m/s) 
8.4 
9.2 
4.9 
4.8 
5.6 
6.1 
TABLE 39 
ROUGHNESS LE!GTH 
SOUTH POLE, 14-17 MAY 1958 
Displacement 
(em) 
45 
10 
0 
-20 
-30 
-25 
Roughness 
Length (em) 
0.0009 
0.0013 
o.ooso 
0.0106 
0.0014 
0.0009 
No seasonal variation of z0 was found during a test per"iod 
inwlving days with Ri 1 near 20. Day-to-day variations in the 
profiles are greater t:t:an seascnal. changes induced by change in 
the character of the snow surface. However, one must bear in mind 
that the immediate area of the mast was manicured when sastrugi 
migrated within 30 feet of the mast, and that the surface conditions 
consequently became non-representative. It is believed by the 
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writer that a slight sea.scnal. variation of z0 would have resulted 
if it had been possible to obtain observations without disturbing 
the snow surface. 
EDDY HEAT FLUX 
Eddy heat nux, ~, based upon vertical differences of wind 
speed &Di potential temperature from all five levels, or upon three 
or four heights during cases of extreme stability, was computed for 
all groups of Ri'. The canp1tations involve the assumption tbat the 
edd7 diffusivities for heat and horizontal momentum are the same. 
Beat flowing upward has a positive ~ and downward flux acoompal11'-
134 
ing i.Dversional temps-ature gradients has a negative ~· The edd7 
heat nux ranged from -0.0239 l;r/min (Ri' • 68) to 0.0112 (Ri' • -24). 
SNOW TFHPERATt1ll!3 
Daily mean temperatures were computed for subsurface data from 
-2 to -50 centimeters, an:i 7-dtq running means were coaputed for 
-250 and -800 cmtimeters. Data were centered on 24 equally spaced 
periods, with 1 April used as the beginning and ending dates. 
Personnel were rotated early in 1959 and mid-sUJDD.er was spent in-
stalling and calibrating the instrum.mts, resulting in onl.y' ten 
months of data being collected. The subsurface tEmperatures are 
shown in Figure 20. Surface reversals of temperatures are shown 
at -50 centimeters, but do not exist below one meter. Temperature 
amplitude at eight meters (1.4 c•) is more than twice as great as 
that at 12 meters (0.6c•). The penetration of the temperature wave 
135 SUBSURFACE TEMPERATURE 
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is shown in Figure 21. The August surface temperature reaches 
the five-meter depth in eaz-ly' Nov•ber, wmreas the "mid-8Ulllll.8r" 
surface maximum. does not reach the eight meter depth until "mid-
winter." 
A tautochrone (54) was plotted for the Solt.h Pole (Fig. 22). 
The mean temperature for the station in 1958 was -48.9•C, and the 
mean temperature, based on readings at -8 meters, is around -5l•c. 
The t;autochrone shows cooling to 150 centimeters by l March, to 
200 centimeters by l Apr.l.l, to 300 em b7 l May, to 500 em by 31 May, 
and to 800 em by 1 August. A nearly uniform temperature gradient 
was established about one month before sunrise. The cycle then 
reversed with wal'JJI.ing above am cooling below. Minima temperature 
occurred at 100 em by 30 Se}t.ember, at 200 em by 31 October, at 
300 em by 30 Noveni:>er, at 500 an by 31 December, and at 800 em by 
30 Januaey. 
SURFACE ENERGY BUDGEr 
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The surface energy budget. at the snow-air interface was computed 
from the following equation 
R0 is the radiation balance (net radiation), Qo is the eddy heat 
flux, 50 is the heat f'lux into the snow, and Eo is the latent heat 
flux. All tenus are in langleys (ga cal/e112). The sign-convention 
for the three f'l.uxes is such that transport away from the interface 
has a positive sign. Net radiation is positive when more radiation 
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energy is received than tmitted from the iut.erface. Thus a 
positive Ro imicates an .-mrgy source at the interface, which 
is usually' indicative of solar radiation. A negative R0 indicates 
an energy sink at the interface and will result in negative fluxes 
directed toward the surface for balance requirements. The latent 
heat nux, E0 , is obtained as the remainder. A negative E0 
indicates deposition and a positive E0 indicates sublimation or 
evaporation. 
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Monthly means of the radiation balance, R0 , and eddy heat flux, 
~~ were computed from .f'ive-day mans. The heat nux into the snow, 
S0 , was computed .from a metmd derived by Lettau (22) utilizing the 
surface values of amplitude and phase lag for the first and second 
harmonics. Eo was obtained as the remainder from the above equation. 
The computed monthly values or the four constituents or the energy 
balance are shown in Table 40. Deposition is indicated for all 
months from February through November, with the exception or May. 
The annual mean deposition, computed by dividing the latent heat 
flux by the latent heat or s ubl:imation ( 667 cal/ p;n), amounted to 
27 mm o.f' water for the year. The amount of deposition in mid-
winter was unupected and is comparable to depo si ti.on at coastal 
Antarctic stations. The uncertainty or all terms i.."'l the heat budget 
equation may be such that the latent heat flux is only accurate to 
within ! 10 langleys per day (± 0.007 ly/min). 
TABLE 40 
AVERAGE MON'lliLY :mERGY FllJXES 
OOtml POlE, 1958 
Month Ro Qo so E 0 
Jan 4 
Feb -40 -16 
-3 -21 
Mar -65 -32 
- 7 -26 
Apr 
-60 -32 
- 7 -21 
May 
-54 -56 
- 4 6 
Jun 
-54 -39 
- 2 -13 
Jul 
-59 -50 - 3 - 6 
Aug -50 -33 
- 3 -14 
Sep 
-46 -32 -1 -13 
Oct -31 -28 5 - 8 
Nov 14 - 8 10 12 
Dec 10 
A possible source of error in the model is the exact value 
of the Karman constant (I) used in the estimate of surface stress. 
All computations were based on K being 0.40.19 Lettau reanalyzed 
Nikurad.se's experiments am found 0.428 to be a better value than 
0.40 for the Karman constant. Corrected values of ~ an:i new E0 
are shown in Table 41. 
19
values in literature range from 0.38 to 0.45. 
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Month 
Jaa 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
TABLE 41 
REVISED ENERGY FLUXES 
SOUTH POlE, 1958 
(using K • 0.428) 
Ro ~ So 
4 
-40 -18 -3 
-65 -37 -7 
-60 -37 -7 
-54 -64 -4 
-54 -45 -2 
-59 -57 -3 
-50 -38 -3 
-46 -37 -1 
-31 -32 5 
14 
- 9 10 
10 
-19 
-21 
-16 
14 
- 2 
l 
- 9 
- 8 
-4 
13 
There are no comparable computations fer other stations 
on the Antarctic Plateau, although budget constituents have been 
determined for three coastal sites: Ma.udheim, Mirey, and Little 
America.. Caution has to be exercised in comparing data because 
of differences in instrumentation and means of computing the 
variables. Without a. doubt, the best data are available for 
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M&udheim, a joint British-Norwegian-Swedish scientific station 
that was operational in 1950-51. Averaged monthly heat budget 
constituents at the snow-air interface for Maudheim are presented 
in Table 42. 
TABLE 42 
ENERGY FLUXES, MAUDHEIM, 195Q-51 
~ Ro ~ so Eo 
Jan 11 -11 7 15 
Feb -16 -11 4 - 6 
Mar -36 -14 0 -17 
Apr 
-43 -19 -4 -17 
May 
-48 -22 -7 -17 
Jun -46 
-24 -8 -11 
Jul -46 -27 -7 
-14 
Aug 
-47 -25 -4 -19 
Sep 
-34 -24 0 -12 
Oct -17 -22 4 - 2 
Nov 
- 4 -19 7 6 
Dec 27 -17 8 33 
Mean -25 -20 0 
- 5 
The most signi. ficant. feature or Tables 41 and 42 is that E0 , 
the latent heat nux, is negative at both stations for most or the 
winter. This indicates that deposition was occurring at both 
stations. It is not surprising that this was the case because or 
the strong inversion conditions existing over the Antarctic conti-
nent durmg "winter." H~er, the fact that deposition is of the 
same general •gnitude is surprising because one would expect more 
at a coastal station where tmre is a larger amount of water vapor 
in the air. 
The actual. amunt of deposition is l•w (around 25 mm of water), 
and slight clanges in any of the constituents can convert the down-
ward nux (deposition) to an upward flux (sublimation). Kopanev 
computed an upward flux for Mirny, whereas some of the other 
meteorologists have determined that there is a downward flux. 
In conclusion, a S\1lllll&l'Y of mid-winter (June and July) energy 
fluxes are presented for the South Pole, Mimy, Maudheim, and 
Little America (Table 43). The winter net radiation is low at all 
stations and shows the extreme value at the South Pole. With a 
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mean temperature of -16.4°C at Mirny, higher net radiation might be 
expected. The foehn wind at MirlJ1' may explain the difference in the 
energy balance for that station. Little America data are question-
able because of difficulties in . recalibrating the Schulze radiometer. 
Herfried Hoinkes, the scientist who conducted the glacial meteorology 
program at Little America V in 1957, feels that the outgoing radiation 
is approximately 50 per cent too high (55). If the recal.ibration 
substantiates his feelings, then the Little America V, South Pole, 
and Maudheim latent heat flux will be of the same general magnitude. 
The Sout. h Pole micrometeorological program of temperature ani 
wind profiles was operative for only one year (1957) and the radiation 
program was discontinued in the Antarctic summer of 1962-63. Con-
sequently, the data analyses presented in this section represent 
the only complete climatological presentation of the energy budget 
constituents. 
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TABLE 43 
MID-WINTER ENmGY FLUXES 
El. 
Tm station i!!!l !!!r. Ro ~ ~ lo 
South Pole 2800 1958 -58.i -56.5 -51.0 -2.5 -3.0 
Mirny 35 1957 -16.4 -51.0 -97.7 -3.0 -+49. 7 
Maudheim 37 1950-51 -26.7 -46.0 -29.8 -7.5 -8.7 
Little America 44 1957 -21.6 -21.8 -13.1 -2.6 -6.1 
It is unfortunate that it was not possible to canpute the 
surface energy tenns for ather stations on the Antarctic Plateau. 
However., the comparison of the South Pole data with tmse from the 
coastal stations would indicate tha.t the Antarctic Plateau is a 
relatively homogeneous area of negative heat fluxes in "winter" 
and positive heat fluxes in 11mid-sununer." 
CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED AV:I!NUES 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The Antarctic Plateau has been presented as the largest and 
coldest desert. :in the world. It is also one of the highest. The 
region was delimited on the basis of elevation and slope. In East 
Antarctica the lower limit was established at 2000 meters1 in West 
Antarctica at 1500 Dleters; a slope of one degree or less was super-
imposed in both areas as an additional criterion for the Antarctic 
Plateau. In total area. it is almost as large as the United States. 
The mean elevation of the Plateau is about 2500 meters1 and the 
maximum measured elevation is 4270 meters. Ninety por cent of the 
world 1 a snow and ice are on the Antarctic continent 1 arrl approxi-
mately three-fourths or this snow and ice lie on the Antarctic 
Plateau. The average thickness of the snow and ice is around 2500 
meters1 and the maxi.m:wn depth is 4335 meters in West Antarctica. 
Much of the subsurface in West Antarctica lies well below sea. level 1 
with bedrock lying as much as 2538 meters be+ow sea. level. 
The geography of the Antarctic Plateau plays an important part. 
in determining its climate. Nowhere in the world is there a region 
of such size having a uniform surface with ralatively little local 
relief. Its location about the Geographical South Pole divides the 
year into two seasons, a sunless "wmter" period1 and a "summer" 
period with sun. This eliminates the diumal effect for the area 
around the Geographical South Pole and results :in a more unifonn 
intra-seasonal climate. There is a fl.a.t polar winter temperature 
regime with as many as eight months with colder m>nthly mean 
temperatures than the annual mean temperature. The elevation or 
the Antarctic Plateau and the fact that the sun is much closer 
to the earth during the Antarctic summer result in more solar 
radiation being received on the Plateau during mid-sUllllller months 
than is received afi1W}le re else in the world. 
The study lt.illzed "live" data which had only recently become 
available for analyses. There were DO. climatic stations in the 
interior of Antarctica prior to 1956 when stations were established 
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in conjunction with the International Geophysical Year (IGY). Cli-
matic programs have continued since the IGY through the International 
Geophy'sical Cooperation (IGC). Clinatic data are presented for nine 
stations. Although most of the stations were only operative for one 
or two years, six-year climatologies are presented for both the South 
Pole and Byrd. Data were obtained and processed from all four nations 
that maintained stations on the Antarctic Plateau. It is believed 
that this represents the first "international" type presentation or 
climatic data for the Antarctic. 
Four climatic zones were established: Cold Central Core, Cold 
Interior, Cold Katabatic, and West Antarctic. The Cold Interior is 
a modified Cold Central Core climate, West Antarctic has an outlier 
climate, and the Cold Katabatic zone has a transitional climate 
between the interior and the coast. These regions were delimited 
primarily on the basis or tenpere.ture and wind speed. Antarctica 
.. , 
is the only continent. where precipitation data a.re of relatively 
little climatic value and where wind speeds enter into the delimita-
tion of climatic regions. Solar radiation, or the lack of it, is 
also a most important climatic element on the Antarctic Plateau. 
However, lack of good comparable data has resulted in it being 
omitted from the climatic classification criteria. The climatic 
zones are tentative and were delimited only to provide a framework 
for presenting climatic data and analyses in a meaningful form. 
The three mst important climatological elements on the Ant-
arctic Plateau are temperature, wind speed, and solar radiation. 
Temperature is more important in the interior and wind speed is 
more important at the lower elevations insofar as determining the 
degree of severity of the climate. Solar radiation is prima.ril7 
seasonal, as there is no incoming short-wave radiation during the 
extended period without sun. The totalled radiation received on 
the Antarctic Plateau during sunmer is unequaled because of (1) the 
sun being continuously above the horizon, (2) the sun being at peri-
helion, and (3) the high elevation of the Antarctic Plateau. Sur-
face inversion, katabatic winds, am windchills are discussed under 
the interrelationships of climatic elements and are presented as 
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the three most important climatic factors on the Al'ltarctic Plateau. 
The surface inversion which persists over the Plateau in winter 
averages from 500 to 1000 meters in depth and from 10 to 25 c• in 
intensity, depending upon location. Inversions may show- a temperature 
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difference of as much as 38 c•. The largest inversions in the first 
eight meters at the South Pole range from 10 to 15 c•. The average 
proportion of the total inversion concentrated in the lowest eight 
meters during winter is one-seventh. Cold katabatic winds character-
ize the climate near the peripher.r of the Antarctic Plateau. Wind 
speeds are approximately two to two and one-half times the pres sure 
gradient wind. Katabatic wind flow is confined to the surface 
inversion layer. Windchill is presented as the best index ot the 
severity of the climate. It was found that the maximum windchills 
were of the same general order for all of the stations on the Ant-
arctic Plateau. In the Cold Katabatic zone, the higher wind speeds 
compensated for the higher temperatures and resulted in wind.chills 
comparable to those obtained in the Cold Central Core. 
The Antarctic Plateau's climate is distinguished by extremes 
of climate "ililich have never been measured in the Northern Hemisphere. 
The most extreme is believed to be the monthly mean windchill of 
3004 Kg cal/m2/hr established &t Vostok in August 1958. This was 
based on a monthly mean temperature of -68.4•C (-9l.l•F), and a 
monthly mean wind speed of 6.7 m/s (15.0 mph). During this month, 
the maximum temperature at Vostok was -55•C (-67.0•F), the monthly 
mean temperature was -n.s•c (-97.2•F), the monthly mean minimum 
temperature was -77.o•c (-106.6•F) 1 and on 24 days temperatures were 
below -73.4•C ( -lOO.O•F). All of these are so-called "records" for 
the polar regions. In spite of the low winds measured at Vostok, 
this station also has measured the highest wind speed in East 
Antarctica, 25 r:t/s (48.6 kts, 55.9 mph). Minimum tsnperatures 
measured at stations in the interior are: Vostok, -88.3•C 
(-126.9•~; Sovietskaya, -86.8•c (-124.l•F); KomsomolSkaya, 
-80.7•c (-113.3°F); South Pole, -78.9•C {-110.0°F); and 
Vostok I, -73.2°C (-99.8•F). An average of 917 langleys (cal-
ories per square centimeter) per day was measured at the South 
Pole in December 1958. Over a thousand (1005) calories per square 
centimeter was measured on December 28, 1957. No other region in 
the world has comparable monthly or daily values. 
The environmental layer, the first eight meters, was analyzed 
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to determine the temperature and wind profile characteristics. Wind 
profiles followed the logarithmic wind law during neutral conditions 
of mid-summer and became more linear as stability conditions increased 
with winter. The wind profile recurved at aro'Wld one and one-half 
meters, and the temperature profile decreased with height but did 
not recurve. This indicates that the surface layer of temperature 
may be significantly thicker than that of wind. 
No other micrometeorological program has ever resulted in so 
many hourly profiles under such stable conditions. There were 580 
hours of profile data with moderate to extreme surface inversion 
conditions. There appeared to be a better correlation of meteorolo-
gical parameters with stability than with months within a season. 
Colder temperatures, less sky cover, lower wind speeds, deeper 
surface inversions, larger surface inversions, and greater lapse 
rate characterized the cases with the strongest stability. 
The roughness length of the surface did not appear to be 
related to the wind speed as long as the speeds were less than 
10 m/s. However, it is quite possible that the roughness length 
does increase with wind speeds over 12 m/s. The roughness length 
obtained for the South Pole, .0014 em, agrees very well with that 
obtained at Maudheia on the coast of Antarctica. 
Monthl7 computations of net radiation, eddy heat flux, and 
heat flux in the snow made possible the computation of the monthl7 
latent heat flux for the South Pole. A monthly climatology of the 
,., 
eneru fluxes was determined for the ten months with data. One or 
the unexpected findings was that deposition occurs in winter in 
approximately the same amount as at coastal stations in Antarctica. 
The deposition in winter is relativel.7 small, around 25 11m1 and 
is related to the strong surface inversion which persists over the 
Antarctic Plateau. Energy' fluxes for the South Pole are presented 
as representative of the interior of the Plateau on the basis of 
the station being representative of a large proportion of the 
Antarctic Plateau. This assumption is substantiated by the presenta-
tion of data comparing fluxes for the South Pole with those from 
Maudheia and Little America on the coast. It is unlikelJr that there 
would be ~ differences greater than those between the South Pole 
and the two coastal stations. 
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The complete understanding or the physical climatology or the 
Antarctic Plateau must await further field investigations. It 
seems pertinent to maintain another "3500" meter station. Vostok 
was reopened at the end or the Antarctic summer, 1962-63, and the 
Russians will reoccupy the station during the IQSY (International 
Quiet Sun Year), 1964-65. Some o! the large voids in East Antarctica 
should become sites of semi-permanent stations. Within a radius or 
1050 kilometers of 80•20 15 and 35•E, there are three and one-half 
million square kilometers which have never been occupied by man. 
This represents 35 per cent of the Antarctic Plateau. The 
National Science Foundation in Washington has recently drafted a 
100-year plan for research in the Antarctic, and it is anticipated 
that this research will continue on a large-scale basis under the 
blessings of the international treaty signed by all nations working 
in Antarctica (55). 
There should be an additional micrometeorological program on 
the Antarctic Plateau to verify some of the 1958 findings and to 
investigate new probl81lS. The South Pole has the advantage of' 
eliminating diurnal changes which simplify the analysis. However, 
it is the writer's belief that it would be better to establish the 
program in the Cold Central Core near the Pole of Ma.ximum Inaccessi-
bility. Mid-winter temperatures and surface inversion conditions 
are much more intense in this general area than &DJWhere else in the 
world. There should be a walk-up tower of approximately 70 meters 
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height instrumented with small teflon three-cup anemoaeters and with 
aspirated, shielded thermocouples. The micromet shack should be 
subsurface, and located away from camp. Data recording should be 
done on both a strip chart and on some fora of tape, either paper 
or magnetic. Finall.y, two men should be sent to operate the pro-
gram, one of whom should be a qualified electronic technician capable 
ot keeping instruments and recorders in operation. The physical setup 
should be established during the summer preceeding the suamer when 
the program becomes operational. More accurate measurements tor a 
complete year would result in a much better understanding of the 
climatic environment at the South Pole and would result in a finer 
detel'llination of the energy fluxes in the surface energy budget. 
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APPENDIX A 
Table 
A-1 Mean Temperatures 
A-2 Maximum Temperatures 
A-3 Minimum Temperatures 
A-4 Temperature Range 
A-5 Prevailing Wind Direction 
A-6 Mean Wind Speed 
A-7 Maximum Wind Speed 
A-8 Sky Cover 
TABLE A-1 
MEAN TEMPERATURES 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY .TUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL 
1957 
Komsomo1skaya 43.0 32.9 
Vostok I 48.0 52.7 51.7 58.0 53·0 48.7 43.3 36.7 
South Pole 27.8& 38.2 53·7 56.4 55·7 56.4 6o.9 58.2 62.3 52.7 37.1 25.1 48.7 
Southice 21.3 34.3 29·7 39.1 34.7 41.0 41.1 42.1 29.0 23.2 15.2 
Pionerskaya 22.6 31.3 39.2 38.2 43.8 44.0 48.9 44.4 41.9 36.5 31.0 22.2 36.8 
Charcot 40.6 41.5 47.2 48.7 46.4 43.9 37.4 30.3 21.3 
Byrd 15.5 21.2 30.5 35.8 35.8 33·5 40.7 28.8 30.6 26.1 20.6 12.1 '2:(.6 
1958 
Vostok 31.3 44.6 55·9 64.0 62.9 67.9 65.3 71.8 66-3 58.8 43.2 33.4 55.4 
Sovietskaya 48.1 53.8 58.7 67.3 69.6 69.4 71.9 66.5 59·9 43.7 33·7 
Komsomolskaya 31.6 44.8 51.7 57.1 59.2 64.7 61.9 65.3 61.7 55.4 42.3 33.8 52.5 
South Pole 25.0 35·3 54.0 62.1 56.9 61.1 55.1 61.7 56.2 49.2 38.5 31.2 48.9 
Pionerskaya 23.8 34.4 36·5 41.2 40.7 50.8 45.4 49.4 48.2 41.7 31.9 25.7 39.1 
Charcot 22.4 30.6 34.4 38.5 41.4 49.8 41.7 43.2 51.6 39·7 30.5 23.7 31·3 
..... 
\.n 
a9-31 January .J:-
TABLE A-2 
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY .TUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR 
1957 
Komsom.olskaya 25 19 
Vostok I 35.8 34.9 30.5 4o.5 35·3 30.1 28.1 23.4 
South Pole 21.1 27.8 37.2 32.0 34-5 41.3 4o.4 43.0 49.8 43.0 19.0 18.9 18.9 
Southicea (9.2)(23.8)(14.6)(19.5)(25.9) 23.8 23-7 17.4 18.6 9.4 8.2 
Pionerskaya 15 17 24 25 25 38 36 27 23 21 18 13 13 
Charcot 22.5 26.5 29.9 28.0 30.6 24.3 23.6 15.2 9.8 
Byrd 5.4 11.4 18.3 17-7 6.9 15.8 20.6 13.2 17.0 11.2 4.4 4.4 4.4 
1958 
Vostok 23 29 47 43 43 47 44 22 45 41 34 26 23 
Sovietskaya 34 40 43 44 49 38 48 48 45 31 24 
Komsomolskaya 22 30 30 40 28 46 41 47 44 42 30 25 22 
South Pole 14.7 21.4 37.6 48.8 46.1 39-3 34.9 48.7 37.6 33·7 26 23 14.7 
Pionerskaya 15 24 25 24 17 39 26 28 32 33 20 19 15 
Charcot 10.7 20.4 15.0 21.0 14.0 27.0 17.6 19.6 40.9 16.9 20.3 17.1 10.7 
..... 
Byrd 4.6 7·0 13.4 9.2 11.1 19.8 10.3 17-3 21.1 15.0 12.0 2.7 2.7 Vl \.n 
-
aFeb-Jun based on hourly observations 
TABLE A-3 
MiliiMUM TEMPERATURES 
JAll FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR 
1957 
Komsomolskaya 57 46 
Vostok I 58.5 70.1 67.8 73.2 65.4 63.4 61.4 52.6 
South Pole 34.3 56.2 63.6 67.3 73-6 71.7 72-7 73-2 74-5 65.6 48.1 29-7 74.5 
Southicea (38.4)(46.1)(4?.8)(53-1)(43.9) 57-3 53-3 55-2 38-9 35.0 24.1 
Pionerskaya 35 48 53 54 57 6o 59 58 6o 53 42 35 6o 
Charcot 57.0 56.0 56.9 62.0 57-0 58.0 50.0 43.1 32.4 
Byrd 29.6 37.1 45.6 55.6 54·7 56.9 56.6 46.3 51.9 48.2 33.6 25.2 56.9 
1958 
Vostok 41 6o 67 73 78 &>.7 81 87.4 82 71 6o 44 87.4 
Sovietskaya 62 67 73 79 81.2 83 86.8 79 73 59 49 86.8 
Koii.Somolskaya 43 58 64 69 74 74 76 81 77 66 6o 46 81 
South Pole 3l.l 46.7 67.4 72-9 67-9 74.3 71.6 73.4 74-3 63.6 49 38 74.3 
Pionerskaya 34 47 49 53 55 57 63 63 63 58 43 35 63 
Charcot 34.0 44.2 48.8 55-2 54.9 61.5 61.5 6o.2 61.6 55·7 42.0 33-5 61.6 
Byrd 23.9 19.8 47.3 54.1 54.8 59·7 63.2 62.2 53-9 45.1 33-4 29-9 63.2 
aFeb-Jun based on hourly observations 1-' \.n 
0' 
TABLE A-4 
TEMPERATURE RANGE 
JAB' FEB MAR APR MAY JUlf JUL AOO SEP OCT lfOV DEC YEAR 
1957 
Komsomolskaya 32 27 
Vostok I 22.7 35.2 37·3 32.7 30.1 33-3 33.0 29.2 
South Pole 13.2 38.4 26.4 35·3 39.1 30.4 32.3 30.2 24.7 22.6 29.1 10.8 55·6 
Southicea (18) (34) (28) (22) (29) 33·5 29.6 37.8 20.3 25.6 15.9 49.1 
Pionerskaya 20 31 29 29 32 32 23 31 37 32 24 22 47 
Charcot 34.5 29.5 21·0 34.0 26.4 33·7 26.4 27.9 22.6 52.2 
Byrd 24.2 25.7 27.3 37·9 47.8 41.1 36.0 33.1 34.9 37.0 29.2 20.8 52·5 
1958 
Vostok 18 31 20 30 35 34 37 32 37 30 26 18 65.4 
Sovietskaya 28 27 30 35 32 45 39 31 28 28 25 62.4 
Komsomolskaya 21 28 34 29 46 28 35 34 33 24 30 21 59 
South Pole 16.4 25.3 29.8 24.1 21.8 35·0 36.7 24.7 36.7 29.9 23 15 59.6 
Pionerskaya 19 23 24 29 38 18 37 35 31 25 23 16 48 
Charcot 23.3 23.8 33.8 34.2 40.9 34.5 43.9 40.6 20.7 38.8 21.7 16.4 50.9 
Byrd 19.3 12.8 33·9 44.9 43.7 39·9 52.9 44.9 32.8 30.1 21.4 27.2 6o.5 ..... 
"' -..J 
aFeb-Jun based on hourly observations 
TABLE A-5 
PREVAILIBG WilD DIRECTION 
JAB FEB MAR APR MAY JU.I JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR 
1957 
Komsomolskaya 140 16o 
Vostok I 140 140 140 1.40 140 16o 140 
South Pole 36o 36o 020 020 020 040 020 040 020 020 360 090 020/36o 
Southice 080 120 120 080 080 080 
Pionerskaya 120 140 140 140 140 140 140 110 110 140 140 110 140 
Charcot 160 16o 16o 16o 175 180 180 175 
B;yrd 36o 36o 040 020 020 360 020 030 050 020 030 360 020/3€/J 
1958 
Vostok 200 250 200 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 
Sovietskaya 090 120 Calm. 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 Calm. 110 
Komsomolskaya 180 160 1.60 1.60 l.6o 1.80 1.80 1.60 1.60 l.6o l.6o 1.40 1.60 
South Pole 360 090 020 090 020 040 020 040 020 020 360 090 020 
Pionerskaya 1.1.0 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.60 1.40 140 1.40 1.40 1.40 110 1.40 
Charcot 1.60 l.8o 1.60 1.50 1.70 1.70 l.8o 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.60 1.50 1.70 
Byrd 36o 36o 360 020 020 36o 360 020 020 020 040 040 020/360 ~ Vl 
<» 
TABLE A-6 
MEAN wnm SPEED (m/ s) 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JU:I JUL AUG SEP OCT liOV DEC Aim1AL 
1957 
Komsomo1skaya 3-3 3-9 
Vostok I 8.1 6.3 6.3 5·3 6.0 7-9 5-7 5·7 
South Pole 5-0 5-0 5.8 1·1 7-7 8.6 7-9 8.1 6.5 7-l 4.7 3·7 6.5 
Southice 6.6 9-3 12.0 15-5 14.4 11.8 14.1 12.6 8.4 10.2 7-7 
Pionerskaya 12.4 13.1 12.0 13-3 9.0 9-9 9.2 13.5 12.9 11.2 9.4 9.0 11.2 
Charcot 12.0 13.1 9-0 9.2 9-5 10.5 9-l 7-4 
Byrd 5.4 6.4 8.9 8.9 8.5 8.0 9.8 12.1 11.5 7-7 8.5 6.9 7.8 
1958 
Vostok 4.6 3·7 5-l 4.0 5-2 4.9 5.0 4.7 5-4 4.0 4.2 3.8 4.6 
Sovietskaya 1.4 3.6 3-3 3-9 4.6 4.4 4.6 4.6 3.8 3-4 2.5 3.6 (e) 
Komsomolskaya 5·5 3.8 3.0 3.8 4.1 4.3 4.1 2.7 4.2 3-5 3-3 2.9 3.8 
South Pole 5·7 4-3 5·8 5·7 8.1 7-2 8.8 6.3 6.6 7-l 3·9 4.2 6.1 
Pionerskaya 9.0 9-3 10.1 11.7 10.8 10.4 ll.l 9.6 ll.l 10.6 9.6 8.8 10.2 
Charcot 9.4 8.9 10.8 10.9 8.0 11.9 8.4 8.1 10.5 8.7 7.8 6.9 9.2 
Byrd 6.7 9.6 7-2 1·1 10.0 6.3 8.0 8.2 9.8 9.1 8.1 6.4 8.1 1-' 
"' -..a 
(e) Extrapolated 
TABLE A-7 
MAXIMUM WIIm SPEED (m/ s) 
JAB FEB MAR APR MAY .JtJK JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR 
1957 
Komsomolskaya 17 13 
Vostok I 22 17 12 12 13 14 11 16 
South Pole 14 17 24 17 19 17 19 17 14 10 
Pionerskaya 20 22 22 26 22 17 20 24 23 24 25 25 26 
Charcot 32 25 25 28 1.8 23 25 17 16 
Byrd 13 14 19 1.9 15 21. 20 28 21 20 19 22 28 
1958 
Vostok 14 9 10 10 15 25 13 1.3 13 12 1.3 11 25 
Sovietskaya 3 9 8 12 ll 10 12 12 9 1.2 6 
Komsomol.skaya 1.0 9 8 15 13 ll 9 1.0 10 10 8 8 1.5 
South Pole 22 13 16 13 17 15 21 1.4 13 14 12 1.1 22 
Pionerskaya 16 32 17 21 21 20 28 1.1 19 1.8 17 18 32 
Charcot 24 15 26 26 20 29 23 27 26 24 20 26 29 
Byrd 14 26 23 27 20 28 27 26 23 26 18 28 
1-' 
0'-
0 
TABLE A-8 
SKY COVER (in tenths) 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL 
1957 
Vostok I 6.5 4.5 4.2 3·9 6.4 7.8 6.6 5.0 
South Pole 5.8 4.9 6.6 3.0 3.0 1.5 2.0 2.6 2.8 4.2 3.2 4.4 
Southice 3.6 2.0 3.2 2.0 1.0 1.7 1.2 2.6 4.7 3.2 5.0 
Pionerskaya 7.6 5.8 6.7 8.6 7·5 6.9 6.9 8.9 8.6 6.6 5·5 6.8 
Byrd 8.5 7·8 7.1 4.8 4.2 4.6 4.0 6.6 6.5 8.4 6.3 7.1 6.3 
1958 
Vostok 3·9 2.6 4.2 2.6 5.2 2.1 2.5 2.8 4.1 3.2 2.9 2.7 3.2 
Sovietskaya 3.6 2.3 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.9 2.7 3·9 2.0 
Komsomolskaya 3.6 2.3 3.4 2.6 2.0 0.8 2.7 3.6 3·7 3.4 3.9 3.2 2.9 
South Pole 5.4 6.1 5.0 1.5 2.7 2.4 4.7 3·5 5·7 6.5 6-3 3.8 
Pionerskaya 4.2 2.2 4.1 4.9 4.5 3.2 5·9 4.3 3.8 4.3 4.5 5.2 4.25 
Byrd 6.9 8.1 7.6 6.4 6.6 4.7 5.8 5.8 6.3 7·2 6.5 7.0 6.6 
I-' g;-
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APPENDIX B 
Table 
B-1 Mean Station Pressure 
B-2 Mean Temperatures 
B-3 Maximum Temperatures 
B-4 Minimum Temperatures 
B-5 Prevailing Wind Direction 
B-6 Mean Wind Speeds 
B-7 Maximum Wind Speeds 
B-8 Average Sky Cover 
TABLE B-1 
MEAN STATION PRESSURE (MB) 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ADUAL 
South Pole 
1957 686.7 681.0 681.7 681.7 684.2 685-7 673-2 682.0 677·3 677·3 688.5 693·5 682.7 
1958 689.8 689.0 682.0 682.1 680.5 677·3 674·3 671.8 671.8 675.8 683.8 681.9 680.0 
1959 688.8 681.4 680.4 682.4 682.4 682.2 679.1 678.5 671·9 673.5 676.4 689.1 680.5 
1960 683.3 684.1 670.8 678.5 680.8 676.1 673.1 676.1 670.8 677·5 678.9 683.5 677-8 
1961 686.8 689.5 682.4 682.4 684.2 683.0 675.4 676.0 683.2 675-9 682.9 683.3 682.1 
1962 684.9 684.8 678.1 685.9 679.4 688.6 669·7 673-0 675.6 673.2 683.6 683.8 680.0 
Mean 686.7 685.0 678-9 683.8 681.9 682.2 674.1 676.2 675-1 675·5 682.3 685.8 680.5 
Byrd Station 
1957 814.3 812.3 803.5 806.3 811.7 814.4 799.6 806.7 797.7 806.1 808.9 821.7 808.6 
1958 813.1 816.7 812.7 813-3 807.3 809.8 804.0 798.7 793-2 798.0 806.0 809.8 806.9 
1959 811.3 810.1 806.4 815.0 806.8 808.7 807.6 804.5 796.1 798.5 8oo.2 815.4 806.7 
1960 814.2 808.4 797.4 810.0 804.5 8oo.9 795.4 798.9 804. 8oo.3 802.9 812.2 804.1 
1961 814.5 818.4 812.6 812.7 813.2 811.5 790.4 808.5 805.1 794.6 806.1 808.3 808.0 
1962 810.5 806.7 805.1 796.2 806.3 804.7 792.4 799.6 795·9 797-2 807.6 811.6 802.8 
Mean 813.0 812.1 806.2 808.9 807-5 808.3 798.2 802.8 798.7 799.1 805.3 813.1 806.1 
~ 
e 
TABLE B-2 
MEAN TEMPERATURES (- o C) 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL 
South Pole 
1957 38.2 53·7 56-5 55.8 56.4 60.8 58.2 62.3 52·7 37-0 25.2 48.8 
1958 24.9 35.2 53.8 61.7 57.1 61.2 55.2 61.6 56.1 49.1 38-3 31..1 48.8 
1959 29.0 39-7 54.8 55-1 56.4 60.1. 59·5 59·7 61.9 51..3 40.9 28.9 49.8 
1960 30.5 39-7 57·6 56.9 55-7 58.7 58.7 62.3 57·6 51.9 38.4 27.1. 49.7 
1961 30.6 41.4 57-1 59·9 57.2 52.9 60.6 56.9 57·7 49.1 38.4 29.0 49.2 
1962 29.8 41.9 53·7 58.1 59.1 53.2 60.2 60.6 57·6 50.4 37.6 26.7 49.1. 
Mean 28.9 39.4 55.1 58.1 56-9 57.1 59.2 59-9 58.8 50·7 38.4 28.0 49.2 
Byrd Station 
1957 15.5 21.2 30.5 35.8 35.8 33·5 40.7 28.8 30.6 26.1 20.6 12.1 27.6 
1958 14.3 14.9 28.0 30.8 28.3 4o.8 40.7 42.2 4o.o 30.1 20.9 17.2 29.1 
1959 18.2 18.8 25.4 23.9 33.6 32.8 34.4 38.8 35.8 34.5 22.6 14.9 27.8 
1960 15.6 24.3 31..3 30.8 32.8 30.9 29.2 40.2 34.1 28.1 25.2 14.9 28.1 
1961 13.1 20.0 29.7 24.1 36.2 34.8 35-5 37.2 33.2 37.6 22.3 16-3 28.3 
1962 15-7 15.7 28.8 36.2 29.3 4o.3 36.0 34.7 43-7 33-2 22.0 15.6 30.0 
Mean 15.4 19.2 29.0 30.3 32.7 35·5 36.1 37.0 36.2 31..6 22.3 15.1 28.4 
t-' 
.£!:' 
JAN FEB MAR 
1957 27.8 37.2 
1958 14.7 21.4 37.6 
1959 21.1 24.4 45.0 
1960 21.7 26.7 38.3 
1961 23.6 30.4 46.1 
1962 23-3 35.0 38.2 
Mean 20.9 27.6 40.4 
1957 5-4 11.4 18.3 
1958 4.6 7.0 12.6 
1959 9.8 8.9 13.4 
196o 8.3 14.4 13.3 
1961 0.8 3· 3 11.1 
1962 7·4 11.9 16.5 
Mean 6.1 9·5 14.2 
TABLE B-3 
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES (- °C) 
APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT 
South Pole 
32.0 34.5 41.3 4o.4 43.0 49.8 43.0 
48.8 46.1 39·3 34.9 48.7 37-6 33·7 
38.9 42.8 42.2 39.4 46.7 44.4 35.0 
35.6 39.4 40.0 36·7 47.2 41.1 36.7 
39.4 32.3 34.4 41.1 34.4 37.2 29.4 
4o.o 41.1 32.8 38.3 41.7 41.7 38.9 
39.1 39.4 38.3 38.5 43.6 42.0 36.1 
Byrd Station 
17.7 6.9 15.8 20.6 13.2 17.0 11.2 
9.2 11.1 19.8 10.3 17-3 21.1 15.0 
7.2 7·7 20.6 13.8 20.4 19.2 19.4 
11.7 17.2 25.6 5·3 18.9 15.6 11.6 
10.0 13.3 14.6 15.6 16.7 18.3 20.6 
22.1 14.1 21.2 18.8 18.9 26.1 18.2 
13.0 11.8 19.6 14.0 17.6 19.6 16.0 
NOV DEC 
19.0 18.9 
25.6 23-3 
33-3 23.3 
25.0 19.4 
31.1 23.3 
29.4 20.2 
27.2 21.4 
4.4 4.4 
12.0 2.7 
10.1 8.3 
16.1 6.7 
11.7 7·7 
12.6 6.6 
11.2 6.1 
YEAR 
18.9 
14.7 
21.1 
19.4 
23.3 
20.2 
14.7 
4.4 
2.7 
8.3 
6.7 
0.8 
6.6 
6.1 
1-' 
o-. 
\.11 
TABLE B-4 
MINIMUM TD1PERATURES {- °C) 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR 
South Po~e 
~957 56.2 63.6 67.3 73.6 1~·1 72.7 73-2 74-5 65.6 48.4 29-7 74.5 
~958 31.~ 46.7 67.4 72.9 67.9 74.3 7~.6 73.4 74.3 63.6 49.4 38.9 74·3 
~959 35.6 52.2 66.~ 67.2 68.3 70.6 74.4 77·8 78.9 6~.7 50.6 35.0 78.9 
196o 35.6 52.8 70.6 1~·1 10.0 74.4 71.1 73·9 77-2 65.6 45.0 32.8 77·2 
196~ 37·2 5~-3 67.8 72.2 70.6 67.8 72.2 74.4 69.4 61.1 44.4 33·9 74.4 
1962 38.9 49.4 70.0 7~.1 71.~ 70.0 73.4 72.8 75·6 58.9 47.2 35.6 75.6 
Mean 35·7 51.4 67.6 70.4 70·3 71.4 72.6 74.2 75·0 62.6 47-5 34·3 78.9 
By'rd Station 
1957 29.6 37.1 45.6 55·6 54.7 56.9 56.6 46.3 51.9 48.2 33.6 25.2 56.9 
1958 23.9 19.8 47.3 54.1 54.8 59·7 63.2 62.2 53·9 45.1 33.4 29.9 63.2 
~959 21·1 23.8 42.2 45.1 54.4 48.2 54.6 56.7 53·6 50.6 39.4 22.8 56.7 
1960 26.7 38.9 53·3 53·9 51.7 46.7 53·7 54.4 51.1 4~.1 41.1 24.4 54.4 
1961 25.1 38.7 46.3 37-1 50.4 47.8 56.7 57·9 50.0 58.3 36.7 21·5 58.3 
1962 25.~ 35-3 43.2 54.1 50.3 56.8 53.4 59·~ 62.0 49.4 36.1 22.8 62.0 
Mean 26.4 32.3 46.3 50.0 52·7 52.7 56.4 56.1 53·8 48.8 36.7 25.4 56.4 
..... 
()'. 
()'. 
TABLE B-5 
PREVAILING WIND DIRECTION 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR 
South Pole 
1957 360 360 022 022 022 045 022 022 090 022 022 045 022 
1958 022 090 045 090 022 022 022 022 022 022 360 090 022 
1959 360 045 022 022 045 022 022 022 022 022 045 022 022 
1960 068 022 022 022 022 360 022 090 022 022 022 360 022 
1961 068 360 022 090 090 360 022 36o 360 022 36o 36o 360 
1962 36o 36o 360 360 360 360 360 090 022 36o 045 090 360 
Prevailing 
Direction 360 36o 022 022 022 36o 022 022 022 022 022 360 022 
Byrd Station 
1957 N N NE NNE NNE N NNE N NE NNE NNE N NNE 
1958 N NNE N NNE NNE N N NNE NNE NE NNE NNE NNE 
1959 NNE N NNE N NE NNE N NNE NE NE NNE NNE NNE 
1960 NNE NE NE NNE NE NE NE NE NE NE NE NE NE 
1961 NE NE NNE NNE NE NNE NNE NE NE NE E NE NE 
1962 N NE N NNE NNE NNE N N N N N N N 
Prevailing 
Direction N NE NNE NNE NNE/NE NNE N NNE NE NE NNE NNE 
1-' 
a--
-.J 
TABLE B-6 
MEAlf WIBD SPEEDS (m/ s) 
JAlf FEB MAR APR MAY JON JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANifUAL 
South Pole 
1957 4.T 5·1 6.1 1·7 7·7 8.6 7.8 8.0 6.6 7-l 4.9 3-7 6.5 
1958 5.6 4.4 5·9 5.8 8.1 7.2 8.8 6.4 6.7 7-l 3·9 4.7 6.2 
1959 4.6 7-4 1·7 7.4 7·4 6.5 7-0 7·5 7-4 7-9 5·3 3·7 6.7 
l96o 4.4 5.2 5·9 6.3 6.1 6.3 7·3 7·0 7.6 6.9 6.1 5.4 6.2 
1961 4.1 5·5 6.1 5·9 7.4 9.2 8.4 8.2 8.7 8.3 6.3 5·7 7.0 
1962 4.7 6.5 1·7 6.9 6.7 9·5 8.2 6.9 9.2 6.7 5·5 3.4 6.8 
Mean 4.7 5·7 6.6 6.7 1·3 7.8 1·9 7·3 7-7 7·3 5·2 4.4 6.4 
Byrd Station 
1957 5.4 6.5 8.9 9.0 8.5 8.0 9.8 12.1 11.5 7-7 8.5 6.9 8.6 
1958 6.8 9·7 7.2 7-6 9.8 6.4 8.1 8.1 10.3 9.6 8.9 6.9 8.3 
1959 6.2 7·0 8.1 7-4 8.0 8.9 8.4 9.6 9-5 1·7 7-4 7.4 7-9 
l96o 5.0 6.6 8.8 7·3 10.3 ll.O 10.3 8.0 10.7 10.2 6.3 5.8 8.3 
1961 6.7 6.3 7.0 10.6 9.0 8.1 7-9 10.7 10.2 7-5 7.2 6.1 8.1 
1962 6.2 6.9 9.0 11.0 11.8 10.9 11.9 10.9 8.4 10.5 7-4 7.2 9·3 
Mean 6.1 7.1 8.1 8.9 9.6 8.9 9·5 9·9 10.1 8.9 1·6 6.6 8.4 
....... 
0' ()) 
TABLE B-7 
MAXIMUM WIND SPEEDS (m./ s) 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT lfOV DEC YEAR 
South Pole 
1957 14 18 24 17 19 17 19 18 14 10 24 
1958 22 12 14 11 17 13 19 12 19 16 13 11 22 
1959 9 22 13 14 13 16 17 14 17 15 14 8 22 
196o 10 11 16 12 13 17 14 14 19 13 14 11 19 
1961 11 10 11 12 14 17 17 21 20 13 15 14 21 
1962 11 13 13 14 15 19 15 13 18 17 13 8 19 
Mean 13 14 13 13 17 17 17 15 19 15 14 10 19 
Byrd Station 
1957 14 16 22 22 28 24 23 32 24 23 22 26 32 
1958 17 30 M 27 31 23 32 31 30 27 30 21 32 
1959 19 21 27 27 30 31 35 29 28 20 21 19 35 
196o 19 12 22 17 29 30 32 34 33 28 16 22 34 
1961 20 21 19 32 17 26 28 35 32 27 20 13 35 
1962 15 24 18 24 27 20 28 26 24 25 20 18 28 
Mean 17 20 21 25 25 25 29 31 28 25 21 20 31 
..... 
C1' 
~ 
TABLE B-8 
AVERAGE SKY COVER (Tenths) 
JAB I'EB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR 
South Pole 
1957 6.0 5.0 6.0 3.4 2.9 1.6 2.0 2.8 2.9 4.1 2.6 4.4 3.6 
1958 5·5 6.2 4.9 1.5 2.7 2.4 4.7 3.6 5-7 6.5 6.3 3·9 4.5 
1959 5-2 5·7 4.3 3.8 1.6 2.3 1.9 3-3 5·3 7.0 3.8 3-7 4.0 
l96o 5·3 5.0 4.8 3·5 3.6 4.9 4.0 2.5 5.6 5·7 4.7 5·5 4.6 
1961 3.1 4.8 3.6 2.7 2.9 4.4 3.4 4.5 5.1 6.9 3-3 5.4 4.2 
1962 5-4 5·5 5-4 3·3 3-3 5-0 4.0 4.3 5·5 5·9 3.2 1.4 4.4 
Mean 5-l 5-4 4.8 3.0 2.8 3.4 3-3 3-5 5.0 6.0 4.1 4.0 4.2 
Byrd Station 
1957 8.5 1·1 1·0 4.8 4.3 4.5 4.1 6.6 6.5 8.5 6.2 7-3 6.3 
1958 6.9 8.1 1·1 6.4 6.6 4.7 5·9 5-9 6.4 7-l 6.4 7-0 6.6 
1959 5.2 1·6 7-4 7.2 4.5 4.0 5-4 4.5 5·8 5·9 5-2 5.2 5·7 
l96o 6.3 1·1 5·9 6.2 3.4 5-l 5.4 4.3 6.0 7.8 5·1 7-l 5·9 
1961 1·1 7·5 6.3 6.8 3.8 5.6 4.5 5·5 5·0 4.9 6.1 6.1 5.8 
1962 5.4 6.7 1·9 4.8 4.5 3·3 6.2 5.2 4.2 5·9 7-l 1·1 5·7 
Mean 6.7 1·6 1·0 6.0 4.5 4.5 5·3 5.3 5·7 6.7 6.0 6.7 6.0 
1-' 
~ 
Table 
C-1 
C-2 
C-3 
C-4 
C-5 
c-6 
C-7 
C-8 
C-9 
C-10 
C-11 
C-12 
C-13 
C-14 
C-15 
C-16 
APPENDIX C 
Temperature FreSuencies 
Vostok - 195 
Sovietskaya - 1958 
Komsomolskaya - 1958 
South Pole - 1958 
Southice - 1957 
Pionerskaya - 1958 
Charcot - 1958 
Byrd - 1958 
Wind Direction Frequencies 
Vostok - 1958 
Sovietskaya - 1958 
Komsomolskaya - 1958 
South Pole - 1958 
Southice - 1957 
Pionerskaya - 1958 
Charcot - 1958 
Byrd - 1958 
171 
172 
TABLE C-1 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCIES 
VOSTOK - 1958 
(-oc) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
20-24 6 6 
25-29 44 28 72 
30-34 42 8 1 48 99 
35-39 31 19 32 38 120 
40-44 1 29 1 1 1 7 50 10 100 
45-49 27 9 2 9 4 3 5 8 20 87 
50-54 26 28 9 7 3 5 4 18 15 115 
55-59 3 46 15 14 5 15 9 15 23 2 147 
60-64 29 27 36 17 28 16 26 42 221 
65-69 12 43 34 39 33 19 28 22 230 
70-74 17 35 31 32 21 3 139 
75-79 5 16 7 29 16 73 
80-84 1 16 6 23 
85-89 3 3 
173 
TABLE C-2 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCIES 
SOVIETSKAYA - 1958 
(-oc} JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
20-24 2 2 
25-29 34 34 
30-34 5 28 33 
35-39 1 1 31 47 8o 
40-44 8 3 2 1 33 13 60 
45-49 14 10 3 1 2 1 1 9 28 69 
50-54 36 14 3 4 3 1 8 25 20 114 
55-59 37 25 15 14 8 5 15 22 3 144 
6o-64 24 22 18 9 11 10 23 34 151 
65-69 3 34 20 20 26 25 20 22 170 
70-74 13 38 32 36 47 37 12 215 
75-79 23 35 28 29 15 130 
8o-84 5 8 21 1 35 
85-89 5 5 
174 
TABLE C-3 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCIES 
KOMSOMOLSKAYA - 1958 
(-"c) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUl( JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
20-24 3 3 
25-29 52 2 40 94 
30-34 31 5 1 3 16 29 85 
35-39 34 18 3 1 3 33 35 127 
40-44 3 32 7 5 3 4 2 31 18 105 
45-49 26 20 16 2 3 5 3 6 20 27 1 129 
50-54 27 40 22 21 6 9 8 16 33 9 191 
55-59 4 33 18 23 7 22 13 20 37 4 181 
60-64 20 44 21 24 33 22 30 30 224 
65-69 14 33 50 30 38 32 2 199 
70-74 13 30 20 33 15 111 
75-79 1 6 1 8 
8o-84 1 1 
175 
TABLE C-4 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCIES 
SOUTH POLE - 1958 
(-oc) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
15-19 9 9 
20-24 36 4 7 47 
25-29 76 19 1 5 57 158 
30-34 2 25 1 11 19 58 
35-39 32 1 1 6 6 16 52 39 153 
40-44 21 8 2 2 10 15 48 106 
45-49 10 27 1 11 2 19 1 8 27 3 109 
50-54 35 7 27 18 28 8 32 35 190 
55-59 17 20 46 32 34 30 24 27 230 
60-64 19 66 35 27 26 51 17 3 244 
65-59 13 21 5 13 8 22 11 93 
70-74 5 24 2 12 12 55 
176 
TABLE C-5 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCIES 
SOUTHICE - 1957 
(-oc) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
05-09 1 1 
10-14 6 1 13 42 62 
15-19 32 6 1 1 1 30 51 122 
20-24 34 3 17 9 1 1 17 8 15 5 110 
25-29 14 23 45 14 15 11 7 7 42 38 216 
30-34 6 49 25 22 48 7 10 10 59 24 260 
35-39 2 25 17 11 48 18 36 6 14 177 
40-44 21 9 24 9 25 25 15 128 
45-49 3 31 11 37 19 101 
50-54 12 4 8 43 67 
55-59 6 6 
60-64 
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TABLE C-6 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCIES 
PIONERSKAYA - 1958 
(-oC) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
15-19 17 3 4 24 
20-24 59 25 1 2 8 7 50 152 
25-29 33 28 7 9 5 3 2 34 40 161 
30-34 15 37 34 14 6 7 7 2 10 38 29 199 
35-39 19 40 25 25 1 24 9 13 39 36 1 232 
40-44 3 29 35 27 9 22 10 24 39 5 203 
45-49 12 27 25 25 26 27 34 19 195 
50-54 8 24 63 19 33 20 13 18o 
55-59 1 23 14 30 17 4 89 
60-64 6 6 9 21 
65-69 1 1 
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TABLE C-7 
TEMPERATURE FREQUElfCIES 
CHARCOT - 1958 
(-oC) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
10-14 1 1 
15-19 33 5 2 1 18 59 
20-24 52 11 4 3 3 10 4 13 61 161 
25-29 32 40 14 14 7 3 5 6 9 38 28 196 
30-34 6 29 34 27 12 4 16 8 19 43 15 213 
35-39 22 35 26 13 7 22 13 24 19 181 
40-44 9 22 19 43 13 23 17 12 34 7 199 
45-49 9 18 28 22 20 27 30 25 179 
50-54 9 17 22 27 27 39 7 148 
55-59 2 46 3 14 36 1 102 
60-64 3 1 1 3 8 
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TABLE C-8 
TEMPERATURE FREQUENCIES 
BYRD - 1958 
(-oC) JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
0- 4 1 1 
5- 9 12 12 1 12 37 
10-14 45 53 2 9 11 2 2 18 142 
15-19 11 27 8 14 21 3 4 7 39 51 185 
20-24 13 28 21 18 4 12 12 2 20 55 32 217 
25-29 7 30 16 19 11 7 17 15 30 16 11 179 
30-34 35 13 23 18 12 15 16 36 7 175 
35-39 13 15 13 26 25 27 18 21 158 
40-44 4 19 8 12 12 9 26 10 100 
45-49 3 9 4 23 19 16 29 103 
50-54 6 3 20 15 15 13 72 
55-59 6 14 7 27 
60-64 5 5 
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TABLE C-9 
WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCIES 
VOSTOK - 1958 
* 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JON JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
Calm 3 10 6 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 33 
01 
02 1 2 3 
03 
04 5 3 8 
05 
06 
07 3 3 3 9 
08 
09 1 1 2 
10 
11 4 4 3 3 14 
12 
13 
14 4 1 2 2 9 
15 
16 13 10 2 1 1 1 28 
17 
18 18 20 4 1 4 4 51 
19 
20 26 13 26 3 7 15 9 12 8 10 17 20 166 
21 
22 21 3 19 27 23 11 8 13 6 4 20 20 175 
23 
24 
25 12 36 16 34 50 38 54 29 53 52 38 43 455 
26 
27 9 4 9 12 33 24 13 15 23 10 6 7 165 
28 
29 6 3 23 26 3 23 22 25 29 19 20 13 212 
30 
31 
32 4 17 4 1 4 9 8 1 8 7 63 
33 
34 2 8 2 2 3 2 13 2 2 4 40 
35 
36 1 1 2 4 
124 112 124 120 124 120 124 124 121 100 J.20 124 1437 
*Wind direction given in 36 points of compass 
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TABLE C-10 
WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCIES 
SOVIETSKAYA - 1958 
* 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
Calm 9 41 4 1 3 1 5 14 29 107 
01 6 2 1 1 4 14 
02 11 8 8 8 4 6 2 2 5 7 61 
03 8 5 1 3 3 2 5 27 
04 5 19 9 6 4 6 1 1 1 9 61 
05 3 4 2 3 2 9 6 2 17 2 50 
06 7 3 1 2 10 1 15 39 
07 2 6 12 12 4 15 11 9 10 8 89 
08 5 3 4 4 7 8 2 5 38 
09 7 9 4 6 11 13 14 23 17 7 111 
10 4 6 12 5 10 6 7 7 57 
11 2 9 27 19 38 40 56 73 40 5 309 
12 12 3 1 7 18 3 1 1 46 
13 9 1 14 14 12 9 59 
14 11 3 8 3 2 5 1 3 36 
15 1 2 3 
16 10 1 2 13 
17 1 1 
18 1 1 2 3 7 
19 
20 1 1 1 3 
21 
22 
23 1 1 
24 
25 1 1 
26 
27 4 1 1 6 
28 1 1 
29 1 2 2 4 9 
30 1 1 2 4 
31 1 4 5 1 11 
32 5 1 2 3 8 19 
33 10 2 2 14 
34 3 4 1 1 1 1 4 15 
35 3 2 2 1 8 
36 2 2 2 2 3 3 5 3 2 24 
124 121 123 120 124 144 120 124 120 124 1244 
*Wind direction given in 36 points of compass 
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TABLE C-11 
WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCIES 
KOMSOMOLSKAYA - 1958 
* JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
Calm 11 1 1 13 8 8 5 2 49 
01 
02 1 2 2 2 1 2 10 
03 
04 3 2 5 3 1 14 
05 
06 
07 8 4 1 1 2 1 2 9 28 
08 
09 12 13 11 6 2 1 4 3 18 70 
10 
11 18 11 14 17 7 5 13 18 12 4 24 16 159 
12 
13 
14 19 11 11 18 10 14 10 14 22 38 22 31 220 
15 1 1 
16 21 46 36 36 29 33 38 31 46 50 32 24 422 
17 
18 29 35 26 25 29 42 38 25 18 14 12 10 303 
19 
20 11 7 8 6 20 18 15 10 2 6 5 4 112 
21 
22 3 2 2 3 6 5 4 7 1 4 2 39 
23 
24 
25 3 3 1 3 10 
26 
27 1 1 1 1 4 
28 
29 1 1 2 4 
30 
31 
32 1 2 1 1 5 
33 
34 2 1 1 4 
35 
36 3 1 4 
124 112 123 120 124 120 124 124 120 124 120 123 1458 
*Wind direction given in 36 points of compass 
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TABLE C-12 
WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCIES 
SOUTH POLE - 1958 
* JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
Calm 2 11 1 2 2 1 4 3 26 
01 
02 35 10 30 11 61 32 76 28 52 48 21 23 427 
03 
04 30 10 26 13 19 32 17 29 10 19 13 19 237 
05 
06 
07 7 11 24 26 11 22 10 22 5 14 10 13 175 
08 
09 26 17 45 11 13 3 18 8 9 17 25 192 
10 
11 7 13 18 6 15 3 5 5 6 7 85 
12 
13 
14 4 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 16 
15 
16 1 1 2 
17 
18 1 1 2 
19 
20 1 1 2 4 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 3 3 
26 
27 6 2 8 
28 
29 4 1 5 
30 
31 3 6 2 5 2 4 22 
32 
33 
34 9 5 1 3 1 1 8 28 
35 
36 36 6 9 5 12 4 15 20 26 32 37 19 221 
122 112 121 120 124 119 126 124 120 124 119 122 1453 
*Wind direction given in 36 points of compass 
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TABLE C-13 
WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCIES 
SOUTHICE - 1957 
* JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
Calm 1 1 2 
01 3 3 6 
02 1 1 2 
03 1 1 1 3 6 
04 6 2 1 10 19 
05 3 1 2 2 3 11 
06 1 2 3 1 1 2 9 11 3 2 35 
07 23 6 15 6 6 3 15 12 10 11 13 120 
08 36 33 38 33 34 40 31 22 75 48 13 403 
09 7 13 29 23 42 9 13 1 5 7 13 162 
10 8 8 10 5 6 4 2 4 8 8 63 
11 7 17 6 4 6 3 7 6 4 13 5 78 
12 5 42 7 49 24 20 50 56 9 17 8 287 
13 7 2 2 1 3 6 2 4 2 4 33 
14 2 1 3 
15 2 2 
16 1 3 4 
17 
18 1 1 
19 3 3 
20 
21 
22 1 1 
23 1 1 
24 
25 1 1 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 2 2 4 
35 1 1 
36 1 1 2 
96 124 119 124 120 83 124 118 124 120 98 1250 
*Wind direction given in 36 points of compass 
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TABLE C-14 
WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCIES 
PIONERSKAYA - 1958 
* JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN J1JL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
Calm 1 1 
01 
02 
03 
04 2 1 3 
05 
06 
07 2 6 3 2 1 5 14 33 
08 
09 9 3 6 10 4 1 31 15 21 10 12 29 151 
10 
11 44 26 33 17 10 2 13 19 18 15 34 43 274 
12 
13 
14 40 73 8o 71 73 39 41 56 53 85 56 33 700 
15 
16 26 10 4 20 29 60 36 30 27 8 13 4 267 
17 
18 5 2 17 1 25 
19 
20 2 3 5 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 1 1 
124 112 123 120 124 121 124 124 120 124 120 124 1460 
*Wind direction given in 36 points of compass 
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TABLE C-15 
WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCIES 
CHARCOT - 1958 
* 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
Calm. 1 2 2 5 2 2 14 
01 1 1 
02 1 1 
03 3 1 4 
04 3 3 
05 3 1 1 5 
06 3 1 1 5 
07 3 3 1 7 
08 1 3 4 
09 2 1 1 5 2 2 13 
10 8 1 1 1 3 2 5 21 
11 4 1 3 2 3 2 4 6 25 
12 5 1 2 8 3 3 2 1 25 
13 3 1 6 3 11 8 2 2 6 6 48 
14 17 16 10 9 5 9 3 5 3 3 6 8 94 
15 19 1 13 40 19 2 7 8 2 17 24 21 173 
16 20 27 46 32 12 27 8 28 8 23 25 16 272 
17 16 23 24 23 40 14 44 58 38 17 14 311 
18 15 30 9 5 19 27 20 6 31 21 9 9 201 
19 7 4 14 13 3 15 13 10 13 92 
20 5 28 2 1 5 17 5 3 1 6 3 76 
21 2 16 1 1 4 24 
22 1 4 1 1 3 10 
23 1 1 2 3 7 
24 3 2 3 8 
25 2 2 
26 1 2 3 
27 1 2 3 
28 1 1 
29 
30 1 1 
31 2 2 
32 2 2 
33 
34 1 1 
35 
36 
124 113 124 120 124 120 123 124 120 123 120 124 1459 
*Wind direction given in 36 points of compass 
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TABLE C-16 
WIND DIRECTION FREQUENCIES 
BYRD - 1958 
* 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL 
Calm 5 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 4 21 
01 17 10 14 11 9 13 14 13 10 9 3 1 124 
02 17 23 21 33 18 21 18 22 31 24 23 17 268 
03 8 23 13 9 14 11 5 20 25 10 20 15 173 
04 9 13 2 5 12 2 9 20 21 20 24 17 154 
05 3 2 2 2 8 14 13 5 49 
06 1 2 2 2 1 10 6 24 
07 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 11 
08 1 1 1 1 4 
09 1 1 2 
10 2 1 3 
11 1 1 2 4 
12 1 1 1 2 
13 2 1 1 5 
14 1 1 
15 3 1 4 
16 2 1 2 1 6 
17 1 1 2 4 
18 2 1 1 1 4 9 
19 2 1 1 1 3 8 
20 1 1 1 2 3 8 
21 3 1 2 6 
22 3 1 1 1 6 
23 6 3 1 3 2 1 2 7 25 
24 3 5 1 1 1 7 18 
25 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 12 
26 1 2 3 3 1 3 13 
27 1 2 1 3 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 22 
28 3 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 14 
29 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 10 
30 5 2 4 2 2 4 2 5 26 
31 2 1 3 2 2 1 2 13 
32 3 4 9 10 15 11 10 4 1 3 1 1 72 
33 2 5 5 5 4 5 1 2 3 3 35 
34 1 1 7 3 9 9 2 4 4 8 48 
35 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 19 
36 23 24 23 25 12 22 40 16 15 14 13 5 232 
124 112 123 121 120 120 124 125 119 124 119 124 1455 
*Wind direction given in 36 points of compass 
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APPENDIX D 
Table 
D-1 Wind Direction vs Wind Speed, 
Pionerskaya - 1958 
D-2 Wind Direction vs Temperature, 
Charcot - 1958 
D-3 Temperature vs Wind Speed, 
Vostok - 1958 
TABLE D-1 
PIORERSKAYA - 1958 
WIND DIRECTIOI vs WIND SPEED 
Wind Wind Speed {m./s) 
Dir. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 Total 
Janua!:l 
090 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 9 
110 1 1 2 7 5 8 6 4 2 3 3 2 44 
140 2 1 2 7 6 7 6 4 2 2 1 40 
16o 1 1 1 1 2 4 4 7 3 2 26 
180 1 2 2 5 
February 
090 2 1 3 
110 1 1 3 3 4 5 2 4 1 1 1 26 
140 2 6 5 6 8 16 5 7 7 4 1 3 3 73 
16o 1 3 1 2 2 1 10 
March 
090 2 1 2 1 6 
110 3 5 2 4 3 3 1 1 2 4 2 2 1 33 
140 1 2 5 5 8 8 16 9 10 5 2 3 4 2 80 
16o 2 2 4 
$ 
TABLE D-l(Cont'd) 
PIOIERSKAYA - 1958 
WilD DIRECTIOB vs WilD SPEED 
Wind Wind Speed (m/s) 
Dir. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 Total 
!lril 
070 1 1 2 
090 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 10 
110 1 1 1 3 1 4 2 2 2 17 
140 1 1 4 11 9 13 12 6 4 5 1 2 1 1 71 
16o 5 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 20 
May 
070 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
090 2 1 1 4 
110 1 1 1 2 3 2 10 
140 2 2 12 1 15 8 10 3 6 3 2 2 1 73 
16o 1 3 6 5 5 2 1 2 2 2 29 
18o 1 1 2 
June 
090 1 1 
110 1 1 2 
140 1 6 4 3 3 4 4 6 4 2 1 1 39 
16o 1 9 1 9 8 12 2 4 3 4 1 60 
18o 3 1 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 17 
200 2 2 
~ 
0 
TABLE D-1 (Cont 'd) 
PIOBERSKAYA - 1958 
WIND DIRECTION vs WIND SPEED 
Wind Wind Speed (m/s) 
Dir. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 'l'otal ( ·> 
~ 
070 1 1 1 3 
090 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 1 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 31 
110 2 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 13 
140 3 3 4 7 6 2 3 3 7 1 2 41 
160 1 11 5 6 5 3 1 1 3 36 
August 
040 1 1 2 
070 1 1 2 
090 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 15 
110 1 4 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 19 
140 1 4 2 10 12 11 5 5 4 1 1 56 
16o 1 7 4 3 3 6 2 3 1 30 
September 
070 1 1 
090 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 5 1 20 
110 1 1 5 2 3 4 1 1 18 
140 1 3 5 3 11 8 13 3 3 1 2 53 
160 1 1 2 2 4 3 3 9 2 27 
t; 
...... 
TABLED-1 {Cont 'd) 
PIOHERSKAYA - 1958 
WIND DIRECTION vs WIND SPEED 
Wind Wind Speed {m/s) 
Dir. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 Total 
October 
1 Cal.lll 1 
090 3 2 2 1 2 10 
110 1 4 2 6 1 1 15 
14o 1 6 6 12 15 14 18 11 2 85 
16o 1 4 1 2 8 
180 1 1 
200 1 1 1 3 
36o 1 1 
November 
070 1 3 1 5 
090 1 1 2 3 1 3 1 12 
110 2 3 4 1 3 4 1 5 1 4 3 1 2 34 
140 1 6 3 7 7 2 7 6 6 8 3 56 
16o 2 4 2 3 1 1 13 
December 
o4o 1 1 
070 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 1 14 
090 1 2 2 1 4 3 1 4 4 4 1 2 29 
110 1 2 3 3 8 4 3 4 8 2 4 1 43 
14o 1 1 2 7 2 1 7 4 5 2 1 33 
16o 2 1 1 4 
..... 
'-() 
l\) 
TABLE D-2 
CIIMCO'.r - 1!i58 
WIND DIRECTIOK va 'l'EMPE:RA'.l'URE 
Wind Teaperature (.!c) 
Dir 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 Total 
Janua2: 
090 2 2 
100 1 1 6 8 
110 4 4 
120 3 2 5 
130 2 1 3 
140 10 6 1 17 
150 8 9 2 19 
16o 1 10 9 20 
170 2 7 6 1 16 
180 2 5 6 2 15 
190 3 3 1 7 
200 3 2 5 
210 1 1 2 
220 1 1 
February 
000 1 1 
120 1 1 
130 1 1 
140 5 7 4 16 
150 1 1 
16o 6 16 3 2 27 
180 9 15 6 30 
200 5 6 12 5 28 
220 1 1 1 1 4 
240 1 1 1 3 
26o 1 1 
1-' 
"' VJ 
TABLED-2 (Cont 'd) 
CHARCOT - 1958 
WIND DIRECTION vs TEMPERATURE 
Wind Temperature (-°C) 
Dir. 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 6o-64 Total 
March 
000 1 1 2 
010 1 1 
080 1 1 
100 1 1 
110 1 1 
120 1 1 2 
130 4 2 6 
140 1 3 5 1 10 
150 7 4 2 13 
16o 1 2 16 14 11 2 46 
170 4 3 7 7 1 22 
180 4 1 4 9 
190 1 3 4 
200 1 1 2 
230 1 1 
240 2 2 
April 
000 1 1 2 
090 1 1 
110 2 1 3 
130 1 2 3 
140 4 4 1 9 
150 6 18 7 6 3 40 
16o 1 5 16 5 4 1 32 
170 1 5 10 7 1 24 
180 1 1 1 1 1 5 
200 1 1 
~ 
-~="" 
TABLE D-2 (Cont 'd) 
CBARCO'.r - 1958 
WIND DIRECTION vs TEMPERATURE 
Wind Temperature (~c) 
Dir. 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 6o-64 Total ( ., 
May 
000 1 2 1 1 5 
100 1 1 
110 2 2 
120 3 3 1 1 8 
130 3 3 1 4 11 
140 1 3 1 5 
150 2 4 13 19 
16o 6 6 12 
170 2 2 7 6 6 23 
18o 1 9 4 5 19 
190 4 8 2 14 
200 3 2 5 
June 
100 1 1 
110 2 1 3 
120 2 1 3 
130 1 3 2 1 1 8 
140 1 3 1 3 1 9 
150 1 1 2 
16o 1 6 12 5 3 27 
170 6 12 22 40 
18o 3 24 27 
~ 
"" 
TABLE D-2(Cont'd) 
CHARCOT - 1958 
WIND DIRECTION vs T!MPERATURE 
Wind Teaperature (_.C) 
Dir. 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 Total (•) 
July 
000 2 2 
030 2 1 3 
040 2 1 3 
050 3 3 
060 1 2 3 
070 2 1 3 
090 1 1 
140 3 3 
150 1 6 7 
160 1 4 2 1 8 
170 4 2 6 1 1 14 
18o 2 3 13 2 20 
190 1 2 2 5 3 13 
200 1 2 6 3 4 16 
210 5 6 5 16 
230 1 1 
270 1 1 
300 1 1 
310 1 1 2 
320 2 2 
~ 
"' 
TABLE D-2(Cont'd) 
CHABCOT - 1958 
WIID DIDCTIOB vs ~ 
Wind Temperature (-°C) 
Dir. 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 6o-64 Total 
August 
030 1 1 
050 1 1 
o6o 1 1 
070 3 3 
oao 2 1 3 
090 4 1 5 
100 2 1 3 
110 1 1 2 
120 1 1 1 3 
130 1 1 2 
140 1 2 2 5 
150 1 5 2 8 
16o 1 2 7 9 6 3 28 
170 4 10 19 10 1 44 
18o 1 2 2 1 6 
190 1 2 3 
200 1 4 5 
210 1 1 
September 
14o 3 3 
150 2 2 
16o 1 7 8 
170 3 8 23 22 2 58 
18o 9 13 8 1 31 
190 3 3 
~ 
~ 
fABLE D-2 (Cont 'd) 
CHARCOT - 1958 
WIND DIRECTION vs TEMPERATURE 
Wind Temperature (-•c) 
Dir. 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 6o-64 Total 
( •) 
October 
000 1 1 2 
130 2 2 
14o 1 2 3 
150 5 1 4 1 17 
16o 2 4 5 9 2 1 23 
170 1 6 16 13 2 38 
18o 1 4 4 8 3 1 21 
190 3 3 4 2 1 13 
200 1 1 
210 1 1 
220 1 1 
34o 1 1 
Noveui~er 
090 2 2 
100 1 1 2 
110 4 4 
120 2 2 
130 4 2 6 
140 4 2 6 
150 2 12 8 2 24 
16o 3 11 9 2 25 
170 3 8 4 2 17 
18o 1 3 2 1 2 9 
190 1 3 4 1 1 10 
200 2 1 2 1 6 
210 2 1 1 4 
220 1 1 !D 230 2 2 ():) 
TABLE D-2 (Cont 'd) 
CHARCOT - 1958 
WIND DIRECTIOlf vs '.l'!MPERATURE 
Wind Temperature (..Oc) 
Dir. 10-14 15-19 20-24 22-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 6o-64 Total ( 0) 
December 
020 1 1 
050 1 1 
o6o 1 1 
070 1 1 
090 1 1 2 
100 2 2 1 5 
110 1 4 1 6 
120 1 1 
130 3 2 1 6 
140 1 4 3 8 
150 2 12 6 1 21 
16o 1 10 1 3 15 
170 1 3 7 3 14 
18o 1 5 2 1 9 
190 2 5 2 4 13 
200 2 1 3 
220 1 2 3 
230 1 1 1 3 
240 1 2 3 
250 1 1 2 
26o 1 1 2 
270 1 1 2 
28o 1 1 
~ 
"' 
TABLE D-3 
VOSTOK - 1958 
TEMPERATURE vs WIND SPEED 
Wind Speed (m/s) 
(e!p) Calm 1 2 3 q. 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 11!. 15 18 20 21!. 25 Total 
- c 
Janua!:l 
20-21!. 2 1 1 2 6 
25-29 3 q. 5 7 12 q. q. 3 1 1 41!. 
30-31!. 7 8 10 7 2 q. 3 1 1!.2 
35-39 1 1 8 13 5 3 31 
1!-0-1!.1!. 1 1 
February 
30-31!. 2 1 3 1 1 8 
35-39 3 q. 7 5 19 q.o_q.q. 3 1 3 8 5 6 2 1 29 
1!.5-49 1 2 10 6 4 2 1 1 27 
50-51!. 1 5 6 8 6 26 
55-59 2 1 3 
March 
1!.5-1!.9 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 9 
50-51!. 3 2 1 2 5 4 6 5 28 
55-59 1 1 3 12 7 11 8 2 1 1!.6 
60-64 1 1 4 8 13 2 29 
65-69 6 5 1 12 
8 
TABLE D-3(Cont'd) 
VOSTOK - 1.958 
TEMPERATURE vs WIIID SPEED 
Wind Speed. (a/s) 
Teap. Cal.a 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1.0 1.1. 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.8 20 24 25 Total 
~ April. 
40-44 1. 1. 
45-49 1. 1. 2 
50-54 1. 4 3 1. 9 
55-59 1. 3 5 5 1. 1.5 
6o-64 2 1. 1. 5 1.1. 6 1. 27 
65-69 5 1.1. 1.7 1.0 43 
May 
40-44 1. 1. 
45-49 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 2 1. 1. 9 
50-54 1. 1. 1. 3 1. 7 
55-59 1. 6 1. 1. 3 2 1.4 
6o-64 1. 2 4 1.7 5 3 3 1. 36 
65-69 3 1.2 1.4 2 3 34 
70-74 3 1. 6 7 1.7 
75-79 1. 3 1. 5 
June 
45-49 1. 1. 1. 1. 4 
50-54 1. 1. 1. 3 
55-59 1. 1. 1. 1. l 5 
6o-64 1. 7 2 1. l 2 2 1. 1.7 
65-69 2 7 8 1.0 3 6 3 39 
70-74 2 1.3 1.4 6 35 
75-79 5 1.0 1. 16 ~ 
1-' 
'!'ABLE D-3 (Cont 'd) 
VOSTOK - 1958 
'lEMPERA'fORE vs WIND SPEED 
Wind Speed (m/s) 
Tellq). Ca.llll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 20 24 25 Total 
r-oc> 
July 
40-44 1 1 
45-49 1 1 1 3 
50-54 1 1 1 1 1 5 
55-59 1 4 6 1 1 2 15 
6o-64 2 1 3 3 10 5 4 28 
65-69 1 1 3 11 7 5 4 1 33 
70-74 1 9 6 6 2 6 1 31 
75-79 3 2 1 1 7 
80-84 1 1 
August 
55-59 1 2 4 1 1 9 
60-64 1 1 4 1 1 3 3 2 16 
65-69 5 10 3 1 19 
70-74 1 8 5 13 4 1 32 
75-79 5 2 13 6 1 2 29 
80-84 1 8 6 1 16 
85-89 3 3 
September 
45-49 2 2 1 5 
50-54 2 2 4 
55-59 2 1 4 3 2 2 1 15 
60-64 10 8 3 3 1 1 26 
65-69 1 2 7 11 5 2 28 l\) 
70-74 2 11 6 2 21 2 
75-79 3 11 2 16 
So-84 5 1 6 
TABLE D-3 ( Cont 'd) 
VOS'l'OK - 1958 
TBMPERA'l'URE vs WIND SPEED 
Wind Speed (m/s) 
Temp. 
r--cJ 
Calm 1 2 3 4 - 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ~!~- go 24 25 Total 
--·-·--- ----
October 
40-44 2 1 3 1 7 
45-49 1 1 3 2 1 8 
50-54 1 8 7 2 18 
55-59 1 10 8 4 23 
60-64 4 5 11 15 5 2 42 
65-69 2 4 8 6 2 22 
70-74 1 1 1 3 
November 
30-34 1 1 
35-39 1 5 4 12 6 3 1 32 
40-44 1 5 11 17 13 2 1 50 
45-49 5 3 8 4 20 
50-54 4 5 4 2 15 
55-59 2 2 
December 
25-29 1 1 2 7 14 2 1 28 
30-34 3 9 9 17 6 3 1 48 
35-39 4 6 19 7 2 38 
40-44 6 1 3 10 
s 
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A PHYSICAL CLIMATOLOGY OF THE ANTARCTIC PLATEAU 
(Library of Congress No. Mic. 63 ) 
Paul Clement Dalrymple, Ph.D. 
Boston University Graduate School, 1963 
Major Professor: Robert B. Batchelder, Associate Professor of Geography 
The Antarctic Plateau is defined on the basis of elevation and 
slope, being above 2000 meters and with less than a one-degree slope 
in East Antarctica and being above 1500 meters with less than a one-
degree slope in West Antarctica. This region is presented as a high 
latitude, high elevation, cold desert. It is shown to be a near 
homogeneous geographical region, with a uniform snow surface, rela-
tively little local relief, and great depths of snow. Its climate 
is controlled to a large degree by its geographical location. Ele-
vation, slope, and distance from the coast are presented as the three 
most important geographical elements. 
The dissertation is basically in two parts. The first part in-
eludes an areal analysis of the climatology of the entire Antarctic 
Plateau. This is based upon an exhaustive data search, and climatic 
data were obtained from the four countries (u.s., U.K., U.S.S.R., and 
France) who have maintained stations on the Antarctic Plateau. Pri-
mary emphasis is placed upon the period of the IGY because of the 
larger number of stations operative during this time and the avail-
ability of microcard data of surface and upper air observations. 
Climatically the greatest emphasis is placed on the data from the two 
U.S. stations which have the longest periods of record, South Pole and 
Byrd. 
Four climatic zones were delimited for the presentation of the data 
and the analyses. These zones, called Cold Central Core, Cold Interior, 
Cold Katabatic, and West Antarctic, were determined primarily on the 
basis of temperature and wind speed. The Cold Central Core is in the 
hear of East Antarctica and has the most extreme cold climate in the 
world. The Cold Interior has lower elevations than the Cold Central 
Core and is a modification of its climate. The Cold Katabatic has a 
transitional climate between the interior and the coast which is 
governed by katabatic winds. West Antarctica is an outlier climate 
which is characterized by frequent frontal passages. 
The three most important climatic elements on the Antarctic 
Plateau are temperature, wind speed, and solar radiation. However, 
all climatic elements measured as a standard surface synoptic obser-
vation are analyzed. The interrelationship of climatic elements is 
discussed in sections on the surface inversion, katabatic wind flow, 
and windchill. Windchill is presented as the single most important 
climatic element because of its importance to the existence and sur-
vival of man. It is shown that the maximum windchills are of the 
same general magnitude for the entire Antarctic Plateau. Frequency 
distribution tables accompanying the text show monthly values for 
wind direction vs. temperature, wind direction vs. wind speed, and 
temperature vs. wind speed. 
The second section is devoted to an analysis of the writer's 
micrometeorological data measured at the South Pole in 1958 under 
the U.S. National Committee for the IGY Glaciology Program. Profile 
measurements were taken of both temperature and wind speed from the 
surface to eight meters, as well as subsurface temperature to eight 
meters. This study represents the only micrometeorological program 
of temperature and wind profiles which has ever been conducted in 
the interior of Antarctica, and was the only such program conducted 
by the United States in the Antarctic during the IGY. This is the 
first published report on the analyses, and is broken down into 
sections on the microclimatology and the micrometeorology of the 
profiles. The end result is the computation of the surface energy 
budget for the South Pole. A monthly climatology of the energy 
fluxes was computed and presented for the ten months of record. 
These data are considered representative of a large proportion of 
the Antarctic Plateau because of the homogeneity of the region. 
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